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PREFACE
Musical creativity is a synthesis of man's conquest of life. His
musical concepts and performances are the ultimate symbol of this
conquest; the utmost unity a man can achieve. Artistic concepts,
forms of expressions and creativity depend on time, place and the
temperament of the artist.
There are two ways to explain this artistic contribution: 1) in
terms
of
the
style
he
perfects;
and
2)
the
biographical/psychological angle - anecdotes and interpretations as
a medium of evaluation.
Every great artist is part of his time, but he also helps to create
those times. Time is meaningless and empty unless he makes it
conceivable by phenomena - like the evolution of jazz. Time is
expressed through life, and life is conflict motion within the times.
Thus time can never evoke one style only; an individual may
dominate his generation - as Louis Armstrong and Bix
Beiderbecke did in the late 20s and early 30s - but, if we restrict
our view only to the outstanding personalities, we may miss the
significance of the whole era and we may fail to put the
achievements of those personalities in proper perspective.
individual contributions need to be evaluated in terms of those who
preceded that person and those who follow him or her.
Louis Armstrong's genius is to be understood and appreciated
by studying those who preceded and influenced him. The same is
true of Beiderbecke. No artist learns and perfects his craft and style
in a vacuum. There are conscious and sub-conscious, tangible and
intangible influences that shape his primary direction. By
examining the individual and following his development without
regard for early, primary influences, we jeopardize true
understanding of artistic talent.
Every period contains within it three elements. The first is the
dying past. The second is the flourishing present. The third is the
promising future. This book chronicles the lives of four men whose
musical development took place within the same time frame - the
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late 1910s and early 1920s. The artistic growth of these players
took jazz from its founders and passed it on to the people they
influenced, including Armstrong and Beiderbecke. They were
transitional figures, but without them neither Armstrong nor
Beiderbecke nor jazz itself would have developed as it did.
Real historic understanding always exerts a fertile influence on
the present. The music and the influence of these four men has
forever shaped the course of jazz music, and this is proven not by
the existing materials and opinions about early jazz, but by the role
they played in the crucial second wave of jazz. They dominated
New Orleans jazz during their era, and those who witnessed the
evolution of jazz, recognized the importance and influence of these
players and testified to that effect in interviews now housed in the
Tulane University Jazz Archives. A jury of their peers has passed
judgment on their role and the verdict was that these players were
important.
A history book that does not seek to arouse a critical
enthusiasm in one and a book in which there are no aesthetic
judgments to guide the reader does not fulfill its function. In the
careers of these four men, I have tried to convey the strong
enthusiasm that engulfed me as I came to appreciate the truly
important roles these men played in the formation of jazz. I have
included judgments, some purely personal, which run counter to
conventional wisdom about early jazz history. But, in making these
judgments, I have tried to let the facts be my guide.
Between 1915 and 1925, these four musicians - Chris Kelly,
Henry "Kid" Rena, Buddy Petit, and Emmett Hardy - were,
according to Sam Charters in his book Jazz: New Orleans 18851963, "outplaying everyone in New Orleans. They were the
strongest and the hottest in New Orleans at this time."
Of the four, only Rena and Petit survived the 1920s - Petit
barely made it, dying in 1931. On a whole, time has not been kind
to the memories of the four. Their stars have faded, their stature
diminished.
It is my hope that the factual evidence in this book will return
these four players to their rightful place in jazz history. I present to
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you" Christopher Kelly, Henry "Kid" Rena, Buddy Petit, and
Emmett Louis Hardy.

THE NEW ORLEANS INFLUENCES OF
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
The object of this book is not to belittle Louis Armstrong and
'Bix' but to shed light on their musical development by searching
out their musical influences.
Musicians are often times influenced, consciously and
subconsciously, by those that teach them, those they perform with
and those they hear play. Many influences are subtle, others are
obvious. Those influences show themselves in the individual style
of each musician and shape those styles. Many musicians
recognize their influences and point proudly to them. A musical
genius is the musician who combines his or her influences with
their own creative talent to create new and unique styles.
Louis Armstrong was one such genius and in the following
pages we will try to unravel his influences to reveal the people
whose style of play contributed to the development of his
distinctive horn style.

Buddy Petit
Perhaps more than any other player in the early days of jazz
history, Buddy Petit was recognized by his fellow musicians as the
top trumpet player in New Orleans when jazz was evolving. Not
Joe Oliver. Not Freddie Keppard. Not Bunk Johnson. And, not
Louis Armstrong.
Buddy Petit, in fact, was an idol for many of the trumpet players
who later went on to be recognized as jazz greats, including
Armstrong. Petit was the dominant player in the crucial second
generation of jazz - after Buddy Bolden and before Louis
Armstrong.
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"In New Orleans, the king of the trumpets was Buddy Petit,"
according to Lee Collins, a New Orleans trumpeter who went on to
gain a national following. "Buddy was the king here in New
Orleans."
Alex Bigard said that "In New Orleans, Buddy Petit had a
bigger reputation than Louis Armstrong."
Sidney Bechet said that Armstrong "used to take his hat off" to
Petit in recognition of his talent.
The legendary clarinetist George Lewis was profuse in his
praise of Petit:
"I would say Buddy Petit was the best trumpet player I every
heard in New Orleans. I would say it in front of Louis Armstrong.
To me, Buddy had better fingering than Louis. Of all the men I've
played with Buddy Petit would be the first one I'd put in my alltime All Star Band. His tone was better than the majority and he
could do so many things with the horn."
Joe Darensbourg said Petit was something of a role model for
Armstrong. "Buddy was one of the best trumpet players I heard and Louis. Those two were good friends. Louis always said Buddy
Petit was the most beautiful trumpet player he ever heard."
John Casimir spoke of the extent of Petit's influence in his
prime "The best barrelhouse trumpet player around when Louis
was coming up was Buddy Petit. Anywhere Buddy played was
packed and jammed. Then Louis passed all them boys.(Editor:
This progression was more prominent in Chicago than when Louis
was in New Orleans.) But, they all did praise that old man Petit.
All the time praising him."
Emile Barnes was emphatic about Petit's influence on
Armstrong: "When you hear Louis, you hear Buddy Petit. Louis
goes up - Buddy never went up - but when he makes that
chromatic in there, that's Buddy over and over." (Editor:
'Chromatic meaning improvising ideas.)
Chester Zardis, who played with Armstrong, Petit, Chris Kelly
and Kid Rena, said flatly that, "Louis was influenced by Buddy."
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Louis Gallaud, a piano player who was active in the New
Orleans jazz scene of the 1920s, said, "Louis Armstrong admitted
to learning plenty from Buddy, who was the older man."
Many trumpeters familiar with both Armstrong and Petit
recognized the similarities in their playing. Andy Anderson was
one such player: "Buddy Petit had a style similar to that of Louis
Armstrong, but he did not play high."
The playing that drew the spotlight to Armstrong was the
second parts he played behind Joe King Oliver's lead when the two
began playing together in Chicago during the early 1920s. This
second cornet style was developed by Buddy Petit.
Rudolph Beaulieu said, "Petit was one of the best for playing
second parts behind another man's hot chorus."
Ike Robinson had first-hand knowledge of Petit's influence on
Armstrong. "Buddy Petit gave Louis a lot of ideas. Buddy was a
fine second cornet player. He had plenty of ideas about playing
harmony. He gave Armstrong many ideas when Louis was here."
(Sic. In New Orleans)
Paul Barnes backed Robinson's observations: "Louis Armstrong
picked up Buddy Petit's style and added high notes to it. Louis
hung around with Buddy Petit. If you would hear Louis' old
records, they would sound just like Petit."
In an interview for the Jazz Archives at Tulane University,
Punch Miller made that exact point on the connection between
Petit's style and Armstrong's. Miller played Petit's version of the
second cornet part in High Society. He then played a 1923
recording of King Oliver's version of the song with Armstrong
playing second cornet. In Miller's view, the parts were identical.
"That's Buddy on there. That's his horn." Miller added that Petit
had a bigger tone than did Armstrong.
Manuel Manetta, a teacher and performer, recognized Petit's
influence on Armstrong's playing of second parts. He provides a
more technical explanation of the similarities: "Louis Armstrong's
method of improvising a second to Joe Oliver's lead was a
technique called variations - it was very similar to Petit's method
of building a second part in the brass band."
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BeBe Ridgley said many players tried to emulate Petit's style.
When he was played Armstrong's recorded version of Chop Suey,
Ridgley said, "It's Buddy's style, all right. It's either Buddy or
somebody like him."
Ed Hall, in fact, goes further, implying that Armstrong may
have lifted that version of Chop Suey from Petit. "Buddy Petit used
to play cornet 'Chop Suey' long before Louis recorded it."

'KID' RENA
Petit's recognition as the city's top cornet player was not
unchallenged. Henry "Kid" Rena in his prime also was frequently
mentioned by those who witnessed the second stage of jazz unfold
in New Orleans.
When questioned about the best trumpet player in New Orleans,
Herb Morand gave this evaluation: "I liked Buddy Petit. He
featured mostly low notes. When it came to high notes, I don't
believe anyone could beat Kid Rena. He could blow higher than
Louis.
Ed Morris shared Morand's assessment. "Rena and Buddy Petit
were the best in this town. Rena was a more keener cornet player
than Buddy and than Louis Armstrong."
Preston Jackson said that Rena in his prime was a match for
Armstrong. "Kid Rena was one of the best trumpet players I ever
heard. He could give Louis Armstrong a contest when Louis was at
his best."
Tom Fougerat shared that view: "Kid Rena was another good
trumpet player, playing as well as Armstrong. In fact, he played
prettier than Armstrong."
Chris Goldston went a little further: "In their younger days,
Rena was a better cornet player than Louis Armstrong."
Rena was the first cornet player to emphasize high note playing,
according to Punch Miller. "Kid Rena was playing high notes
before Louis or any of them," he said.
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Kid Rena's brother Joe Rena said that Armstrong copied his
brother's high note style.
The links between Armstrong and Rena are more than
coincidence. Both were in the Waifs Home for Boys during the
same period. The home's band was a breeding ground for early
jazz talent. Joe Rena said his brother and Armstrong frequently
played together at the home: Kid Rena began playing trumpet at
the Waifs Home with Louis Armstrong. When two trumpet players
were needed, Rena and Armstrong were chosen."
Israel Gorman put Rena and Petit at the top of the list of
trumpeters in their day. "Buddy Petit knew his horn as well as
Louis Armstrong. I believe Buddy Petit and Kid Rena then were
the sweetest two cornet players they had in this town."
As testimony to Rena's relative standing to Armstrong, Alex
Bigard throws in this observation: "King Oliver wanted Rena to
come to Chicago, but Rena would not leave town. Louis
Armstrong was then sent for." Had Rena accepted the offer, jazz
history might read much differently than it does today.
In another twist, the New Orleans musicians in Chicago who
formed the band that would later send for Rena and then
Armstrong, originally called for Buddy Petit to join them there.
Petit also refused the offer and King Oliver went in his place.

CHRIS KELLY
Along with Petit and Rena, Chris Kelly was another popular
trumpet player in New Orleans. Known as the 'King of the Blues'
in the 1920s, Kelly was for most of that decade the dominant
trumpeter in the city and head of its most popular band.
John Handy said that while Petit may have been the major
influence on Armstrong, Chris Kelly left his mark on Louis'
playing as well.
"Buddy Petit had his own style of playing." Handy said, "That's
where Louis got a lot of his ideas from, Buddy Petit. Louis got a
lot of ideas from Buddy and from Chris Kelly."
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Herb Morand said that Kelly could whip Armstrong in a
bucking contest. "When Kelly got his rubber plunger and started
the blues, he'd run Louis Armstrong."
Louis, though, maintained that he didn't do much bucking in
New Orleans, but at least one contemporary recalled things
differently. "Armstrong had informal contests with everybody in
town and Petit, Rena and Chris Kelly always used to shade him,"
Ricard Alexis said. Alexis was a high not trumpet player in his
early days as a musician.

EMMETT HARDY
One bucking contest shrouded in controversy is one alleged to
have taken place between Armstrong and Emmett Hardy.
A number of New Orleans musicians recall the event as taking
place on a Sunday afternoon on the Streckfus steamer Sidney in
1921. The permanent band on the Sidney was the Fate Marable
Band, but on Sunday harbor trips, an alternate bands were hired.
Hardy was in one of the alternate bands on the day of the bucking
contest, Armstrong in the other. Hardy was a member of the
Norman Brownlee Band at the time.
When the Brownlee band hit 'High Society,' both bands began
playing and the contest was on. According to Tony Fougerat, they
played the song for about 20 minutes. When Emmett Hardy
finished his last and best chorus, Armstrong is said to have made a
deep bow from the opposite bandstand, raised his hands and yelled
to Hardy: "Man, you're the king."
Ray Bauduc and Happy LaMare of the Bob Crosby Band
remembered the incident.
Monk Hazel said Armstrong denied the bucking contest ever
took place. "Louis Armstrong disputes me about Louis and
Emmett having a bucking contest on the boat. He disputed me and
said the only 'ofay' he ever played was with Bix Beiderbecke
[whom, it turns out, was profoundly influenced by Hardy]. That's
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not so. Hardy's mother had a card from Louis. I saw it with my
own eyes. It said, 'Now the King is dead, I am the King.' "
Joe Loyacano said Armstrong heard Hardy play at least one
other time and was favorably impressed on that occasion as well.
"When we played on an excursion boat on Canal Street, when
Louis heard Hardy, he walked over to the rail and shook his head
and said, 'That's the best I ever heard in my life. There ain't nobody
gonna touch that boy when he gets a little older."
Loyacano said that as Armstrong aged, he displayed more
distinct traces of Hardy's style. In a 1959 interview, Loyacano said
"Emmett Hardy played like Louis Armstrong plays today. Hardy
was way ahead of everybody."
Louis Armstrong's musical genius was found in his ability to
merge his talent with the particular stylistic traces he picked up
from his New Orleans contemporaries - Buddy Petit, Kid Rena,
Chris Kelly, and, to a lesser extent, Emmett Hardy. Petit provided
Armstrong with inspiration for second cornet improvisations as
well as his free style of jazz improvisation. Rena opened
Armstrong's eyes and ears to the possibilities available in the high
note style. Chris Kelly's interpretation of the blues provided
Armstrong with the rich creative background he needed in order to
grow. And, Emmett Hardy influenced Armstrong's tone and
approach in ways that only became evident in his later years.
Petit, Rena, Kelly and Hardy were Armstrong's musical peers
when he left New Orleans and their influences provided the
foundation that enabled him to achieve a style that combined the
characteristics of these four early trumpet players that would
became his renowned style and add to his well deserved worldwide
fame.

HENRY 'KID' RENA;
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A GIFTED LAD PLAYING PERFECT JAZZ
Henry 'Kid' Rena was an influential trumpet stylist in the early
days of Jazz. He was a pioneer of the high note style that later
came to be associated with his good friend and one-time band mate
Louis Armstrong.
Many consider Kid Rena the best cornet player in New Orleans
during the period when jazz was defining itself - the late 1910s and
early 1920s. Rena, along with Buddy Petit and Chris Kelly, are
mentioned the most frequently in the Tulane Jazz Archive
interviews.
Israel Gorman knew all three of these titans of early New
Orleans jazz and jazz cornet playing. Gorman offered this
perspective: "Buddy Petit and Kid Rena - them was the sweetest
two cornet players they had in this town. They played a sweet
cornet."
Preston Jackson, who hung out with the first group of New
Orleans jazz musicians to travel to Chicago, commented:
"I began to hear about Louis Armstrong, Buddy Petit, Sam
Morgan and Chris Kelly. It is said that Chris Kelly was not as great
as Kid Rena. Rena was strong and he had great chops. I loved to
hear him play the 'Climax Rag.' He usually played the blues in C3
(up to high C range) and I had to scramble to figure out what key
he was in when I sat in for Morris French. Louis Armstrong was
talked about but I didn't see him until 1922."
'DeeDee' Pierce when asked to compare Rena with Buddy Petit
remarked: "Rena played a better class of music than Buddy, who
played mostly blues and the like."
Lawrence Marerro, talking about music in the 20's: "Kid Rena
was the jazziest."
Tom Fougerat, mentions Rena as a good trumpet played and
said "he played as well as Armstrong, In fact, he played prettier
than Louis. I think Rena was the best trumpet player in New
Orleans."
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Ed Morris thought that Rena and Buddy Petit were the best
cornet players in New Orleans, but head-to-head, he gave the edge
to Rena. "Rena was a more keener cornet played than Buddy, then
Louis Armstrong. Kid Rena was pretty hot when I was a little boy,
Rena was big."
Harold Dejan: "Kid Rena was another guy in this time that
could do a lot of playing but he wasn't louder than Petit. All of
them - us - came up at about the same time - Kid Rena, Buddy
Petit, Louis Armstrong, and King Oliver."
Paul Barnes, talking about the New Orleans music scene in the
period just after the First World War, said: "Kid Rena had the
hottest jazz band in town. Louis Armstrong was the only person
who could out blow Kid Rena."
Chester Zardis played with all three of the great early jazz
trumpet players: Kelly, Petit and Kid Rena. He considered all three
outstanding trumpet players, but gave the edge to Rena:
"Kid Rena I consider the best because he could play high notes.
Kid Rena was something like Evan Thomas. I remember Rena
would slip his trumpet out and play 'High Society' in A."
Playing high notes was what Kid Rena was famous for around
New Orleans. Punch Miller remarked on the high note style that
brought Rena such notoriety and influence in New Orleans jazz
circles:
"He could make any high note in the world. Rena would take
the lead on something like 'What a Friend We Have in Jesus' in
dirge tempo. At the end of the song, he'd reach up and get some
high notes. It was a smile for him to go get a high note. Kid Rena
was playing high notes before Louis Armstrong, or any of them.
He'd mainly go up at the end, rather than all through the dirge or
hymn."
On the endings of songs, Miller said that Rena could make F. A.
C-sharp "just like a smile. Rena played up there, rather than just
hitting a few high notes. He would play in the original key and
then he would play it up an octave."
Alex Bigard, who played with most of the jazz trumpet players
in New Orleans.
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"Kid Rena was another strong man, musically speaking," Bigard
continued," and he would take two choruses instead of one and
play above the staff. He would play 'High Society' above the staff.
Rena stuck to the melody. He could - and did - play extremely
high, being the only man I ever heard play the trio of 'High
Society' above the staff. Rena was the only trumpet player I knew
who featured playing above the staff."
"Rena never gained much fame outside New Orleans because he
would not leave town," Bigard said. "King Oliver wanted Rena to
come to Chicago but Rena turned him down."
Buddy Petit had refused to leave New Orleans for the Chicago
gig. Oliver's second choice, Louis Armstrong, accepted the offer.
The resulting combination was electric. Chicago, then the nation,
discovered jazz. National and worldwide stardom followed for
Armstrong, while both Rena and Petit - judged by some of their
peers to be superior talents - were relegated to being local talents.
They had missed their moment.

HENRY RENA'S LIFE
Depending on one's perspective, Rena had either the good
fortune or misfortune to have survived his years of peak influence.
He lived into his mid-50s, spending his later years in decline
brought on by poor health and problems with alcohol. But, in his
prime, Rena was one of the best jazz trumpet players that New
Orleans, the Birthplace of Jazz, has ever produced.
Henry 'Kid' Rena was born in New Orleans on August 30, 1898.
What little that is known of his early life is provided by Arthur
Vigne in his interview at the Tulane University Jazz History
Archives.
Vigne states that Kid Rena, his brother Joe and their mother
rented a room at the Vigne home. Kid Rena's mother was always
working and was not able to look after her boys. As a result,
Vigne's mother helped raise the Rena boys. Vigne says his mother
made Kid Rena attend school and make his first communion.
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Henry Rena does not mention his father in his Tulane Jazz
History Archives interview. Older brother Joe Rena does:
"Our father was a natural musician. He could play all the string
instruments. He worked for Werlein Music Company. Our mother
played guitar."
Joe Rena, who was a year older than Henry, didn't think his
father could read music. The father had a drinking problem and,
Joe said, Henry Rena fell into his father's footsteps, hanging
around bars. Throughout his career, Kid Rena, like his
contemporaries Buddy Petit and Chris Kelly, was a very heavy
drinker. Unlike them, he did not die young.
When Henry Rena was about nine years old he was put into
Jones' Waif Home for striking an Italian boy in an argument over a
piece of watermelon.
The boy returned with his mother and other relatives, who
thought that Joe Rena was the one who had fought. Joe was
dressed like his brother and they beat him up by mistake. Joe might
have been very seriously injured, or even dead if it were not for the
fact that two policemen happened along.
The judge hearing the story, put Henry in Jones' Waifs Home. It
was while he was in the Waif Home that Henry began playing
music, starting on a bugle - just as Louis Armstrong at that same
home.
Joe remarked that whenever there was a need for two trumpet
players Henry Rena and Louis Armstrong were chosen.
It is worth noting that, in addition to Rena and Armstrong,
Jones' Waifs Home also produced other New Orleans jazz notable
such as Shots Madison, Black Benny Williams and Chester Zardis.
Once released from the home, Kid Rena and Georgie Boyd
formed a band. The musical partnership rekindled a relationship
the young men had struck up years earlier when they first worked
together as street peddlers.
They called their band "Turkey and George," and the personnel
included Joe Rena on drums, Sonny Thomas on guitar and banjo, a
trombone player and Rena and Boyd. The band played every
Saturday night in a yard on Tonti, between Gravier and Perdido,
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for a Mr. Young. This was about the time of prohibition, around
1918, making Rena about 19 or 20 years old.
Paul Barnes played for a time in the band that worked Young's.
The song "Eh La Bas" was composed because Barnes would 'call'
Henry Rena using that phrase (translated it means, "where are you
at.". Rena would answer in the same way, making up words as he
came along to Barnes.
Barnes remembers that they would get the firemen to give to
their band old caps and uniforms. The band would use them for
band uniforms, even though they were quite heavy and very hot.
Chris Goldston remembers the neighborhood band that Kid
Rena played in that was led by Richard Taylor. It was a brass band.
Black Happy, as Chris Goldston was called, remembered that
their first job was at the Zulu Club for which they were paid $3.50
apiece.
"This brass band of kids didn't play patriotic or military
numbers, as they didn't even know how to read music. They just
played 'jake' music - faking the regular old tonk numbers,"
Goldston said.
Goldston also remembered going to Richard Taylor's house (on
Thalia between LaSalle and Freret) to play with Kid Rena and the
band. Goldston took along a keg of beer. The kids, most of whom
would be wearing short pants, would drink the beer and play. At
this time the band consisted of Goldston, Louis Armstrong, George
Washington, Joe Rena, Henry Taylor and Henry Rena.
Goldston believed Rena to be a better cornet player than Louis
Armstrong.

HENRY MEETS THE HIGH NOTES
As a young musician Rena did not have the ability to play the
high note style that became his trademark. Joe Rena takes credit
for changing that.
Joe Rena said he started Kid Rena playing high notes by
grinding his brother's mouthpiece until the cushion of the cup was
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flat, so that the lip would stay on it. Joe played high notes on the
clarinet and Kid Rena would try to play his trumpet as high, and
would file away at his mouthpiece until he could play higher.
Joe Rena believed his brother's ability to play high notes
influenced Louis Armstrong, and that Armstrong copied his
brother's style. Joe says that Kid Rena gave away the secret of his
high note mouthpiece (which had been ground shallow) to some
writers who were interviewing him at one time. Joe remarked that
although there are shallow mouthpieces today, that was not the
case when his brother's mouthpiece was made.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
KID RENA STYLE
Kid Rena played in the upper register of the trumpet and is
called one of the greatest trumpet players in New Orleans by many
of the old time jazz musicians in their interviews in the Tulane
Jazz History Archives.
Preston Jackson considered Kid Rena one of the best trumpet
players he ever heard. Jackson describes Rena style, saying: "Rena
always played in the upper register. he could give Louis Armstrong
a contest when Louis was at his best."
Jackson said that bands like Rena's which did not read music,
played in hard keys because they didn't know any better. Jackson
appears to contradict Joe Rena, saying Kid Rena didn't use a
shallow mouthpiece, and he just had a great lip.
The statement may not actually be a contradiction; it may be
that Henry Rena may have used two styles of mouthpiece over the
course of his career - a standard mouthpiece early in his career,
and then a shallow one later on. It is known that later in his career,
Rena paced his playing over a night's work.
The first band Buddy Burns worked with was Kid Rena's band.
He played with the Rena Band at St. Elizabeth Hall on Camp and
Valence. Burns described Rena's sound: "Rena had a wide range, a
big tone and strong lips."
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Punch Miller made these comments on Rena's style: "Kid Rena
was a high note man, played up in the air all the time. Rena was a
good man for high notes, but he didn't have much of a volume,
because perhaps of the small cup mouthpiece he would use. Kid
Rena didn't puff at all, you couldn't see nothing."
Drummer Cie Frazier remarked that the two 'dangerous' high
note men in New Orleans were Kid Rena and Ricard Alexis. "Rena
had a lot of technique," Frazier remarked. DeeDee Pierce played
with both Chris Kelly and Kid Rena and appreciated them both.
Pierce said Rena was his favorite.
"My favorite trumpet player was Kid Rena," Pierce said. "Rena
was a fast-fingering player and played very high pitches. Rena
played a better class of music than Buddy Petit. Rena hardly ever
used and kind of mutes. I studied with Rena for six months. he did
not teach from books."
Pierce adopted Rena's style as his own and when asked to
compare the styles of Rena and Buddy Petit, said Petit did not play
as high as Kid Rena.
Ricard Alexis was, for a time, Rena's rival as the other highnote trumpet player in New Orleans. Many had a hard time telling
the difference between the two until an injury to his lip caused
Alexis to switch to playing string bass. Alexis said the similarities
in his and Kid Rena's style were striking:
"Me and Kid Rena were called the 'iron lipped' trumpet players
of the city. It was hard to tell me from Kid Rena and a lot of people
would lose bets about who was playing."
Alexis played in Rena's band at the Bulls Club on Tuesday night
for years, playing second trumpet as Rena played lead in the band
that became very popular.
Harold Dejan worked with Kid Rena at one time and also was
taken by Rena's style:
"My favorite trumpet player was Kid Rena. I liked to hear
Rena's band because Zeb Leneries was playing clarinet in it. Rena
was strong, powerful and could really play. I followed the
advertising wagons when Rena was playing. Chris Kelly had to run
away from Rena unless he played 'Careless Love' or 'Dippermouth
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Blues,' at which Kelly excelled. Kid Rena had the best ear, and
could read a little music. Rena was in the Waifs Home at the same
time as Louis Armstrong, around 1913 or later. He was called
'Little Turk'!"
Morris French called Rena "the highest of the high-note trumpet
players."
Manny Gabriel said: "Rena has got a tone something on the
order of Freddie Keppard. When he was playing he had a pretty
tone and he had a good lip on him, a very good lip. Now when it
came down to jazz, Rena was a 'bad' man."
Herb Morand remembered hearing Petit, Kelly and Rena in their
prime. Morand gave the edge to Rena in one category:
"When it comes to high notes I don't believe nobody could beat
Kid Rena. He could blow higher than Louis at one time."
Joe Rena said his brother played clean and had a good tone. He
played as high as F above the staff with a clear tone.
Kid Thomas said he had heard Kid Rena, and called him "an
early practitioner of the high note style."
Rena's range was not the only aspect of his playing that drew
attention, according to Rudolph Beaulieu: "Kid Rena could finer
and could also play beautiful solos. Rena played clean. "He
preferred Kid Rena's playing to all the old timers.
Lionel Forbes couldn't believe Kid Rena was such a small man
and such a good trumpet player. He said Rena was called 'Little
Turk.'
Forbes said Rena improvised quite a bit, but had a clean way of
playing. In his later years, Forbes said he would have "loved to
have played like Kid Rena," but couldn't say that he did because
too many years had passed since he heard Rena."

RENA'S BRASS PARADE BANDS
Kid Rena's Brass Band was not a standing or permanent band.
But, then neither were the Eureka, Allen and Tuxedo Brass Bands.
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Like many other leading jazz bands of the era, Rena and other
leaders would get men together when they had a parade or funeral
which required a military style marching band. Rena usually
enlisted a number of men, some performed regularly with the band
when he landed a brass band job.
Rena's 'steady' men, according to his brother Joe, were: Black
Benny, Kid Shots Madison, Jack Carey and Joe Rena. Rena would
get anyone he could to fill out his brass band.
Joe said it was he that proposed that they make up a band of
their own when Kid Rena began to emerge as a star playing stints
in bands headed by Petit, Kelly and Others.
Joe Rena thought that they ought to take advantage of his
brother's notoriety and use his names as the name of the brass
band. Buddy Petit and John Robichaux had started this trend of
naming the band after its leader rather than choosing a name like
the Eureka, or the Onward.
Joe Rena said that it was while Henry Rena was marching with
this brass band of young musicians that Ory, Punch Miller and
Jack Carey began calling him "Kid."
Parade bands usually consisted of about 10 pieces, including
the sax, although Kid Rena once used a banjo player in his brass
band. He once booked a job for a seven-piece brass band but
showed up with six men. When queried, he would say the snare
drum was one and the bass drum one, making two pieces and the
number of instruments played was seven. (Editor note: Rena
probably meant that the bass drummer also played the cymbals
which was connected to the bass drum - one man playing two
instruments.)
When the legendary bass drummer Black Benny would get a
parade, he would get the Kid Rena Band if they were available.
Joe Rena remembers playing one parade where the Papa
Celestin Tuxedo Brass Band was playing at the front of the parade,
featuring marches, while the Kid Rena Band was further back,
'tonking' (playing honky tonk jazz music). All the second liners
would be following the Kid Rena Band, stepping brightly to the
Rena "tonking" band.
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Rena's brass band didn't play many marches. Joe recalls they
played only one 6/8 march entitled "Gettysburg," which was later
recorded by Kid Rena. The Rena band played the hot numbers
such as "Tiger Rag," "High Society," "Clarinet Marmalade," and
the blues.
Trumpeter Eddie Richardson was one of those musicians who,
at one time or another, played as a member of the Kid Rena Brass
Band. Richardson said Kid Rena and Buddy Petit played trumpet
together in Petit's Band. He said Rena usually played lead while
Petit played the great second cornet parts with which he had
earned his standing - at least in the eyes of a sizable number of his
contemporaries - as the best of all the early New Orleans jazz
trumpet players.
At the time Richardson played in the Kid Rena Band. It was
the only job he had - jobs were scarce. He recalled that the two
best-known parading brass bands during this time were Rena's and
the Original Tuxedo Brass Band. He said that the funeral
repertoires of the two bands were much the same. The hymns
played included "Bye and Bye," "Over in the Gloryland," "Sing
on," and "When the Saints Go Marchin' In."
Richardson recalled some of the songs that they played with
the Kid Rena Brass Band upon returning from the cemetery
included "The Sheik," "Margie" and "Put on Your Old Grey
Bonnet."
Joe Rena added his recollections: "When Kid Rena's Brass
Band played funerals, they played sacred songs - one song was
'What a Friend I Have in Jesus' - by ear on the way to the
cemetery. We played various songs like 'The Saints' slowly on the
way to the cemetery and 'ragged' it on the way back. The Eureka
and Celestin's Band played the real stuff, carried their marches
with them."
Ironically, Kid Rena's funeral had no music. Rena was Catholic
and his wife and the priest didn't want any jazz music played.

BUCKING
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Most New Orleans street bands participated in 'bucking' contests,
both for the winning advantage and the personal acclaim.
While the competitions themselves might have come off as
amiable affairs, the stakes were high. To the winner went the
acclaim and the spoils. In addition to word getting out through the
city about the winner of a contest, on the day of the contest, most
of the people listening on the street would then attend the dance of
the winner that night.
Albert Jiles, originally from Thibodaux, took part in advertising
jobs and recalls contests when trucks would meet at a street corner:
"On Sundays they would advertise dances on trucks and one
could catch four or five trucks advertising on a Sunday. That's
what they called tailgate music. Trucks with bands on it would
meet at certain corners, secure the tailgates of the trucks together
and start to 'buck,' This was a competition between the bands for
the public, clapping would decide which band was best. There
were: Kid Rena, Buddy Petit, Kid Ory and, maybe, Louis
Dumaine's Band and Chris Kelly and Sam Morgan's Band.
Kid Rena loved the thrill of competition and was a regular
participant in these 'bucking' contests - both on the street and in the
'battle of bands' many of the dance halls sponsored to attract
customers.
Joe Rena said his brother played many bucking contests in the
streets against other trumpet players.
MacNeil, in his Tulane interview, said Kid Rena made quite a
reputation in bucking contests:
"I used to listen to Kid Rena. I was very much inspired. On
Sunday, this time of the evening, you'd find them. They'd have a
dance on Monday, but they'd advertise it on Sunday. The bands
would go around, and they'd stop on different corners or they'd
really blow back some time. Sometimes two bands would meet up
on all these trucks. That's where this tailgate stuff came in. Kid
Rena was one of the greats in that time. Louis Armstrong says
"He'd get you on that corner, and cut your head with that jazz,
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see." He was about one of the best head-cutters for that stuff in our
time."
"Rena was one of the greatest that never did leave New Orleans
and really go into the big musical world," MacNeil said.
Alex Bigard spoke of Rena as one of the most feared trumpet
men when in the streets:
"Rena was tough when he was in his prime. The other bands on
advertising wagons would steer clear of 'Little Turk.' They didn't
want to get into any bucking contest with him."
Kid Rena would go to great lengths to win a contest. His
imagination and eccentric will to win can be seen in an incident
that Joe Rena described which happened during a contest at the
Gypsy Tea Room:
"Kid Rena won a cup in a contest against the Maple Leaf Band.
He climbed up a pole, put high up in the building playing 'Taps.'
They began playing 'Bugle Call Rag' and waving a tiny American
flag."
Joe also remembers Kid Rena winning a contest with Papa
Celestin's Tuxedo Band. The Celestin Band was reading music and
Kid Rena's Band was 'gutting.' Although the crowd liked Celestin's
drummer Chinee Foster better then they liked Joe, Kid Rena's
Band won.
Because of his ability and his willingness to buck, Kid Rena's
opponents sometimes resorted to strategy to win, according to Joe
Rena: "Because Kid Rena could outplay them, they would get him
drunk so that they could beat him playing, especially at contests.
There would be contests at the Pythian Temple. There were also
battle royals, in which four bands would compete. All the aces:
Rena, Sam Morgan, Kelly and their bands would be there. The
battle royals were held just to draw a crowd - sometimes three or
four thousand - but there was never a decision made about the best
band."
Trumpeter Herb Morand recalled one particular contest on the
street in which he was playing with the Chris Kelly Band. It is an
incident that reveals a lot about both Kelly and Rena:
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"When I came back from New York, I joined Chris Kelly's
Band. At that time, they was startin' to use two trumpets in the jazz
band, so Chris Kelly decided to use me. Well, I was playing
second most of the time, Chris would be havin' his fun walking
around and talkin' with the ladies. Well, I'd be playin' and then I'd
let him play and I'd walk around.
"So we had a ballyhoo advertising one day and we happen to
meet Rena. I think it was at Bienville and Marais Streets. At that
time Rena was on his full swing, nobody could touch him in New
Orleans but one man, Chris Kelly, and his ace in the hole was the
blues. So happen, we back the trucks up back to back and we start
to play. And what happened? A shower or rain came down and the
band that would leave first would be declared the loser, that meant
you run away. So Chris said he don't care if it stormed, he's not
leaving, but the drummer, he passed his drums off the truck
because he didn't want his heads to get wet and get ruined. So we
played in the rain and battled Kid Rena, and Kid Rena left, and we
all were soaking wet and we played in the rain. I'll never forget
that incident."
This account was around the year 1926 and, while Kid Rena
left, it was probably more from the rain than from a feeling he was
defeated, even though everyone in the city would run when Chris
Kelly began playing "Careless Love."
The trombonist Louis Nelson recalled that "when Buddy Petit's
and Kid Rena's Bands met in the streets while advertising, the
results were often breathtaking bucking contests."
Lawrence Marerro added this description of bucking contests:
"Buddy Petit, Kid Rena, Chris Kelly, Punch Miller - all of these
bands bucked on street corners. The bands would stay there
playing. Rena would signal his good friend Kelly to leave, as Kelly
couldn't take care of (i.e., overpower) the others but Rena could."
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KID RENA AND READING MUSIC
Most of the jobs Kid Rena, Buddy Petit and Chris Kelly played
were dances and not floor shows. Reading music was
seldom needed in this setting where it was much easier to fake
numbers that were played time and time again. New
numbers were rehearsed before being played on the job,
probably learned by listening to other bands play them, or by
listening to records, or getting the sheet music for the piano
and faking the other parts around the melody and harmony
played by the pianist - usually a woman who did read music.
Was Kid Rena able to read music? There are various views
on that question.
Cie Frazier remarked that Rena was a puzzle to many:
"He could play so many, many things a lot of people didn't
know whether he could read or not."
Alex Bigard said that Rena could not read music but that he
could spell (that is, Rena could figure out the notes slowly but
could not sight-read good).
Albert Jiles said "Rena wasn't a good reader, but he did
alright." Jiles added, "Besides, they played the same
funeral marches for 15 years, so anybody could learn them. The
Kid Rena Band played the easy pieces anyway."
Albert Francis listed those that were 'fakers' - those who
couldn't or didn't read - as Petit, Kelly, Morgan, and Rena.
Ricard Alexis met Henry Rena when they were both in
the Waifs Home, and he knew Rena's abilities well: "Rena
started playing in the home some, but he wasn't much of a
reader." Alexis said (A. J.) Piron auditioned Rena and him for a
job at the Pythian Temple. Piron choose Alexis because Rena
wasn't a fast enough reader for a band like Piron's or for
Celestin's for that matter.
Peter Bocage, a well-trained Creole musician who also
taught, said both Kid Rena and Buddy Petit were good men with
abundant talent that was never fully developed.
"They never did study," Bocage said. "They had the lip and
everything. They'd a made fine musicians if they'd studied,
but they just went on playing."
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Joe Rena said that Manuel Manetta and Sharkey Bonano
helped Kid Rena a lot.
Rena possessed a very good musical ear and Clarence Gabriel
remembered that "Rena didn't read much but could learn the tunes
from the juke box."
Beaulieu shared that assessment: "Rena had a good ear and
could play the latest numbers as they came out on records."
Joe Rena said that Kid Rena had to learn to read some so he
could play for floor shows at one place he worked. Most of the
jazz bands playing in the Tango Belt (the area near Canal and
Rampart that was the place where vaudeville shows were popular)
had to read to accompany the floor shows. Rena realized this, and
his wife asked Manetta to teach Rena to read. Manetta said he did
this.
Joe Rena said that his brother became a good sight reader:
"Bands from the hotels would bring music to be played and the
Rena Band would play it as fast as it was put up for them."
The conclusion we are left with is that - although Rena was
taught to read by Manetta - like Buddy Petit and Chris Kelly, he
only read when he had to do so.

PERSONNEL IN RENA'S JAZZ BANDS
In the 1920s and '30s, Kid Rena's jazz dance band was one of
the most popular in the city and is mentioned as such in many of
the Tulane Jazz Archives interviews.
Rena was among the first band leaders to capitalize on his own
popularity by giving his band his name.
Bill Matthews remembered: "All the bands in those days had
names and didn't go by a man's name the way they do now. Buddy
Petit was one of the first, and after that, they all started calling
their band by the name of its leader, thus the Kid Rena Band. Rena
would rehearse his band about three times a month, mostly on
'head' numbers."
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Kid Rena's Band played various kinds of jobs in and around
New Orleans. Rena's jazz band was similar to the stereotype of the
times - a faking band that played the local jobs for the pleasure
clubs and night clubs. Rena and his band did not usually play for
the society jobs. Those went to the bands with more formal
training - the Celestin, Piron and Robichaux bands.
Albert Warner, a trombonist in the Rena Band at one time
recalled: "The band played by music and by ear too, but they was
better on this routine stuff (jazz) than they was on music. A lot of
times they had music up there but they just was guessing at it."
In the band that Warner played with were: Edna Mitchells, Joe
Rena, Manny Gabriel, Henry Rena, Chester Zardis and Kid
Thomas. This was before the depression.
Other than the inability to snare' society jobs,' the fact that
Rena's Band could not play from sheet music did not really limit
its popularity. In fact, that limitation put the Rena Band in the
same boat as most other jazz bands in New Orleans at the time.
Cie Frazier put Rena's Band among the three best bands in the
city at one time. The other bands he mentions were those of Chris
Kelly and Sam Morgan.
Joe Rena had a close personal and professional relationship with
his brother and was quite familiar with the other musicians with
whom his brother performed.
"During the early days of jazz bands in New Orleans, the first
good dance bands were those of Freddie Keppard, Manuel Perez
and Buddy Petit," Rena said. "Soon after that, the Rena Band
came." He also mentions the bands of Sam Morgan and Chris
Kelly.
Eddie Dawson was working with Rena as early as 1914. He
played with the Kid Rena Band at the Pelican, and also
participated in the 'ballyhoo' (advertising) that the bands of the day
would play before the job. He mentions the ballyhoo the band
played from the gallery on the outside front of the place where
they would play for the dance. Dawson remarked:
"Rena's Band had spot jobs for every night in the week. Rena's
Band had a lot of work and played a variety of tunes."
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Dawson was replaced by Al Glenny who, in turn, was later
replaced by Chester Zardis.
Preston Jackson first encountered an incarnation of the Kid
Rena Band when he visited New Orleans in 1921. "I met Chester
Zardis and the Kid Rena Band. They were playing at the San Souci
Hall and the personnel at this time were: Maurice French, Zeb
Lenaries, Simon Marerro, Joe and Henry Rena."
Albert Jiles played with the Kid Rena Band when Joe was sick
or when Rena had two jobs on the same night. He remarked that "it
was a good band." In the band during this time were, Jiles said,
were Ed Morris, Peter Papin, Zeb Lenaries, Johnny Prudence and
Manny Gabriel.
Albert Jiles said jobs were plentiful for the Kid Rena Band:
"Kid Rena's Band played all kinds of jobs, such as advertising
dances for clubs. He'd play all the halls - the Cooperators,
Economy, Perseverance, Jeunes Amis, etceteras. The dances would
be on Sunday night and Monday nights, but on Sunday they would
advertise these dances on trucks.
Peter Bocage said that Rena's Band played for dances and
sometimes at little night clubs.
One of these social clubs was the Bulls' Club. Albert French
was a member of the Rena Band for 20 years. he said Rena played
the Bulls' club for "years."
Louis Nelson recalled three bands playing at the Bulls Club at
one time around 1922: "Sidney Desvigne's Band was in the yard
on one side, Papa Celestin's Band on the other side, and Kid Rena's
Band was inside the downstairs dancing area."
The Kid Rena Band played at other social halls. Lillian Depass
recalled that Rena often led the band at the San Jacinto Club.
In the 30's Kid Rena had the band at the Astoria Dance Hall.
These dance hall jobs, according to Joe Rena were "the hardest job
in the world. A set for the band then comprised a fox trot, a slow
drag and a waltz, then the rotation was repeated." In the band were:
George Lewis, Willie Humphrey, Chester Zardis, Sam Thomas,
Edna Mitchell and Morris French.
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After Buddy Petit's death in 1931, Kid Rena's Band landed
musical orphans from Petit's last band. In the Kid Rena Band at
this time were Joe Rena, Morris French, Al Glenny, Zeb Lenaries,
Richard McLean, Simon Marerro, Buddy Manaday, Edna French
(wife of Morris) and sometimes either Manuel Manetta or Camilla
Todd subbing for Edna. French, Lenaries and Manaday all were
veterans of Petit's bands.
Joe and Kid Rena began working at the Budweiser Dance Hall
in 1935 in a band that included Duconge on piano, Rapp on guitar,
Young on clarinet and sax, and Handy on bass. After Kid Rena left
the Budweiser, the job went to Andy Anderson, a musician from
Mandeville.
Kid Rena's Band often played at Bucktown, on Lake
Pontchartrain, in Jefferson Parish just across the western boundary
of Orleans Parish.
Manuel Manetta played the piano with Rena (because Rena's
regular pianist could not read music) for Lizzie Miles at Martin's in
the West End. The pairing was so successful that he and Lizzie
were offered jobs at Jim Thomas' place. Lizzie decided to drop
both the offer and the West End job and went to Chicago to try her
luck.
Manuel Manetta, who knew Rena well (and claimed to have
taught him how to read music), said that when Rena was kind of
down (as he was after Lizzie Miles split for Chicago) he took a
jitney dance hall job.
The Rena Band also played at the Alley according to Manny
Gabriel: "Every job Rena played, his wife would sign the contract
and Rena would get $6 as the leader and we got $5. Rena's wife
would never give him that money so he always had to borrow from
the band. He owed everybody n the band. That's why Morris
French quit the band. After a while that job gave out and the band
played down at the Alley - Rena and Lewis played there. The
Alley was a little hole in the wall club."
Louis Nelson played with Kid Rena at the Lavida Dance Hall:
"Rena wasn't loud, but he could play well, make plenty of
variations. Rena was a high note specialist but the Lavida job wore
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him down. The band played all night long, from 8 p.m. with no
break except for each man to have lunch. I remember playing some
nights until 7 a.m. the next morning. others in the band at that time
were: Young, Austin, Sport Decou, Rapp and Joe Rena."
The strain of playing regularly at the Lavida lingered and, it
began to show in other places Rena played. "I heard Kid Rena at
the Cadillac on St. Claude in 1942." Nelson said, "and he seemed
very tired."
Clarence Gabriel began playing with Kid Rena at the Gypsy Tea
Room some time before 1936. His last job with Rena was at the
Cadillac in the 40s. Joe Harris also worked with the band at the
Gypsy Tea Room, finally leaving Rena after about two years to
join Papa Celestin.
Alex Bigard, Barney's older brother, fit in nicely with the Rena
Band as he could fake and was used to listening as he played
drums. Bigard played with Rena at the Brown Derby on Canal
Street and prior to that had played with Rena at the Cadillac until it
closed.
Ken Hulsizer wrote about the Kid Rena Band playing at the
Cadillac Bar in his Book New Orleans in Wartime:
"Kid Rena still plays at the Cadillac Bar, a mile out from St.
Claude in the downtown section. On the nights when he is right, he
still plays fine trumpet. And his choruses on "Panama" are still the
best."
Eddie Richardson: "I played with Rena at the Dewey's Club, the
Tulane Club and the Violet Club. The Kid Rena Band was known
throughout the city and surroundings area and played in so many
of the night clubs and for the pleasure clubs and in the dance
halls."
Numerous New Orleans musicians say they worked with Rena
at various places. Buddy Burns worked with the band at the
Fairgrounds and said that they played upstairs in a place called the
'Tonk.'
The pianist Louis Gallaud also worked with Rena at the
Fairgrounds, the Economy and Cooperators Halls, as well as at the
Cadillac Club. In his Tulane Jazz Archive interview he said that by
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the time Rena was playing the Cadillac, he "was kind of sick and
not playing so good as he was getting older, the drinking taking its
toll on his health."
Rena worked at the Astoria Dance Hall on Rampart, the colored
newspapers carrying an advertisement each week of this
engagement. Most every week there was also a column relating the
activities of the various clubs and bands of the city and Rena's
name was a frequently listing. Rena was working at the Astoria
after Earl Humphrey's Band, which played until midnight on
Sundays.
Joe and Henry, besides playing music, had a small business.
Their business cards read:
"Calsomining, Painting and Repairing of All Kinds"
Joe Rena mentions in his interview that he and Kid Rena once
worked in the St. Louis Cemetery white washing the tombs.

KID RENA'S INFLUENCE:
SHARKEY BONANO
The influences of a musician add to his legend - traces of their
sound live on beyond them. Kid Rena's influence on his disciples
can be traced through the remarks by many old-time musicians.
Rena's brother Joe says that Louis Armstrong copied the Kid's
style of high-note playing.
Generally, in New Orleans during the early years of jazz, white
musicians did not play with black musicians but each had a chance
to hear the other. In this contest, the friendly relationship existed
between Kid Rena and Sharkey Bonano is all the more remarkable.
Perhaps the friendship blossomed from the high esteem Bonano
had for Rena's playing. Baby Brousse said Sharkey Bonano
"patterned his playing after that of Rena. Rena would give Sharkey
ideas."
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Joe Rena confirmed the musical relationship between his
brother and Bonano. Joe Rena said his brother would go to
Sharkey's house to show him his style. "Sharkey is about the only
one who plays like Kid now."
Ed Dawson also said that Bonano "learned his style from Kid
Rena. Sharkey would sit on the bandstand when Rena's Band was
playing, asking a question now and then."
Later, when Sharkey had a regular job at Tonti Social Club and
anytime another engagement that conflicted with the Tonti job
came up for Sharkey, Kid Rena's Band would handle it.
Joe Harris said musicians were impressed not only with Kid
Rena's playing, but with his band's sound as well. "Don Redman
and others in New York wondered how the band got such a full
sound with so few instruments."
Lionel Forbes said Redman was also impressed by Rena's
stamina. "He heard Rena's six-piece band with H. Dejan at the
Gypsy Tea Room. Redman was amazed that Rena could play all
night and never get tired."
This band's personnel included: Joe Rena, William Housten,
Clarence Tisdale and Percy Gabriel.
Isadore Gorman said Rena's Band was fertile musical ground
that drew other musicians hungry for ideas to it. "Louie and Leon
Prima would come by where we were working to get ideas.
Sharkey's style was a combination of Rena and Buddy Petit."
Albert French: "Sharkey had the same style as Kid Rena,
although Sharkey doesn't play as high as Rena did. Sharkey
learned Rena's style following him around from job to job."

THE FINAL YEARS
When Kid Rena recorded for Heywood Hale Brown's Delta
label in 1940, most people remarked that the Kid Rena that is
heard on the records was not the Rena of old. By 1940 Rena had
lost the concrete lip of his earlier days and was not playing as
creatively as he once had.
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Hulsizer in 1945 provides an eye witness account of Rena's
condition during his last decade of life: "Kid Rena still plays the
Cadillac Bar. Mostly he plays requests for the cash customers and
they never request any of the old New Orleans tunes. On the nights
when Rena is not right, he is so poor that no one would ever
suspect he was at one time one of the greatest New Orleans
trumpeters."
Noted New Orleans jazz chronicler Bill Russell came as close to
providing a journal of Kid Rena's last days as is likely to be found.
Some of Russell's notes from what proved to be Rena's last year of
life include these entries:
May 8, 1948: "Rena's band fired from Cadillac. It seems that
Picou and may be Charles Sylvester (drums) had quit to join Sadie
Crosby at the Pig Pen at Bienville. On Monday night only two of
Rena's musicians showed up. The Cadillac hired a white band.
Union notice - no member of black band to accept any engagement
at the Cadillac."
May 15, 1948: "At the Cadillac - music was pretty dead - Kid
Rena sat through half asleep, wearing glasses, playing from stock
orchestrations. The band had saxes, piano, drums, guitar, and the
left handed bassist from last year. One would never have suspected
that Rena was once a hot trumpet with a lip that might have
surpassed Louis."
May 29, 1948: "Louis Dumaine told me that the doctor had
ordered Rena not to play anymore and that he had paralysis of the
lips and seemed to be definitely through."
July 29, 1948: "Went back to Cadillac - Kid Rena, Decou
playing with Rena. Only attempt at 'hot' number was 'G. I. Jive."
By 1949, the end was obviously near for Kid Rena. Russell
wrote on Feb. 24, 1949: "Kid Rena is really sick (probably in
hospital) and not expected to live."
Russell on March 2: "Kid Rena was playing at a clip joint, the
Brown Derby on Canal near Claiborne. Music was in their back
room and they charged admission (50 cents) to get in. Rita said
Rena didn't play so hot and advised me not to waste my money."
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Kid Rena died April 25, 1949. The obituary listed Rena as 56
years old, making his birth date as 1893. Some accounts have it as
1898, a difference of five years.
Various obituaries, mostly a few small paragraphs, give some
facts about his life but do not emphasize his importance in New
Orleans music of the early 20th century. One account reads:
"Rival of Buddy Petit and Chris Kelly, Rena was by no means
the least of these. He worked for some time with the Kid Ory Band
and in 1921 put together a group he called 'The Dixie Jazz Band,'
which worked steadily in New Orleans during the early 20s and
even toured north to Chicago several times with considerable
success. Later he played in the Tuxedo Brass Band and during the
depression years, headed a brass band under his own name. He
also led the band at the Brown Derby, a dime-a-dance palace,
which included Alex Bigard and Alphonse Picou. This job lasted
until Rena gave out physically in 1947."
Kid Rena's wife wrote the following letter about her husband:
"Back in the days when bands were scarce there came nothing
but a gifted lad playing perfect jazz. He was widely known to the
public as the original Kid Rena (Henry Rena). The organizer of
Dixieland Jazz and from then on he had many a follower in his
fame. No one could ever surpress him, with this he was broad
minded in giving ideas to all white as well as colored. The known
Sharkey of today got the best of his ideas right out of Kid's home
at 2032 Conti St., New Orleans, Louisiana. He was a frequent
visitor there in those days. He was the organizer of many a band,
brass and string band.
"He played in every spot in New Orleans and was well liked by
his followers. He got the best of jobs at his home and had a faithful
wife to attend his calls in his absence.
"In the year of 1925 on Jan. 24th, he won a loving cup over
Papa Celestin at the Jerusalem Temple and this created a great
sensation and later won another loving cup.
"In these days the members of the band was Joseph Rena, his
brother, Richard McLane and Morris French.
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"At the time of his death April 25, 1949, he was still well
thought of, every paper had a say of him, his funeral was snapped
on leaving his home, and on leaving the church where he had a
Requiem Mass at St. Catherine's Church where he was a member
of a Holy Name, St. Peter Claver Council #21. Father Darling, his
pastor in charge."
This letter was written by Mrs. Rena at the request of Manuel
Manetta.
His funeral had no music. Kid Rena was buried in his favorite
suit, a tan one he reserved for special occasions. Preston Jackson
went to Buddy Petit's funeral and he says Rena's drew as much of a
crowd as Petit did.
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CHRIS KELLY:
KING OF THE BLUES CORNET
Chris Kelly was a New Orleans musical giant who, during the
1920s, was the dominant blues cornet player in the city. Kelly had
the most popular band in black New Orleans during the years 1920
to 1929. He was the "Blues King" of New Orleans Jazz. Kelly's
talent and style were widely considered superior to those
contemporaries of his who today are remembered as the great
guiding lights of early jazz.
Kelly was extremely popular in New Orleans, never leaving the
city for any significant period of time as he worked almost every
night. His local popularity, in fact, was so great that it created an
economic impediment to his leaving the city and thus indirectly
opened the door of opportunity for Louis Armstrong's rise to
national and world recognition. In his short career Kelly seems to
have exemplified all that is best about New Orleans Jazz.
Despite his local popularity and his recognized prowess on the
cornet, Chris Kelly lingers in the shadows of music history. That is
attributable to his short life and the fact that he left no recording of
his playing. But, to those who knew him and heard him play, Chris
Kelly's influence far out-lived the man.
Chris Kelly's devotion to the blues made him unique among the
great cornet players who flourished in New Orleans in the early
20th century. His use of mutes to change the sounds coming from
his cornet and his powerful, emotional, expressive playing left
lasting influences on his public and on other musicians.
If a man is judged by his influence on others in his trade, then
Chris Kelly is a great cornet player. While Kelly did not have the
schooled, refined techniques of a finished musician, he was a
master of his trade. Whether it was in the streets, marching or
playing from an advertising wagon, on the bandstand or in a
funeral procession, playing a brass band march or wailing the
blues, Chris Kelly was the undisputed New Orleans "King of the
Blues."
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If Buddy Bolden gave jazz its start, then Chris Kelly brought it
to maturity. His generation was the original 'Second Line.' The jazz
of Bolden could have died and been buried. It was up to his
disciples to follow his lead and develop the rules, standards, and
traditions of jazz. Kelly was in the forefront in this movement.

A JURY OF HIS PEERS
No better standard exists for assessing Chris Kelly's place in the
history of jazz than through the judgment of those who knew the
man, his playing and that of his contemporaries. Such an avenue is
available through the collection of oral histories found at the
Tulane University Library's Jazz Archives.
Throughout the Tulane interviews with early jazz musicians the
names of three trumpet players are repeatedly cited as being the
best of their era. Those three were Buddy Petit, Kid Rena and
Chris Kelly. Freddie Keppard, Joe Oliver, Louis Armstrong and
Bunk Johnson are seldom mentioned as the above mentioned three.
The difference is about 98 to 2.
New Orleanian Don Albert was a popular swing band leader in
the early 1930s. Albert called Chris Kelly, "the most beautiful
trumpet player I ever heard." Albert said he first listened to Kelly
from the inside balcony of a dance hall known as 'the Buzzard
Roof.'
Albert said Kelly had the most beautiful tone of any New
Orleans trumpet player. He makes a case for greater recognition of
the contributions and influence of Kelly and other early jazz cornet
players: "Much credit is given to Bunk Johnson, and he deserves it.
But Buddy Petit, Kid Rena and Chris Kelly were also very good."
Louis Keppard, the brother of Freddie Keppard called Chris
Kelly the best blues player in New Orleans. "He was the best. He
was good."
When Albert Burbank was asked to compare Chris Kelly to
other trumpet players, he added his voice to those who recognize
Kelly's greatness:
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"Kelly was strong (Sic: physically and musically strong) and
nobody played the blues as well as he did. Kelly would get better
and stronger, the longer he played the blues. he used mutes some
of the time and could really do things with a derby."
Ernie Cagnolatti, a fine jazz trumpet man, said, "Chris Kelly
played more blues than anybody."
Louis Cottrell played with the bands of both Chris Kelly and
Kid Rena. Cottrell classified both men as important early
trumpeters:
"They were real jazz band leaders. There is no question about it.
However, during the late 1920s when I worked with them, they
were beginning to fade because their popularity was beginning to
die. But the kids all wanted to hear Chris Kelly, and he would be
advertised as 'Our Lord God, Chris Kelly and his Band."
Earl Humphrey also shed light on techniques and style that gave
Kelly's blues playing its magnetic appeal: "Kelly could play the
blues better than any trumpet player in town. He was great in his
use of the rubber plunger as a mute. He had a style of his own, a
wonderful tone. He just played on his own style and didn't over do
anything."
Ike Robinson recalled that, "Kid Rena, a contemporary of
Kelly's and a friendly rival, was a high note specialist," and added
that Kelly "had a better swing than Rena, but didn't play many high
notes."

THE EARLY YEARS
Chris Kelly was born on the Deer Range Plantation in March of
1885, according to the Plaquemines Parish census of 1900, which
would have made him 15 yeas old at the time of the census.
Kelly is prominently associated with a number of early jazz
musicians including Jim Robinson, Emile Barnes, George Lewis
and many others. Chris Kelly was a pupil of Professor James
Humphrey, playing first cornet in the Magnolia Plantation Eclipse
Brass Band a few miles down the Mississippi River from Deer
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Range, and second cornet in the Deer Range Plantation Brass
Band.
Chris was big and strong for his age, working as a field hand
when he was still a boy. His older brother Ben was taking
trombone lessons and Chris would try to play his brother's horn
when Ben was out working in the fields. Chris began taking
lessons when he was about sixteen years old. He joined the
Magnolia Band around 1901.
The early years of the twentieth century were noted for
problems with the weather in Plaquemines Parish. Plaquemines
Parish consists of land created by the newest silt deposits brought
down from the heartland of America to where the Mississippi
River meets the Gulf of Mexico. It was in those day primarily an
agrarian society with sugar cane, grown on large plantations, being
the main crop.
A series of floods between 1900 and 1915 disrupted agriculture
and brought disease which proved devastating to humans and to
live stock. Many plantation owners were forced to mortgage pieces
of their land just to make it to the next crop cycle.
Oliver Kelly, Chris' father, moved his wife and eight children to
New Orleans around this time, leaving Deer Range in 1914. In
1915 a hurricane completely flooded Deer Range and virtually put
it out of business. The devastation from that storm, combined with
the fact that Magnolia and Deer Range plantations had switched
main crops from sugar cane to rice, added to the exodus of workers
to New Orleans. Harrison Barnes said that work in the rice fields
was less weather sensitive and was harder on the workers. Barnes
tried to work in the rice fields, but he found he didn't like working
in the rain, so he quit and left with his family for New Orleans.
Chris' early musical training was described by his brother Ben:
"Chris began to play music when he was around 20. He started on
the cornet. He learned rapidly. He had brains. Chris was a 'number
one' reader. He could sight read anything. Chris could play from
music in his string band. All the bands down there (down river
from New Orleans) were taught strictly by music."
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Willie Parker, who grew up on the other side of the Mississippi
River from Deer Range around St. Sophie (now Phoenix) knew
Chris Kelly in his Plaquemines Parish days. Parker recalled in an
interview:
"He's my home boy. Yeah, I played with Chris. Chris is from Deer
Range. Yeah, he used mutes. Used them on different tunes:
waltzes, schottisches. Sometimes some of them would take derby,
you know, put over the bell. They move it with their hands. They'd
hold it over there and work it backwards and forwards. Then they
bought mutes afterwards."
When Chris came to New Orleans from Deer Range in 1914, he
secured a job at the Marks Iron Yard on Tchoupitoulas, between
St. James and Market Streets. He drove a wagon and worked as a
yard man.
Isaiah Morgan worked many Labor Day parades with Chris
Kelly. Morgan talked about Kelly's playing prowess: "Chris Kelly
had very little trouble with any of the numbers, as he is a good ear
man and can usually play a harmony to a lead at first hearing."
Kelly was drafted into the Army sometime after arriving in the
city. Kelly served briefly in the final days of the First World War,
entering on August 31, 1918, and being discharged on January 3,
1919. His 201 Army file states: "Date of birth - Oct. 18, 1890.
Home address - 1327 St. Anne street, New Orleans, La. 50th CO,
161 Depot Brigade, Camp Grant, Illinois. 812 Pioneer Infantry,
Camp Grant, Illinois. Discharge: Camp Beauregard, La. Rank of
Private. Army number - 3-762-356."
Most of the musicians from the lower river plantations came to
New Orleans around 1913 to 1915, leaving the area just before the
big hurricane of 1915. When asked about the exodus prior to the
hurricane, Ben Turner said: "Yeh, a lot of the fellows left. They
had to leave. There was no work around here. The Governor
[Warmoth] had some bad years and didn't have much work for
them. They had to make a livin' so, they and their families moved
to New Orleans. I left too - went to New Orleans and got work."
Kelly was very well liked in New Orleans and in the country.
Like many of the musicians of his day, Kelly was a heavy drinker.
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Jack Kelly, Chris's oldest son, said that his father was known at
most of the corner bars around the city. Jack added that it was not
uncommon for his father to come home 'half tight.'
Still, the drinking did not interfere with Chris Kelly's reputation
among other musicians, as he was always spoken of as one of the
better cornet players, especially when playing the blues. His style
was unique and, although he made no recordings, the way Chris
played and his technique on the cornet left lasting memories for
those who heard him.
Burke Stevenson, also of Deer Range, said "Kelly was a good
trumpet player but had slow fingering. Chris always used a cornet,
not a trumpet."
Chris Kelly married a young girl named Edna in 1922. She was
13 years old, but apparently had pursued Kelly. Later, she told an
interviewer: "After he got out of the army, I drafted him a few
months after his discharge."
Edna Kelly maintained that her husband wrote 'Careless Love'
for her: "He wrote it but waited too long to push it and others
began using it."
She described dance scenes that were different than what we
have become accustomed to today:
"The hall was all decorated and lit up. The bandstand was a
raised platform. There were a number of society girls there. There
were police at the dance. The dance floor was waxed. At the dance
it was 'nice and slow,' not all this shaking craziness. Very
respectable. A gentleman would hold a lady like a lady."
But that all changed as the dance progressed:
"The dance became less than respectable as the evening wore
on. Chris, in fact, was known for his musical ability to start fights
when he played certain slow, low-down blues."
Edna Kelly speaks almost reverentially about her husband.
When asked about his playing, she did not have the vocabulary to
adequately describe her adulation. The warmth in her voice
expressed her feelings for the man she loved:
"Chris started down in the country. He was mostly a blues
player, but how he could play the blues! Yeah, he could play some
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music! He could play that cornet. A white man (Johnny Williams)
played like Chris. Williams was an old man. Sheik (Colar) used to
play with Chris. Chris gave lessons to Kid Howard, and he tried to
learn his son."
Edna was born in 1908 and was 61 years old the time of the
interview. She said she had gone steady with Chris Kelly for about
a year before their son was born. At first they lived at 326 N.
Robertson, then moved to Villere Street.
Edna Kelly followed the Chris Kelly Band whenever it played
dances. She recalled attending dances at Economy Hall and
Perseverance Hall. She remembers some of the personnel in the
band:
"Hank played bass, Louis on guitar, Ed Woods on drums, Earl
Humphrey on trombone, and George Lewis on clarinet. Chris was
the manager and did the hiring and firing. When they were asked
to do a dance, Chris would sign a contract. He told them how many
men in the band and they paid accordingly."
"Chris died of a leaky heart valve. He first lived in the country.
Got a piece of tin and shaped it into a horn and blew on it, then got
a brass horn. He played in concerts in the country. He used to go to
Rudy Dolley saloon and drink wine.
"His favorite musicians were Willie Humphrey, George Lewis
and Kid Howard. Chris loved to play music. He liked slow music night club style. He used to put mute in his horn and play the
blues.
"His favorite numbers were 'Careless Love,' 'High Society,'
'When My Dream Boat Comes Home,' 'Moonlight,' 'Good Night
Irene' and 'Darling I am Growing Older.' Everyone liked and loved
him - everybody."
When Kelly first came to New Orleans, Harrison Barnes got
him a job in the Johnny Brown Band, which Barnes was a member
of at that time. Trumpeter Edward Clem had just quit the band.
Kelly got the job on Barnes' recommendation.
Kelly was more imaginative, creative and powerful than Clem,
and Brown was no match for Chris' musical talents, although he
was more of a showman. Chris soon became the main figure in the
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band, and Brown left the band. The band hired Emile "Mealy'
Barnes to replace Brown on clarinet.
Dave Bailey played drums for Chris Kelly for about six years,
playing his last job with the band on the steamer S. S. Capitol in
1921. Edward Marrero, along with his brother Lawrence, and
Emile Barnes left the Kelly band at the same time.
Chris and Harrison Barnes stayed together until the night of a
dance at the Equalite/Eagle Hall in Algiers in 1922. Chris arrived
late for the job, as he had on another job earlier on the s. s. Capitol.
Chris was now so popular he was taking more jobs than he
could handle, even sending out substitutes to play jobs. Chris and
Harrison argued one night. Harrison quit. Isaiah 'Ike' Robinson
replaced Harrison Barnes on trombone. Robinson and 'Mealy'
Barnes (no relation to Harrison) remained more or less regular
members of Kelly's band until Chris died.
Jack Kelly was born to Edna and Chris Kelly on October 16,
1923. Jack said that he was born about a year after his parents
married and that his father was in his early 40s at that time
(although the Plaquemines parish census date indicates Chris
would have been 38 in 1923).

KELLY THE MAN
There are no known pictures of Chris Kelly to be found. It was
said that Kelly was superstitious and did not want his picture
taken. But, judging from the descriptions given by those who knew
him best, Kelly apparently cut a distinctive figure.
Someone once described Chris as "dark in color and low in
finance." Someone else said: "He was Baptist from birth and
cultured in the cane break."
Edna Kelly gave this description of her husband:
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"He was a dark man, kinda flat nosed. He had one red spot, on
his lip, from the cornet. Always had a cigar butt in his mouth and
he wore a derby. He was about five feet, nine inches tall, heavy set
and always, whenever you saw him, he had this cigar on one side
of his mouth. He talked with it and everything."
Jack Kelly described his father as "a very strong, powerful,
stocky built man, a man who really didn't know his own strength.
My father looked like me. He had a lot of gold in front of his
mouth. He stood about five foot, seven or eight inches tall."
Another description of Kelly was provided by George Lewis,
who played clarinet for Chris in 1927:
"Kelly was always so raggedly dressed that surviving musicians
laugh at their recollection of him walking down the street, elbows
and knees often sticking out of frayed clothes. Chris would come
on the job with a tuxedo, a red-striped shirt, a black tie, a brown
derby, and a tan shoe and a black shoe. What ever he picked up in
the house when he left, that's what he wore."
Danny Barker said that George Lewis' nickname for Kelly was
"my rag man." In fact, Lewis gave this description of Kelly's onstage appearance:
"When on the job he dressed in overalls and a tuxedo jacket. He
would sit in the band and develop simple blues phrases into an
intense outburst of emotion. He played with a melodic supplement
and an incursive attack that influenced many of the younger
musicians. He was easy-going, hard drinking, one of the greatest
and best liked musicians in the city."
Ike Robinson provided the most succinct description of Kelly
"Chris Kelly was a dark brown-skinned fellow who didn't dress
very well."
Robinson knew Chris Kelly as well as anyone. He added: "Chris
resembled me and we use to pass off as brothers. Chris was five
feet, ten inches tall and husky.
"Chris Kelly was a nice fellow. He was hot-headed, but he
could be cooled easily." Robinson continued. "Chris was a bit free
with his money. He would get the deposit on jobs. The musicians
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had to look out for their share or Chris would squander it. I don't
know what Chris did with all the money he made.
"Three bands played for Chris' funeral. It was like a carnival
when he was buried. He had lived on Liberty Street near where the
Municipal Auditorium is now located."
Jack Kelly told the story of how his father, on the prodding of
his boss at the Marks Iron Works, had a strength contest with a
strong man from across the river in Algiers. Chris picked up an 8
foot railroad iron easily above his head to win the contest.
Jack Kelly said his father gave musical instruction to Kid
Howard and George 'Kid Sheik' Colar. There were others of note,
but the younger Kelly couldn't recall their names when he was
interviewed. He did, however, recall that his father had so much
sheet music in the house that it was kept in stacks.
Jack Kelly said Chris don't do much practicing at home: "My
Dad's playing came natural and he tried to get his students to play
with expression and to play what they feel as well.
Kelly said his father had a good working relationship with
Mayor Behrman:
"Chris played mostly for whites. He was very well liked by
Mayor Behrman, one time playing for him on a boat excursion for
a week and a half, and many times visiting Behrman at his home."
Jack Kelly said that his father made $20 to $25 a job playing
music, and he paid his side men each $10. Playing requests would
bring in an extra $2 or $3.
Jack remembered a bucking contest between Chris Kelly and
Papa Celestin, which he said his father won.
In the interviews in the Jazz History Archives at Tulane
University, many of his contemporaries made comments about
how eccentric a dresser Chris Kelly was. Jack Kelly took issue
with those comments, saying: "Chris wasn't a fancy dresser, just
dressed plain, in a dark suit."
Jack said that his father played at many different kinds of
musical jobs and he played many different locations. Jack also said
that his father fronted his own marching band called The Chris
Kelly Band.
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When his father died there were, Jack Kelly recalled, 11 bands
at the funeral.
Edward Marerro played bass with Chris Kelly. Marrero said he
played in the same group with Kelly for about 15 months in a
group that included Ike Robinson, Eddie Woods and Lawrence
Marrero.
"Kelly's tone was one of the best of any, including Louis
Armstrong," Edward Marrero said, when assessing Kelly's playing.
"Chris played mostly blues and drags. The band hardly ever read
music. Chris could spell a little but was not proficient at reading
[music]. he used mutes, and was the originator of the plunger style
in 1925. His two featured numbers were 'Careless Love' and 'If
You See Corine, Tell Her to Hurry Home."
Albert Jiles was a musician in Kelly's band and an unrestrained
fan of Kelly's as well.
"Chris Kelly was one of the outstanding great blues trumpet
players," Jiles said. "He was really great. I still don't think there's
anyone in New Orleans who could play the blues like Chris Kelly.
he was outstanding for 'Careless Love.' The greatest!"
Chris Kelly's dances were always very lively, creative affairs.
Albert Jiles remembered the dance that Kelly's popular 'West
Indian Blues' was first performed. Jiles said Kelly had been
playing the tune for some time, but that an incident at a job
prompted the writing of lyrics for the song.
"At this dance the police came and arrested these Jamaicans
without passports. We made up words to this number and called it
'West Indian Blues.' It originated from then on."
Chris Kelly's band was one of the top bands in New Orleans
during the twenties when Albert Jiles joined it for his first, full
time professional musical job. Other top band playing in that era
were led by Kid Rena, Punch Miller, Buddy Petit, Lee Collins,
Papa Celestin and A. J. Piron.
Jiles described how he came to play in Kelly's band: "Chris
Kelly heard me playing with Lawrence Toca's Band. At that time
they had a lot of Jamaicans, who didn't have any passports, living
on Iberville Street and in rooming houses on St. Louis and Marais.
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"Chris Kelly was playing a dance on St. Louis and I was playing
on Marais and St. Louis with Lawrence Toca," Jiles continued.
"We played so wonderfully, we closed him up. Chris Kelly came
round to where we were playing.
:He had a word for anyone - 'cus.' So, he said, 'Cus, where are
you playing tomorrow night?' That was on a Sunday. I said I'm not
playing anywhere tomorrow and he asked me to play with him at
the Perseverance Hall at 1644 North Villere Street. From then on I
continued to play a good many jobs with him.
"He normally used just four pieces - Emile Barnes [clarinet],
Peter Pappy [banjo], and me. This was around 1923. With Chris,
we'd get $3 for playing a two-hour advertisement and $5 to $6 for
playing a dance which lasted about four hours."
Jiles was clearly impressed by his friend's talent: "Chris Kelly he would do so many different things with his trumpet. Mute it,
use the derby or the rim of the derby for a mute, put it against the
wall to get different tones. He was really great when he played.
Everybody would get happy until they'd fight. He'd play 'Holler
Blues,' 'High Society.' 'Pork Chop Rag,' and 'Ice Cream.' "
Israel Gorman played clarinet/saxophone in street parades and
funerals in Chris Kelly's brass band. These jobs were rare, though,
as Chris marched very sparingly due to the fact that he was so
busy, and those type jobs did not always pay well.
"Chris had a funeral band and a brass band," Gorman said.
"Chris was a good trumpet player. They all had their style. When
he played the place would be packed."
Herb Morand played with Chris Kelly on advertising jobs and
speaks about Chris' ability to perform on the streets as well as the
dance halls:
"I used to play with Chris Kelly in many advertising jobs and
he's known as the 'Blues King.' And no band could touch him on
the street. When he'd get his rubber flusher out and start wah-wahing the blues, that was all. He'd run Louis, and then at that time
people was crazy about blues in New Orleans."
Chris played a lot of advertising jobs because he was very
popular in New Orleans and musicians loved to play with Chris.
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Sam Penn played a number of street jobs with Chris: "I worked
with Chris at National Park, strictly for dancing."
Other musicians remember Chris Kelly playing in marching
bands, though never steadily.
Kelly's student Kid Howard recalled some of those jobs: "Chris
Kelly would sometimes get together brass bands which would play
n the rough style associated with the New Orleans brass bands of
the present. The kind of music he would play for funerals would
put 'em in the alley when coming back from the burials."
The term "put 'em in the alley" was a jazz term applying to
blues meaning: really reaching the people and getting them
excited.
Kid Howard's style, at first, was influenced by his teacher.
Howard remembers that Kelly sometimes played as a member,
rather than a leader of bands at funerals. One of those funerals,
Howard recalled, was that of the New Orleans teacher and
trombone player Dave Perkins: "I marched in a band at Dave
Perkins' funeral that included Chris Kelly, a get-together band lead
by trombonist Joe Harris."
Papa John Joseph, the man credited with first introducing
harmony and chord playing to new Orleans musicians, talked
about Chris Kelly: "Well, they liked his style, you know - jump
music, jazz, they liked his style. He played pretty much open horn.
He played more with mutes, mute in. He played loud I believe, or
something like that."
Ricard Alexis was one of the great 'high' trumpet players (later
changing to bass), and a contemporary of Chris Kelly. He called
Kelly a 'wah-wah' player. Alexis was of the opinion that Kelly 'was
the best blues player that had ever lived' in new Orleans.
Ricard provided these additional insights into Kelly: "Chris
wasn't much of a reader, but he could read a little. Kelly played the
halls, but not the country club jobs. Kelly didn't play much for
white people."
Chris Kelly's brother Ben could remember when Chris first
began learning the cornet from Professor Humphrey. He watched
his brother's playing style evolve over the years, and noted the
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difference between Chris Kelly's playing style in those early days
and his style as it developed in the city:
"Chris didn't use mutes when he lived in the country, acquiring
them after he moved to the city. He used that plunger to do what
was called 'preaching.' The people like it."
Sidney 'Little Jim' Brown grew up with Chris on Deer Range
Plantation and played in Chris's string band in the Plaquemines
Parish. He said this about the kind of music Chris played when he
lived there early in his career.
"Chris Kelly didn't play blues when he was living at Deer
Range, just brass band music."
Punch Miller, another New Orleans trumpet player taught by
Professor Humphrey, and with whom Chris is believed to have
served in the Army with, remembers meeting Chris and his band
while they were marching in a parade.
Whether Kelly ever had his own brass band is a matter of
disagreement.
Chris Kelly's brother Ben, who would have to be considered a
reliable source, had a clear memory of the brass band. "Chris
Kelly's band members were: Kid Howard on drums [who later
became Chris' trumpet student and whose trumpet style was said to
be very reminiscent of his mentor's style], and Norwood on clarinet
- he quit playing. Not too good. Chris didn't have a clarinet player
after Norwood left. He used trumpet, baritone, solo alto, first alto
and drums. That was his brass band. "The brothers Barnes - Paul
and Emile - played with Chris Kelly. Paul met Chris as enlisted
men in the Army when they were taken from New Orleans, to a
camp in Little Rock, Arkansas.
Emile Barnes, the clarinetist in Chris Kelly's dance band, did
not remember Chris having a brass band.
Paul Barnes recalled that his brother and Chris had numerous
spats which would be over 'in a day or two.'
Paul Barbarin gave this descriptions of Kelly:
"Chris looked a lot like big Ike Robinson - Kelly had a lot of
gold in his teeth, and was always smiling."
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Kelly was well-liked, not only for his disposition, but also
because he would take care of his men. Paul Barbarin was a case in
point. Barbarin told a story of how Chris Kelly saved his life at a
picnic held by Kelly's boss, the operator of a lumber yard.
Kelly's band, including Barbarin, was furnishing the music.
Barbarin said a woman was flirtatiously winking at him. Her escort
discovered her perfidy and became very angry, whereupon she
blamed Barbarin who said he was completely innocent.
The escort threatened Barbarin but Chris Kelly pulled out a gun
and told the man Barbarin had trouble with his eyes and had to
blink until that time. "I hadn't blinked but I began," Barbarin said,
adding that, "the situation was settled without violence."
Jazz was, at its essence, dance music and dances were the rage
during the early years of the twentieth century in New Orleans.
There were many social clubs holding dances and one could
attend a dance almost any night of the week. That meant a lot of
work for bands, and Chris Kelly's band worked as much or more
than any other.
George Lewis said the band played nearly every night. although
he only worked with Chris a short while, Lewis said he played
more jobs with Kelly than any other trumpet player simply because
Chris' band worked so much.
There was a need to advertise the dances because competition
among the bands and among the social clubs was keen. Bands had
various ways to let the people know that there was a dance and
who would be playing for it:
"The band played two or three numbers out on the porch to
attract the public, then after the formal entry with banners, the
dance proper would start."
Dances were also touted from bands playing in wagons rolling
through the streets. This would serve the same purpose as
loudspeaker trucks would do twenty years later. Chris, being a
heavy drinker, would take advantage of the many saloons the
wagon would pass:
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"On advertising wagons Chris would climb down from the
wagon and refresh himself with wine at almost every corner
saloon."

CHRIS KELLY & BUDDY PETIT
The music of Buddy Petit and Chris Kelly filled New Orleans'
dance halls and streets in the late teens and 20s of this century.
There have been many comparisons between the two, even
though such comparisons really aren't fair to either man. Neither
man ever had his sound recorded. Each had their own individual
style with strengths and weaknesses in their playing. Still, certain
comparison do provide valid insights.
Edmond Hall played with the Louis Armstrong group in his
later years, but when he was young, he played in the bands of both
Buddy Petit and Chris Kelly. Hall knew the men and their playing
well. His assessment: "Buddy Petit was a better trumpeter than
Chris Kelly - he wasn't even in Petit's class. But Chris Kelly was
more powerful than Buddy and could blow louder and everything."
Albert Jiles disagreed with Hall. Jiles heard both Chris Kelly
and Buddy Petit play and believed that they were two of the
greatest blues trumpet players he ever heard. Jiles was clear on the
pecking order: "Chris was the greatest. No trumpet player could
beat Chris Kelly. Nobody could ever play the blues the way Chris
Kelly did."
Jiles repeatedly emphasized how great he thought Kelly was
and how well he played the blues. Jiles had a long and active
career as a jazz musician, and played with many top trumpet
players over that career. He felt that Chris Kelly was the greatest
among all those he heard or played with.
Jiles played in funerals bands with both Chris Kelly and Kid
Rena. He also saw Kelly's funeral but said Celestin's was larger.
This was probably was due to the fact that Celestin's popularity
extended to white audiences in New Orleans and because his fame
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had a national reach, while Kelly was most popular with New
Orleans' black audiences.
The drummer Cie Frazier also had a unique perspective. Frazier
played with what he called "the three most popular bands in New
Orleans" - the bands led by Kid Rena, Sam Morgan and Chris
Kelly.
Frazier rated Chris Kelly's Band as the best group for playing
slow music. He said that Chris Kelly's Band was considered as one
of the best blues bands in New Orleans. He didn't think Chris read
"too very much" and remembers that both Buddy Petit and Chris
used to insert the composition "The Holy City" in a blues as they
were improvising.
Ike Robinson was a close friend of Kelly, and was the trombone
player in the Kelly Band. Ike said that Chris "resembles myself."
He explained:
"Chris was a pretty good ragtime cornet player. He was a barrel
house, the way he played. Kelly used mutes, especially a rubber
plunger. His favorite number was 'Careless Love.' Kelly was a
good street man, especially on advertising jobs."
Robinson recalled of a meeting while advertising between
Kelly's Band and another band on South Roman Street. It resulted
in a bucking contest that he said lasted a number of hours .
Robinson said that the Kelly Band played the popular tunes of
the day, but featured the blues. One of these blues was an original
Kelly composition entitled 'Three Sixes.' Robinson was playing in
the Kelly Band on Chris' last job, which was across the river in
McDonoghville. Kelly had a bad heart which was probably linked
to his heavy drinking. Ike remembered Chris as being quite sick
that night, being short winded. Chris Kelly was about 38 when he
died.
In regard to the use of music, Robinson said the Kelly Band
would play only the special choruses on the stock arrangements,
and then would improvise on that, but didn't use much sheet music.
Fights were a frequent occurrence at dances where Chris Kelly's
Band played. One place the band played frequently was Economy
Hall, which Robinson says was a rough place. But Robinson said
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that the toughest dance venue he played at was at Cooperators
Hall.
Earl Humphrey said that the low down music played by the
Kelly Band caused those fights at the dances they played. He
explained:
"It was not the music itself but the time (tempo that it was
played in). Everyone would drink and get drunk and it didn't take
much to play until 2 AM. The Kelly Band would play a song,
'DMF.' One man would grab another's girl. This would start a fight.
The police would break it up, stopping the dance."
In his interview in the Tulane Jazz Archives, Dee Dee Pierce
backed up Humphrey's assertion that Kelly's blues playing could
actually start a fight among the people listening to it.
Pierce admitted that his own playing was influenced by Kelly's
blues style. He also pointed to Kelly's distinctive use of mutes:
"Kelly seldom used another mute in conjunction with the
plunger, such as a straight mute with plunger outside. Sometimes
he would use a tin can for a mute. Chris' style was strictly blues
and he played more blues than anybody in New Orleans. "When a
humbug [disturbance] would begin at a dance in which Chris
Kelly was playing, he would play a lowdown blues such as 'Three
Sixes,' a tune Kelly wrote and sang to break up the disturbances."
Kelly, according to at least one contemporary, at times would
have to sing 'Three Sixes' to stop the fights that he started.
Louis Gallaud was an early jazz pianist and played with Kelly
and others when a piano was used. He played a few jobs with
Kelly for house parties and dances when Kelly enlarged his band
to six pieces for a job when the employer would pay for the
additional players. Gallaud said that Kelly couldn't read music but
still remained busy. One song Gallaud said Kelly played was
'When a woman's Hair Gets Short as Mine.'
Gallaud recalled that Kelly lived on Dauphine Street, in the
same block as Kid Rena , between Dumaine and St. Philip.
Gallaud said of Kelly: "The blues man in those days was Chris
Kelly. If Chris Kelly was here now, his music would take with the
rock and rollers - only change the rhythm section."
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Alex Bigard was the drum-playing older brother of Duke
Ellington's long-time clarinetist Barney Bigard. Bigard's playing
style went well with the Chris Kelly Band because as Alex put it,
"I could fake." Bigard offered these recollections about his former
band leader:
"Kelly was known as the blues king. The band played anything,
but blues was the feature. Kelly was the only one who could play
'Careless Love' to suit the people. Kelly used a plunger to produce
a wah-wah, making his trumpet sound as though he were talking
through it. Kelly sounded like Joe Oliver on the blues."
Bigard talked about the band's repertoire:
"Kelly's Band did not use printed arrangements - using only
'head arrangements.' Kelly's Band did play some Joplin Rags. The
band did not play quadrilles and mazurkas - it was a jazz band.
Only the orchestras played those type dances. Kelly's Band could
play waltzes, but did not play any of the older dance styles. Chris
was not technically limited, but did not often play multi-note
phrases."
Bigard said that there really was only one band (not orchestra)
in New Orleans which played the Joplin Rags, and that was Kid
Rena's Band. His classification between bands and orchestras was
the distinction between a 'reading' band and a 'faking' band.
Papa Celestin, John Robichaux, and A. J. Piron led orchestras
that played mostly for social affairs. Jazz bands, like those of Chris
Kelly, Kid Rena, Sam Morgan and Buddy Petit, were barrelhouse
bands, they mostly 'faked,' and used 'head arrangements' and not
sheet music.
Bigard traveled with the Kelly Band to places outside New
Orleans, to the country towns within a day's journey. Kelly's band
played in such place as Bogalusa (near the Mississippi border in
Louisiana's Florida Parishes), Mandeville and Covington (two St.
Tammany Parish towns) over Lake Pontchartrain. Bigard said
Kelly did not stray too far from New Orleans.
On the other hand, Dave Bailey said that Chris Kelly's Band
was at one time headquartered in Tallulah - a small town in
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Madison Parish, near the Mississippi River in the northeastern
Louisiana.
Roubleau also recalls taking trips out of town while playing
with the Kelly Band, going to Magnolia, LaCombe, Miss., Lake
Charles, La. and Biloxi, Miss. He talks of Kelly's style of playing:
"Kelly's style of playing was the same as the Dixieland of today.
When 'Careless love' came out, Kelly was the first to use a toilet
flusher as a mute. He used the flusher on many numbers. He could
really play the trumpet! Kelly could play high notes. Buddy Petit
was a faster fingerer than Chris, but Chris had a stronger tone.
petit, Rena and Kelly had the same style - the same Dixieland
style."
Roubleau said Kelly and his band had a lock on the job at the
San Souci hall on LaSalle Street, adding, "He had that job 'sewed
up.' "
Chris Kelly and Kid Rena were heavy drinkers. At this time the
general conception of a musician was something like the tortured
artist stereotype: he had to drink; the more he drank, the better he
must be; and, of course, the better he was, the more he had to
drink.
Kid Thomas said the Chris Kelly Band was a very good jazz
band that developed a solid following wherever it played. He said
Kelly could draw an audience to hear his band even if the place he
was playing did not have a regular crowd.
Thomas had these comments about his mentor's horn: "Kelly
played blues very well. He used a rubber toilet plunger as a mute.
He never had a good trumpet [cornet] when I knew him."
Earl Humphrey was one of Willie Humphrey's three brothers
and the grandson of the famous Professor James Humphrey, the
man who taught Kelly music on Deer Range Plantation. He
recalled the first time he played with Chris Kelly.
Earl Humphrey was playing with the Johnny Brown Band one
afternoon, subbing for Harrison Barnes, Brown's regular trombone
player. Brown's Band included a new man from the country, Chris
Kelly.
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"On this particular afternoon the Brown Band met another band
advertising at the corner of Liberty and Perdido," Humphrey said.
"The drummer Black Benny chained the two trucks together, and
there ensued a bucking contest. The other band tried to chase the
Brown Band with Kelly, but Kelly wouldn't run."
The Johnny Brown Band later would evolve into the Chris
Band.
Earl Humphrey explained why Chris Kelly was so hard to beat
at a bucking contest:
"Kelly played a variety of numbers in a contest. he could play a
sweet number if he wanted the crowd to stay, or he could play a
number that would make the other band leave."
Humphrey had special knowledge of the band's style of play, its
repertoire, and its members at the time:
"The Kelly Band had a fine time-keeping drummer, Roy Evans.
Kelly's rhythm section was good; Chester Zardis played bass, Roy
Evans, drums and Alex Scott on banjo."
Humphrey said "Kelly's tone was big, like a trumpet player who
might be working with an opera company orchestra. Kelly didn't
ever use a trumpet, he always played a cornet."
Earl Humphrey traveled with the Kelly Band as it played in the
small towns around New Orleans - a practice followed by the
leading New Orleans bands of the day.
"The Kelly Band played all over Louisiana - for fraternity
dances, at dance halls in what they now call Ghettos. Negroes have
dances mainly at this time of year (Nov. 30, 1968). The Kelly
Band played two or three times a week at places like Cooperators
Hall, Economy Hall and New Hall. We played a few outdoor lawn
parties, in the Irish Channel [a section of New Orleans near the
Mississippi River along Tchoupitoulas Street between Napoleon
and Washington Avenues to St. Charles], at the University
[Tulane], and the Country Clubs."
The members of Chris Kelly's Band during Earl Humphrey's
subbing stint were: Emile Barnes, Zeb Lenaries and Harrison
Barnes. Harrison Barnes, the trombonist Humphrey would sit in
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for, hailed from the same area of Plaquemines Parish that Kelly
did.
Earl Humphrey became Chris Kelly's right-hand man. He
played with him on many jobs and had vivid recollections of how
Kelly played, where he played and with whom he played:
"Chris Kelly was a good trumpet player. He had a style of his
own, a wonderful tone. He just played on his own style. He didn't
over do anything.
"Kelly was great in his use of the rubber plunger as a mute. he
could really play 'Going Back Home to Jamaica' (also called 'West
Indies Blues') and a lot of barrelhouse numbers. The Kelly Band
had a fine time-keeping drummer, Roy Evans, who was like Alfred
Williams in his ability to keep a steady tempo. Other numbers
Kelly featured were 'Careless Love' and D.M.F.
"The Kelly band's battery [drums] was good. The battery
consisted of Chester Zardis, Alex Scott and Roy Evans. On record,
trumpet player Kid Howard is imitating Chris Kelly's style of
playing. Although Kelly would be using the rubber plunger, and
the band would be playing softly. Alex Scott would sing.
"Sometimes, when playing a blues, Kelly's band would just fade
out at the end. The people would continue to dance, thinking they
still heard the band.
"Kelly had plenty of stomps. He had the Red Book and the
Green Book. Kelly played in a lot of keys, not limiting him and his
band to just a few keys. The members of the Chris Kelly Band
were: Zeb. Lenaries on clarinet, mealy Barnes played in Johnny
Brown's Band (Johnny would play violin) and Harrison Barnes on
trombone."
Humphrey played with the Johnny Brown Band during the time
when Chris was a side man in the band. Early was substituting for
Harrison Barnes, who couldn't get time off because he worked a
regular job as boilermaker for the southern pacific Railroad. In
something of a ban coupd'etat, Emile 'Mealy' Barnes was later
hired to replace Brown on clarinet because the band's leader wasn't
considered good enough.
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Kelly was famous for playing in bucking contests, and would
not run from any band in the area. Humphrey explained how Kelly
played the blues and how the band would play a certain tune:
"The other bands tried to chase Kelly, but he wouldn't run. Chris
Kelly played a variety of numbers in a contest. He could play a
blues if he wanted the crowd to stay, or he could play a number
that would make the other band leave. He could play the blues
better than any trumpet player in town. Lee Collins was also a
blues player."
"Petit messed up his business the same as Chris Kelly did. Kelly
would take several jobs for one date, split his band, add some more
musicians including amateurs and fill all the jobs. The customers,
however, knew the members of the regular band, and they would
not be happy to receive substitutes, so Kelly lost his work. Kelly
had much work in New Orleans. He worked in Mobile,
Montgomery and Birmingham, Alabama. he played at Tulane
University where the bands were different every Saturday night."
There were some descriptions of Kelly's playing in cutting
contests. First, George Lewis:
"Playing in the Crowley area [about 160 miles west of New
Orleans], the band met another band and a musical 'battle' occurred
between the two bands. Evans Thomas [trumpet] could out-play
Kelly in one sense because of his superior training and
musicianship, but the country audience in town mainly wanted to
hear the blues, and in this department Thomas was no match for
Kelly, who won the contest with a performance of 'Careless Love
Blues' with a plunger mute."
Punch Miller said his band actually won a cutting contest
against the Kelly Band:
"I recall meeting Chris Kelly in a battle of bands at Italian Hall,
where my band won over the Kelly Band."
Ben Kelly also recalled some battle royals with: "Kid Rena,
Sam Morgan and Chris's Band that would draw three or four
thousand people."
Ike Robinson played with Kelly in some of these 'cutting' or
'bucking' contests:
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"Kelly was a good street man, especially on advertising jobs.
Bands usually rode in trucks or wagons. Chris' Band and Kid
Rena's Band met on South Roman Street. The bands had a contest
which lasted from two to five hours."
Ernest 'Kid' Milton (who later would lead a band that included
Buddy Petit) played a couple of jobs with Chris but left him
because Milton didn't like Kelly's ways. As was the case with
many jazz bands of the era, Kelly's Band was a loosely run
organization that had a nonchalant attitude.
Still, those leadership style differences did not diminish Milton's
admiration of Kelly's style of play:
"Kelly had his own style. He was one of the best blues trumpet
players around. He used various mutes."
Milton recalls that Chris Kelly and trumpeter Ricard Alexis had
a band together at one time. It was larger than the usual Kelly
Band.
Edgar Mosley and Charles Love played with Chris Kelly, but
only on parades. Love played mostly the Mardi Gras parades.
Mosley said that Chris didn't have a regular brass band. None of
the major jazz band leaders of that early jazz era, such as Kelly,
Buddy Petit or Kid Rena, were very regular with their personnel.
Mosley declared, "Nobody played like Kelly." Mosley said that in
his opinion, Kid Howard played closest to the style of Chris Kelly.
Ed Dawson said Kelly had a popular band that always had a lot
of work:
"Kelly had a lot of work over the river. Most of his work was
for colored people. Kelly had a lot of work - mostly every night.
Just like Kid Rena."
Pianos were not regularly used in the early jazz bands. Many
times pianos simply were not available; there were also jobs on
excursions, at picnics and other outdoor places where a piano was
not feasible.
Don Albert added another reason for the limited use of the
piano in early jazz:
"Pianos were not common in those days. Bands like Sam
Morgan and Chris Kelly had six or seven pieces. They played
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upstairs or on the balcony. And there wasn't room for a piano.
Pianos were very seldom used on the advertising trucks."

CHRIS KELLY & KID RENA
Kid Clayton said Kelly's tone had a 'Creole twang,' a 'Creole
twang' is a style of playing that is sweet and has a lot of feeling to
it.
Jasper Taylor described Chris Kelly as "a great musician, who
sounded good. Nobody beat him playing the blues with his use of
the rubber plunger for a wah-wah mute went over big."
Ed summers made this comparison between Chris Kelly and
Kid Rena: "Rena was more classical (more like a popular music
trumpet player); Kelly was more 'blues-i-fied.' "
Trumpeter Herb Morand played second cornet with Chris Kelly.
Morand left New Orleans for a time, but used to send Kelly the
popular sheet music pieces from New York.
Around 1926, the time Morand returned to New Orleans from
New York, it became the style to use two trumpet players in the
jazz band. Shortly after his return, Morand began playing with
Kelly. He played with the Chris Kelly Band at the various halls
like the Francis Amis, Economy, Cooperators, Perseverance and
New Hall.
Morand shared some of his other recollections about playing
with Chris Kelly:
"Chris Kelly decided to use two trumpets and asked me to play
with him. Well, I was playing second most of the time. Chris be
havin' his fun, walking around and talkin' with the ladies. Well, I'd
be playin,' and then I'd let him play, and I'd walk around.
One form of advertising a dance was for the band to play in the
streets the day before and the day of the dance.
Morand: "They'd hire a hall and give advertisements for it. They
wouldn't give a ball unless they'd have an advertisement. I played
with Chris Kelly in many advertisements. he's known as the 'Blues
King,' and no band could touch him on the streets. When he'd get
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his rubber flusher out and start wah-wah-ing the blues, that was all
He'd run Louis Armstrong! And then, at the time, people was crazy
about blues in New Orleans."
Morand recalled a rather important street meeting that occurred
while he was playing in Kelly's Band:
"We had a ballyhoo advertisement one day, and we happen to
meet Kid Rena. I think it was at Bienville and Marais Streets. At
that time Rena was in his full swing. Nobody could touch him in
New Orleans but one man - Chris Kelly. And at that time, they was
crazy about the blues. So happen we back the trucks up back to
back and we start to play. And what happened? A shower of rain
came down."
"The band that would leave first would be declared the loser,
that mean you run away. So, Chris said he don't care if it stormed,
he's not leaving. But the drummer, he passed his drums off the
truck because he didn't want his drum heads to get wet and get
ruined. So we played in the rain and battled Kid Rena, and Kid
Rena left. We all were soaking wet, and we played in the rain. I'll
never forget that incident."
Lawrence Marrero, of the notable Marrero family of jazz
musicians, remarked that Chris Kelly was the king of ratty, ragged,
low-down, barrelhouse music. Lawrence remembers playing in the
battles on advertising trucks and recalled the friendship between
Kid Rena and Chris Kelly:
"Bands of Buddy Petit, Kid Rena, Punch Miller and Chris Kelly
would meet on street corners and have music battles. The bands
would stay there playing. Rena would signal his good friend Kelly
to leave, as Kelly couldn't take care of the others but Rena could."
Punch Miller, a great jazz trumpet player in his own right, heard
the early trumpeters play and studied their styles. His knowledge is
invaluable. Miller played samples of the sounds of the early
trumpet players in the interview he taped for the Tulane Jazz
Archives.
He also spoke with pride of how he won a loving cup once from
Chris Kelly and relates his experiences with them:
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"Rena, myself, Buddy Petit be somewhere, Chris Kelly be
somewhere else playing. I worked with Chris Kelly in his jazz
band at the Bulls' club. Chris didn't have a brass band. When I
wasn't working on Tuesday, I would play with Chris who had a
steady job at the Bulls' Club.
Miller also provided insight into the brass bands that were
organized by Chris Kelly and other jazz players:
"Buddy Petit, Kid Rena and Chris Kelly never played with the
organized bands. They always got their band up together.
Organized bands had their own men, didn't want anybody else.
Myself, Kid Rena, Buddy Petit and Chris Kelly had plenty of work
in the streets. They played for about four funerals a month in
addition to Labor Day, Mardi Gras and the Fourth of July
parades."
As a trumpet player Punch Miller was more aware of the
techniques of Chris and the other trumpet players:
"Sam Morgan never had much volume but Chris was strong.
Chris Kelly and Sam Morgan didn't use vibrato. Chris Kelly was
strictly a plunger man."
Rudolph Beaulieu used to play the Bulls' Club job with Chris
Kelly. Beaulieu thought that Kelly was a great man to play for at
dances. he, too, heard many of the early jazz greats and was asked
to compare trumpet players:
"Kelly had a real ragtime tone. Chris Kelly, Kid Rena and
Punch Miller - these were the bands for barrelhouse dancing. The
leading jazz bands in early time was Chris Kelly, Kid Rena and
Punch Miller."
Beaulieu didn't like Buddy Petit's playing as well as he liked
Chris Kelly's, although he thought Petit was a good player.
Israel Gorman was asked to name the great trumpet players in
early jazz. His top players (though not ranked in any particular
order) were: Kid Rena, Chris Kelly, Sam Morgan, Manuel Perez,
Papa Celestin, Shots Madison, Joe Oliver, Freddie Keppard and J.
'Sugar' Smith.
'Wooden' Joe Nicholas knew Chris Kelly and remembers him
playing at the Merry-Go-Round Club and for the Buffalo's in
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Carrollton. Nicholas heard Kelly often playing from the
advertising wagons on Sunday promoting his band's Monday night
dances.
Lillian Depass said that Chris Kelly also hung around the Eagle
Saloon at Rampart and Perdido Streets.

CHICAGO AND THE NATION
'DISCOVER' JAZZ
Over the years there have been statements made to the effect
that all New Orleans' best musicians were in Chicago in the teens
and early 20s. This is completely wrong, as even a brief review of
those cornet players who stayed proves.
Buddy Petit was asked to go to Chicago before Oliver, but he
refused the offer. Kid Rena was invited by Oliver to go to Chicago.
It was only after Rena declined the offer that Louis Armstrong was
asked to go.
Ernie Cagnolatti said jazz history might look much different
today had either Petit or Rena accepted their respective invitations
to Chicago:
"If Buddy Petit or Kid Rena had gone to Chicago before Louis
Armstrong, the public probably wouldn't have heard of Armstrong
so much."
The reason neither Kelly, Rena and Petit did not go to Chicago
was that they were too popular in their home town. In essence,
they didn't think they could afford to go. As a result, Louis
Armstrong went and fame followed him thereafter.

A CHRIS KELLY GIG
When Chris Kelly played a dance you often couldn't get into the
hall because of the crowd. Dances were usually 25 cents and
anyone could attend, not just members of the host organization.
George Lewis described the band's repertoire and Chris's style
of playing at these dances:
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"They played the 'Gettysburg March' for marching inside before
the dance. He would take about five minutes between numbers, to
give people a chance to get a drink in-between dances. Also they
played 'Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shee,' Black Snake Blues,'
Maryland, My Maryland,' and other old standards. Chris played
'Careless Love Blues' with a rubber plunger mute. He would
squeeze it so close to the bell, you could barely hear the horn
whisper.'
"As for setting the band off with a swing, I don't think anybody
could do it better - not even Sam Morgan. Kelly kept the tempo
with his heel and toe. he got that in church, that's where he got that
beat, just like what we used to call, 'coonaille.' Chris was a good
trumpet player and the best blues player I ever heard."
Earl Humphrey said this about those dances:
"The band would often play certain provocative numbers about
an hour before the end of the dance, in the expectation that a fight
would start. The police would come and they [the band] could go
home early. We knew what was coming when we played 'Dirty M.
F.' "
Kid Howard played a number of jobs, with Chris Kelly and was
a substitute for Kelly on other jobs. During Howard's stint with the
Kelly Band, they played Economy Hall, the Cooperators Hall,
Perseverance Hall, New Hall, the Italian Hall, Tin Roof (for whites
near the corner of Tchoupitoulas and Napoleon), the Masonic Hall
(near Bernard Circle in Algiers) and in small towns in both
Louisiana and Mississippi.
Howard said Chris Kelly played 'Careless Love' in the key of Eb
concert. (sic; that is F for cornet). He gave more details on how
Kelly played this tune which became his signature song: "Chris
used to start it with the blues, with two beats of the drum. He
played first part open, but used the mute for the 'Careless Love'
part."
"He had a little 'lick' he used to make on the horn to call the
band together. He would keep doing it over and over until he was a
ready to start off. At that time there was no union and the band was
apt to be scattered throughout the hall. Breaks were frequent. The
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band used to play from 8 p.m. to two a.m. At twelve o'clock,
everybody came of the bandstand for a free meal."
Ike Robinson began playing trombone in the Chris Kelly Band
when Harrison Barnes quit. "Kelly didn't play high notes. He could
play harmony. Chris didn't use music, his band would play only the
special choruses on the stock arrangements, then they would
improvise on that.
"When a humbug would begin at a place where Chris was
playing, he would play a low-down blues, such as 'Three Sixes' to
break up the disturbance. he had to do that many times at the
Economy Hall, which was a rough place. Cooperators Hall was
rougher."
Chris got few jobs from the classy places. Some said it was
because his music was too rough and 'barrelhouse.' But, Kid
Howard gives us another reason:
"The common people kept Chris Kelly so busy that he didn't
often get time to play the 'strictly' classy places. In other words,
money, money! First come, first serve. He did play white dances,
though." Danny Barker recalled a dance he played with the Chris
Kelly Band:
"His fans would rush about, seeking their loves because that
dance meant close embracing, cheek to cheek, whisperings of love,
kissing and belly rubbing. The dance would always end in a fight
by some jealous lover who was out or couldn't e found. At Chris'
signal, the moment the fisticuffs started, he would knock off a fast
stomp that sounded like 'Dippermouth Blues.' "
Kelly frequently played dances at Perseverance Hall on Villere
Street. The site is now a church. Perseverance Hall was considered
to be a low-class place in the stratified layers of Negro society in
New Orleans. Kelly probably couldn't have gotten a job at the
'dicty' spots like Jeunes Amis Hall, the Autocrat Club, or Pythian
Temple Roof Gardens.
In the country, Chris and members of his band would play for
advertising in the afternoon, then play for dancing until 2 a.m.,
then sit on the railroad station platform until morning, waiting to
catch the first train back to New Orleans.
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The reputation of Chris Kelly's Band for rousing public tempers
reached such proportions that in 1927, when George Lewis was in
the band, it became standard for Kelly to be asked to promise 'to
maintain good order.'

KELLY'S INFLUENCE
There were many musicians who admired Chris Kelly's style of
cornet playing. George Lewis was one of those admirers. Lewis'
playing style evidenced Chris Kelly influence, particularly the
emotional qualities in Kelly's interpretations.
Lewis characterized Kelly's approach in these words: "Playing
the melody with a relaxed, easy beat, playing within the band, and
not on top of it; and, above all, playing at all times with expression
and emotion."
Louis Armstrong was greatly influenced by Kelly's playing.
Armstrong had informal contests with everybody in town, and
Petit, Rena and Chris Kelly used to 'shade' him. for a while, Louis
would just put up his horn when Chris walked in.
Another musician who was influenced by Kelly was Kid Sheik
Colar, Sheik Colar was Kelly's cornet pupil for a time. Colar would
bring his mouthpiece to Kelly's house, using his mentor's cornet
for the lesson. Colar would be seen with Chris drinking in saloons
many times. In an interview Colar said:
"I was inspired by the bands of Trumpeters Chris Kelly,
'Wooden' Joe Nichols, and Kid Rena. I admired Chris Kelly's style
and was given lessons by Chris. But I learned more from lessons
which I took from Wooden Joe, because Kelly spent much of the
time socializing."
Most of the trumpet players in New Orleans admired and
respected Chris Kelly. Kid Thomas Valentine describes Kelly's
musical prowess:
"Kelly played blues very well. He used a rubber toilet plunger
as a mute, he never had a good trumpet when I knew him."
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Kid Howard played rums when he first joined the Chris Kelly
Band, but Kelly soon introduced Howard to the horn: "Chris Kelly
first showed me how to blow the horn. He wrote out the C major
scale and I learned the scales."
Howard recalled that many times the similarities in their playing
styles would leave audiences unsure as to who was playing.
Graham Russell in footnote reinforced this notion:
"Patrons would stand outside and listen to see if it was really
Kelly - he had a very distinctive sound - before paying to enter.
But Howard was able to imitate him so well that, most times, they
were fooled. In fact Kelly would usually 'do the rounds,' playing a
few numbers with each of his bands for the nights."
Howard's intimate knowledge of Chris Kelly's style and
techniques produced these insights: "He used rubber flushers with
a mute in his horn. It was very soft and very good. He used a little
brass C. G. Conn mute. Kelly was not much of a high note man.
Chris used a short horn, a C. G. Conn cornet." Howard said he
never saw Chris Kelly play a trumpet.
Howard said the band sometimes played songs from the 'Red
Book of Rags.'
Howard also talked about what the Kelly Band played and how
Chris played: "Chris Kelly played blues very well, but he also
played other types of tunes such as 'Going Back to Jamaica' and
'China Rag.' "
In the late 1980s. there were still people living in Chris Kelly's
Marais Street neighborhood who remember him. They talked
freely about Chris but did not want their names used.
An interview was conducted on the corner of Marais and
Ursuline Streets across from Kelly's old house in 1983. Present
were five men of the neighborhood, three of whom knew Kelly:
"Chris Kelly lived there on the corner (pointing to 1039
Marais). He lived there until he died around 1929. Yeh, right after
I was sick. He played right there, in back of his house, there where
the playground is now. There was a dance hall there, it was called
Economy Hall. Chris played there for a lot of dances and a place
down the street a block or two away called Op-op Hall [Co-
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operator's]. Chris was a good player. When he played it was a wild
dance, everybody would go there.
"Before the dance he and his band used to ride the wagon, all
around the neighborhood, even as far as downtown to Canal Street.
Get people to come that way.
"I used to drink with Chris. Everybody liked him, but he was
some strong guy. He played a little horn, a cornet.
"No, I never saw him with a trumpet. I heard him play a lot. I
been living here since early 1900s. I'm now over 80, maybe 85
years old. Yeh, I heard him. He was the most popular, and I heard
him play 'Careless Love.' He was the best at that."

CARELESS LOVE BLUES
Chris Kelly's style is best seen in his playing of 'Careless Love
Blues,' a song his wife Edna and his brother Ben said that Chris
wrote. Ben Kelly explicitly remembered Chris having composed
and played 'Careless Love.' "
"He was the only one who could play 'Careless Love Blues,' "
Edna Kelly declared. "Chris used a mute and plunger
simultaneously. Chris would put a mute in the horn and a plunger
on top of it. When he played at the Young Friends Hall in Algiers,
he would stick the cornet out the window playing 'Careless Love'
to draw a crowd. He had a real sweet tone."
Alfred Williams testified to the prowess of Chris Kelly on
'Careless Love': "When Chris Kelly played 'Careless Love' with
that flusher, man it would knock them off their feet. people would
get their kicks out of it too, to see a man playing with a toilet
flusher."
Paul Barnes, in an interview for Eureka Magazine in 1960
described Chris's style of cornet playing: Chris Kelly was the
master of the 'low down, drag 'em through the alley blues.' His
style was, in many respects, the opposite of Petit's. He used very
few notes, an extremely blue tone and had little 'execution.' His
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tone was beautiful and he varied it with his lip and with a green
derby hat."
Paul made these observations on Chris Kelly's playing:
"Chris Kelly was a good blues player. he had some made-up
blues. Kelly's favorite number was 'Careless Love.' He played it
pretty regular, as they worried him for it. Kelly used a little brass
mute and simultaneously made wah-wha's with a plunger. Kelly
played in the staff most of the time."
In that same 1960 interview in Eureka, Barnes described how
(and why) Howard's style echoed Kelly's:
"Kid Howard was his [Kelly's] pupil, and much of Howard's
playing on the George Lewis records reflects the Kelly style. Dee
Dee Pierce and Lawrence Toca also played like Chris Kelly [the
versions of 'Careless Love' on both Folkways and American
Music]. 'Careless Love' was Kelly's favorite tune."
The article added that Barnes said that Louis Armstrong's blues
accompaniments occasionally sounded like Chris Kelly.
"All of which leads us to Kid Howard. I have read often articles
suggesting that Howard's 'lip is shot' and such. This is ridiculous.
Kid is merely playing in the style he learned from Kelly - listen to
his solos - never a clinker or a fluffed note. This is just the way
Howard plays and also Alton Purnell, who played with him for
years."
"Nobody has ever played the blues as well as Chris," Albert
Jiles said. "For example: 'Careless Love' and 'If You See Corine
Tell Her to Come Home.' The sad thing is that nobody has a record
of his playing. Chris played 'Careless Love' so well, as if he had
been the composer."
Earl Humphrey was Chris's right hand man on the trombone. He
said Kelly had a particular way to play the tune, playing a special
introduction to it that was part of the version's appeal.
Octave Crosby worked with Chris Kelly, sometimes playing
piano, other times playing drums (a fact confirmed by George
Williams in an interview with Bill Russell). Crosby worked with
Louis Dumaine on drums and then on piano. He was the pianist
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with Kelly during his days at the Bulls club, located at the corner
of Eighth and Daneel.
Crosby talked about his experiences:
"I had worked with bands both on drums and piano. Chris Kelly
was a good trumpet player. He most often employed a 'toilet'
flusher as a mute. One of his featured numbers was 'I'm Going
Back to Jamaica' or 'West Indies Blues.' Kelly was a fine blues
player, one of his best-known features being 'Careless Love.'
Punch Miller was comparable to Chris Kelly, but Kelly was the
best on the blues."
"Kelly would quite often be in contests for loving cups. Two
bands would be hired for the contest, and the one which received
the greatest applause would be awarded the cup.
"Some of the bands I heard on advertising trucks were those of
Kid Ory, Chris Kelly and Buddy Petit.
"When I played with Chris Kelly and Buddy Petit, and bands
like that, I mostly played 'vamp' style piano, but sometimes played
'comp' (block chords, one to each beat, both hands together).
"The trumpet player in a band would always kick off the band,
but the drummer would sometimes play two licks on his bass drum
to get band in. The trumpet player would play most of the time,
taking only short lay-outs, because he wanted to feature himself, as
trumpet players were usually the leaders.
"Early bands didn't use piano because the bands moved around
a lot. The famous bands of Chris Kelly, Buddy Petit and Sam
Morgan didn't have pianos. The rhythm section would consist of
guitar (later banjo), bass and drum;"
The personnel in Chris Kelly's Band basically was stable but
would be enlarged for special jobs. Louis Cottrell played with the
band when Chris needed more musicians, which happened so
frequently that Cottrell considered himself a regular with the band:
"Sometimes when Chris Kelly used eight pieces, he would add a
pianist named Tink (Baptiste), the seventh man would be another
trumpet player. I played several jobs with Chris and was
considered a regular member of the band. Chris used the sax when
it came out in the latter part of the teens."
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There was some confusion over just who was playing clarinet
for Chris during certain periods. part of the confusion was
explained by Kid Howard:
"Chris Kelly used to take more than one job on the same date
and then send out other bands under his own name to the extra
jobs."
George Lewis was one of Kelly's clarinetists until 1927, before
joining the Kid Rena Band (probably in place of George Boyd).
Lewis replaced Emile Barnes on clarinet after Barnes began to get
into frequent arguments with Kelly and was not showing up for
jobs in 1925. Zeb Lenaries most likely was Lewis's replacement,
even though Sammy Penn, who played in Chris Kelly's Brass Band
in the late 1920s, said that neither Zeb Lenaries Kelly's Band. He
remembered an impressive list of players who spent time in the
band.
"The clarinetists Chris used were: George Lewis, George Boyd,
Emile Barnes and Zeb Lenaries. If maybe Chris was short of
another musician, such as a trombone player or a bassist, he would
have a second clarinet player in his band; for instance, George
Lewis and Boyd, or Zeb and Emile Barnes. often Chris would have
two jobs on the same time, and he would have to split the band. He
had extras for that reason.
Jiles named other members of the horn section:
"The trombones that played with Chris were: Ambrose Powers,
Harrison Brazlee, Harrison Barnes and Jim Robinson. Jim
Robinson was the best blues trombone player. His solos were
beautiful and he filled in without playing the lead as the young
trombone do, who play as if the trombone were a trumpet. Jim had
ideas of his own and always made it sound good with a real
Dixieland trombone sound, like Harrison Barnes. Barnes played a
lot of numbers by ear in Dixieland style."
"New tunes did not come out often. In those days, when a piece
of sheet music would come out, the musicians who could read,
would play it and learn it by heart, and then teach it to the others in
the band. Usually, it would be the trumpet player who learned it
first. The other musicians could get their own ideas to the tune, and
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all that would sound better than the original arranged piece,
because they put their feelings into it."
Another way to learn a new piece of music was to listen to one
of the reading bands and learn by ear each part. A description of
how Kelly's band implemented this approach to learning is
provided by Charters:
"Out at Milneburg, Chris Kelly's Band would listen to Sharkey
Bonano's Band playing at Querella's Dance Hall, thirty yards away
across the water. The clarinet player would grin, nudge the
trombones players, 'I got my man covered, how you doin?"

KELLY & FUNERALS
Playing funerals was a steady source of revenue for some bands,
but Chris Kelly wasn't too interested in playing them since he had
such a busy playing schedule at night in the clubs. Still, Albert
Jiles, when asked about funerals, said: "Yeh, I played funerals with
Chris Kelly."
Ike Robinson also played funerals and parades with Chris' Brass
Band. Robinson described Kelly's Brass Band as a pick-up band:
"Kelly got a lot of pick-up brass band work for funerals. The
regular price for a funeral was three dollars per man, but Chris
would work for two dollars, if that was all the money collected by
friends of the deceased. Kelly's Brass Band played all head
marches, hymns, such as 'What a Friend We have In Jesus,' 'Nearer
My God to Thee,' Coming back.' Kelly's favorite was 'Oh Didn't
He Ramble.' "
"His brass band usually had 10 to 12 men: three cornets, one
clarinet, two drums, two trombones, one baritone and one bass
horn. George Hooker played baritone and there was an old tuba
player from the Excelsior Band. Joe Howard on a brass bass would
play. George Lewis played clarinet and Clay Jiles on bass drum."
George Williams talks about the second cornet player Chris
used and how he reduced his band on certain occasions:
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"Chris Kelly was a blues man, he played other kinds of pieces.
He had Henry Red Allen Jr. playing second cornet with him. so
Allen could play the other pieces. Kelly's Band played at Bulls'
every Tuesday night. Kelly, who had a very small cornet, used a
straight mute in his horn, over which he imposed a rubber flusher,
he played all the blues, while Allen took the hot solos. When Allen
left, George McCullum was brought into the band, later Richard
Alexis played second trumpet. Chris Kelly's Band (reduced in
number of men) played a lot of house parties, lawn parties, etc.
The band also played a lot of advertising jobs. Chris played slow
and medium tempos."
John Casimir, who worked with Chris Kelly for a few months,
remembered that the band played at such places as the San Jacinto
Hall, Cooperator's Hall and Economy Hall. Casimir gave this as
the band's line-up:
"Chris Kelly on cornet, Harrison Barnes playing trombone, I
(Casimir) played Bb clarinet, George Player was on piano, Alex
Scott on bass, Dave Bailey on drums, and an unknown banjo."
Kid Howard was added to Chris's band upon occasion and
remembers other players and made these observations about the
band:
"Kelly's band played for everybody, but mostly colored. I
substituted for Kelly. Israel Gorman (alto sax), Henry Pajaud
(tenor sax) were added when the band enlarged when Chris played
Tuesday night at the Bull's Club, where two or three bands would
be playing competitively [The Bull's Club is now the Elks club,
located near Danell and Eighth Streets.] At Milneburg, seven or
eight bands, including Chris Kelly's, were playing on a given
night.
"Kelly would have three or four jobs in one night. He would
send other musicians to fill the engagement, appearing at only one
himself, although his name was used at all the jobs."
Kelly's Band was in demand. Demand translated into work at
many different venues, as Edward Marrero, who played on a
number of these different type jobs, explained:
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"Kelly's Band played a variety of jobs - lawn parties, balls,
dances, picnics, excursions, etceteras. They played at several of the
old halls, such as Cooperators, Economy, and Perseverance Halls;
the old New Hall, San Souci and Artisan Halls. The Kelly Band
played a Texas and Pacific Railroad excursion, sometimes to
Donaldsonville, sometimes to Houma, and other places. The band,
on the first and fifteenth of every month, played at the Young
Friends Hall in Algiers, the job being for the Southern Pacific
Railroad. Emile Barnes was on clarinet with the Kelly Band then."
Most of the musicians in New Orleans either played for or knew
Chris Kelly. He was personally well-liked and his playing attracted
attention from everyone who had the opportunity to hear him,
especially younger New Orleans musicians.
Several young trumpeters took lessons from Chris Kelly. One
was Avery 'Kid' Howard. Kelly's style of playing, while never
recorded, is hinted at in recordings made by Howard. It is said that
his playing of 'Careless Love Blues' was very close to Chris Kelly's
version.
A young Mobile cornet player, Cootie Williams used to hang
around the bandstand every night Chris played.
Kelly wasn't much of an influence on the white musicians in
New Orleans. George Lewis attributed this lack of cross-over
influence to Kelly's style of play: "Chris had a different style that
they [whites] couldn't catch-on to. Something about the tempo, the
way he set his time, the way he knocked off his beat with heel and
toe."
Kelly's Band had the misfortune to be slightly ahead of its time,
even in New Orleans. Chris' Band in the twenties was a good deal
rougher and jazzier than his contemporaries.
New Orleans musician Cie Frazier described Kelly's sound:
"That low-down music, more of what you would call barrelhouse
music. Played the blues and all that rough stuff."
Representatives of record companies did not recommend the
music to their firms because they considered Kelly's musical style
unsophisticated. The band was never recorded.
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Kelly's style also had the effect of shutting off the possibility of
jobs in certain segments of the New Orleans music business. Kelly
was never hired by the sophisticated white or Creole orchestras.
One of the legitimate' musicians, Lorenzo Tio Jr., would be seen
sitting in the rear when Chris was rehearsing his band.
When rehearsing new songs, many times Chris would hire
either Louis Dumaine or Harrison Brazlee to do most of the
reading. Chris was a good reader, but he didn't enjoy reading, so he
would hire someone to help the band members with new material.
Still, the band maintained a high standard of musicianship, as seen
in an audition of a new player, Clarence Vincent:
"Upon hiring a banjo player named Clarence Vincent in 1923,
Chris played the tune 'Sweet Bunch of Daises' for him in D major,
then played it around in every key coming back to D major. Chris
was always playing his favorite tunes or learning new ones. He
added dozens of variations to the blues - 'Careless Love' - most of
them still standard in the city. Kelly played everywhere in town,
and toured through Mississippi and the Gulf Coast."
Clarence 'Little Dad' Vincent remembers the incident but has a
slightly different version of it:
"I was playing for Chris Kelly until he died. Chris was a good
trumpet player, too. He tried me out, and he carried me from G to
G. After that he said, 'You got the job. You can play.' Chris was
the best with the plunger."
After some months with the Kelly Band, George Lewis quit.
Chris was becoming more and more erratic in his habits, both in
regards to his drinking and in playing with his bandsmen. He was
spending more and more time drinking jugs of wine at the many
saloons that counted him as a regular customer, often sending out
substitutes to play in his place.
Chris could not just leave a saloon and go straight to the job. He
needed to be warmed up before he could play:
"Chris had very heavy lips and had to warm-up for about an
hour before the job. But once his lips were set, he could play all
night. Kelly didn't make no high notes. He played in the normal
range, stayed right in there."
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It was probably Chris's drinking that caused some discontent
within his band and led to arguments between Chris and other
members of the band.
Lee Collins, like Kelly, a pupil of Professor Humphrey, was a
substitute for Chris during 1927. Collins said the other members in
the band by that time had grown impatient with Kelly's
unpredictability:
"One time when Lent was coming on and jobs were scarce for
musicians during Lent, Chris asked me to work with his band on a
date for the Bulls' club. He had Earl Humphrey on trombone, little
Chester Zardis on bass, Zeb Lenaries on clarinet, Roy Evans on
drums and Lorenzo Staulz on banjo. The men wanted me to take
the band over, but Chris got very angry with me, so I quit."

THE FINAL DAYS
During the year 1929 Kelly began to miss jobs because of his
health. Kelly played his last job in August of that year - a dance at
McDonoghville School House in Gretna, across the river from new
Orleans.
Chris had developed swelling in his legs. He was in bad shape
and could hardly walk to the dance. He had brought along two
relief trumpet players, Kid Keifer and Kid Clayton. Ike Robinson
was playing trombone with Frank Crump on saxophone, Pappy
Son on banjo, Arnold Dupas on drums, and Lew Bartholomew on
tuba. Kelly was feeling very weak that night and within a few days
he was in the hospital, his legs badly swollen. He lay in bed tilted
in a sitting position. He died on August 19th in the Algiers Naval
Hospital.
His wife Edna said he had "a leaking valve of the heart." His
son Jack recalled that he took sick with the dropsy. Ben, Chris's
brother, no doubt came closest when he said that Chris died of
"over-dissipation."
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His wake lasted three days, with people standing in line all night
to see the body. Most of the colored saloons in New Orleans sent
barrels of wine to the wake.
"He had a funeral so long it almost reached to Esplanade
Street," Edna Kelly said. "Everybody - band and people - was
standing around his sister's house before the funeral. It began to
rain. Nobody left. The funeral started at St. Anne and Villere at
Chris's sister's house."
Ben Turner was at the funeral parade:
"Chris Kelly was a well-liked man. That funeral stretched for at
least three big blocks. Everybody was there. Must have been a
thousand or more musicians playing for his funeral. There were
crowds of thousands going to the Chalmette Cemetery."
Sam Charters offered this description of the wake, based on
interviews he conducted after the event:
"Kelly's funeral was a protracted and colorful event, attended by
almost every musician in the city. There may have been as many as
twenty brass bands. The body was laid out at Chris' niece's house,
at St. Ann and Villere, and there, hundreds of friends, relatives and
musicians came to pay their respects."
Joe Avery was an unabashed admirer of Chris Kelly. Avery
recalled his wake:
"Thirty years ago the wakes were often long and boisterous.
When the greatest blues cornet player in the city, Chris Kelly died,
still young, the wake lasted three days. Every colored saloon and
dance hall where he'd played sent a barrel of wine, and a 100
musicians played for his funeral - but the musicians are older men
now, respectful in the presence of death."
Other details of the Kelly funeral were provided by Ike
Robinson:
"Kelly's cornet was in the pawn shop at the time of his death
and so a crepe draped bugle was substituted in the coffin. In the
coffin, at his head and feet, were put jugs of wine."
Chris Kelly was about 40 years old at the time of his death and
is buried in Chalmette National Cemetery. His wife Edna said:
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"He loved music. He could just spit music out. Looked like he
just loved it; slow music, soft music. Played it for a natural living."

THE END OF AN ERA
Kelly's death ended a colorful era in new Orleans music. The
Depression was making its influence felt around the city, and the
many benevolent societies, with their frequent dances, parades and
banquets, were rapidly going out of existence. Jobs for musicians
declined, who now found that they had to move out into the much
tougher world of waterfront saloons and taxi dances to survive by
playing music. The old life, revolving around the benevolent
societies and their music halls, was coming to an end. No longer
would music be a 'natural living.' From now on it would be a much
more competitive way of life with 'every man for himself.'
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BUDDY PETIT;
HOT HORN, HOT LIFE
Buddy Petit was arguably the greatest of all New Orleans jazz
cornetists. he was a legend in his own time, but Petit's stature faded
with the passage of his era.
No less a figure than Jelly Roll Morton said of Buddy Petit: "He
was one of the greatest hot cornets that ever lived, second only to
Freddie Keppard. He had tremendous power, smoothness, a wealth
of musical ideas, and was good in all registers. he was slow on
reading; but, if the time was played off first, he would pick up his
part so fast no one knew he couldn't read."
The New Orleans clarinetist George Lewis, one who tried to
play with his band in the most authentic sounds of early jazz knew
Petit and played in his band: "Buddy Petit never ranged with the
high notes," Lewis said. "He was the best trumpet player I ever
heard in New Orleans.
Lewis said Petit was a clarinetist's delight. "I'd rather a fellow
stay in the staff than go up high, because if I'm trying to play there
and then he comes up, then you get in one another's way," Lewis
explained. "If the trumpet player stays in the range, and plays the
melody and if he has got ideas too, then you have got a good
trumpet player. When Petit played, his neck puffed out like a
cobra. He played in a rough, powerful style."
Lewis was not given to extravagant praise of anyone, but his
comments on Buddy Petit's prowess as a cornetist bordered on just
that.
"To me, Buddy had better fingering than Louis Armstrong and
had a wonderful sweet tone," Lewis said. "Outside of Louis,
Buddy was better liked and better known around New Orleans than
any other trumpet player. He could take any band and any kind of
musician and always draw a crowd. Any place where Buddy took
his band, the other bands closed up. he could always have all the
work in New Orleans if he wanted it. I put him in my all-time
band."
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When Lewis was asked about such a band his words were that:
"Buddy Petit would be the first one, of all the men I've played
with. His tone was better than the majority, and he could do so
many things with the horn. I would say Buddy was about the best
trumpet player I ever heard in New Orleans. I would say it in front
of Louis Armstrong."
George Lewis maintained those views on Petit's stature
throughout his adult life.
Although he was playing until the day before he died, Petit's
reputation rests on his playing between 1910 and 1925. It was his
heyday, during which time he became regarded by many to have
been the superior horn player to Louis Armstrong.
Some maintained that Petit was not only better than Armstrong,
but that Armstrong drew inspiration and technique from Petit. In
Lewis' view, Petit's influence on Armstrong was pronounced: "I
heard Buddy Petit play Louis' solo on 'Chimes blues' before I had
heard the Oliver recording."
Lewis had a unique perspective on Petit's career and his playing,
"My first pro job in New Orleans was with Buddy Petit. He was
the first I played with, and me the last he played with."
New Orleans biographer Sam Charters wrote about Petit in his
book on New Orleans black musicians:
"Buddy was endlessly creative, endlessly imaginative. He
played with a tantalizing rhythmic swing that made the girls squeal
when they heard him play."
The memories of his peers and contemporaries are the primary
evidence for recognizing Buddy Petit's stature and place in the
history of jazz. This insider knowledge, though, never translated
into widespread popular acclaim because Petit did not leave a
recorded history of his playing.
Further testament to Petit's standing as the best cornet man in
New Orleans in the years after World War I can be drawn by the
fact that it was petit who Bill Johnson called to come join his band
at the Royal Gardens in Chicago. Petit declined and Joe ;King'
Oliver went instead. Kid Rena was later invited. He too declined to
leave his hot circuit in New Orleans. Louis Armstrong went in his
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place. The rest is absolutely jazz history. As a result of that band's
live success in Chicago, they went on to record, thereby opening
up a much broader audience to New Orleans jazz.
Petit's significance and reputation have languished in the
shadows for many years as a result of that decision and the things
he missed out on as a result.
In the words of Punch Miller, "Buddy Petit was a hell of a man,
but he never made a record."

HOT HORN, HOT LIFE
Petit came into this world on August 4, 1896 in the Louisiana
town of White Castle, located just south of Baton Rouge on the
west bank of the Mississippi River. He was born Joseph Crawford.
His parents were Alfred and Rose Batiste Crawford. As is the case
with so many people of that era, there is some debate over just
when Petit (Crawford) was born.
Much of the confusion stems from the inaccuracies of record
keeping prior to the turn of the century. Some jazz historians peg
Petit's birth in 1887. His death certificate in 1931 gave Petit's age
as 33, which would have put his birth in 1897. However, the
census records for 1900 in white Castle list the Joe Crawford
family as having included a Joe Petit born on August 4, 1895 and a
Sonny Petit born on June 10, 1890. Petit himself gave credence to
the 1895 birth date when he was arrested in New Orleans in early
1922 on charges of drunkenness, disturbing the peace and using
obscenities. He gave his age then as 26. That would have made
him 27 on his birthday that August, consistent with the dates found
in the White Castle census.
Wooden Joe Nicholas indicated that Alfred Crawford had died
or left his family and that Joe Petit was living with Rose Baptiste
when Buddy was a young child. After Rose Crawford left White
Castle for New Orleans, young Joe Crawford and his brother
Sonny were raised in a household headed by Joe Petit, who
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apparently was Rose Crawford's lover. The Petit family gave Joe
and his brother the family name and it stuck.
Moving into the Joe Petit household certainly proved beneficial
to the musical development of Buddy Petit. Joe Petit was active on
the music scene.
Sidney Bechet knew Joe Petit and co-founded the Young
Olympian Band in 1919 with Buddy Petit. In his book "Treat it
Gentle," Bechet wrote that Joe Petit played a significant role in the
development of the New Orleans music scene in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries.
"He played valve trombone, which was used quite a bit around
those times, but you don't see much nowadays." Bechet said of Joe
Petit. "(He) was a very popular guy. I guess he founded just about
every good band there was in those days - the Eagle, the Imperial,
the Superior and the Olympia among them - and after the band was
formed and everything straightened out, he would just pull out and
go on to something else."
Joe Petit's activities in the music community brought young
Buddy into contact with many other musicians of the day and they
contributed significantly to Buddy's musical development.
Little Dad Vincent believed that Joe Petit introduced Buddy to
music, but it was most likely an introduction to some instrument
other than the trumpet. A number of those interviewed for the
Tulane Jazz history Archives said that they did not believe Joe
Petit was the person who introduced his stepson to the trumpet.
Credit for that has been claimed by Bunk Johnson. In an
interview with Gene Williams, Bunk Johnson stated that he had
taught Buddy Petit, while Petit worked at the glass factory. Eddie
Marrero confirmed that Johnson had indeed taught Buddy Petit.
Punch Miller also credits Bunk Johnson with shaping Buddy Petit's
musicianship.
Bunk Johnson's influence was said to be evident in Petit's
playing. George Lewis told historian Bill Russell that "you could
not tell the difference between Buddy and Bunk." Lee Collins, the
great New Orleans trumpet player, remarked in an interview that,
"Buddy Petit played just like Bunk. I couldn't tell the difference
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between him and Bunk." Lee Collins, the great New Orleans
trumpet player, remarked in an interview that, "Buddy Petit played
just like Bunk. I couldn't tell the difference between him and
Bunk."
Another prominent musical influence in Petit's life was Freddie
Keppard. His brother Louis Keppard recalls that, "My brother was
the one who helped show him. yeah, he played almost like Freddie.
That was Freddie's pupil. We called him 'Young Freddie.' "
Still another influence was Manuel Perez. In Tom Bethell's
book on George Lewis, Buddy's half brother John Ventress said
that one of Buddy Petit's primary influences was Perez; "When
Perez was parading with his brass band, Buddy Petit would follow
the band for miles."
Everyone is probably a little bit right regarding Petit's
influences. Most every young man who grew up in New Orleans in
the years around the turn of the century would have wanted to play
a horn and certainly would have followed the brass bands playing
in the city then.
An aspiring musician in that era would certainly have looked up
to one of the city[s best known cornetists, Manuel Perez. he would
also have sought help from other popular musicians such as
Keppard and Johnson. In those days, a 'pupil' was anyone who ever
took a pointer from another player. A young Buddy Petit would
surely have sought help from those playing at the time when he
was learning. I would also think that Joe Petit, being a musician
and living with Buddy's mother, would have taken the time to
show Buddy some basics on the trumpet.
The fruits of this training, input and influencing was first put on
public display at a picnic in 1912. Buddy Petit was almost 17 years
old. This was something of a late debut as many young musicians
played support roles in bands while in their early teens. Still, as a
cornetist, this was a bit younger than most since the cornet was a
featured instrument which gave its player a prominent role.
Wooden Joe Nicholas recalled Petit's first regular gig.
"I once had a job back on Gentilly at a big hall - Stopne's or
Storm's Hall," Nicholas told an interviewer. "Tom Albert was
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playing the violin, I was on clarinet - this was before i took up the
trumpet. Big Eye Nelson was on clarinet, too. Buddy came in and
begged to play out there with us. Albert was looking for a cornet
player, so I brought in Buddy. We played there for a month every
Saturday night. Tom Albert wanted to keep the band together, but
Buddy decided to quit because he had found a better job. But Petit
would not tell Tom he wanted to quit. He told me about it and
wanted me to go to the other job with him. Buddy left, but I
refused to go. After a while, Buddy wanted to come back because
the new job did not call for Saturday night work, but Tom and the
band opposed."
Chester Zardis began playing with petit in his early teens:
"He had nice teeth and had a 'white lip' mark on his lip - a small
spot. He lived in the 1700 block of St. Anthony between Derbigny
& Roman. He was a nice fellow. He was light skinned, not dark. he
had a nice complexion. He overdid his drinking. Buddy Petit
stuttered. He was a slender man. probably weighed about 135-140
pounds. He talked very little and was a nice fellow. I think he had
two children. He liked women and was always on the move. I
recall we did recording in New Orleans, but the guy just left town.
Petit was a nice fellow until he got boozed. he would take two or
three jobs at once. I left Buddy's Band because of his drinking."
Louis Nelson, whose father was said to have delivered Petit
recalls:
:He was a short man who wore stiff straw hats in summer and a
brown derby in the winter. He did not use his derby as a mute."
Jim Robinson recalled that the first band he ever played in was a
1916 version of the Buddy Petit Band. The job was a carnival
parade. Robinson said that Willie Parker was on alto. The pay was
$10 and the job was for the Jefferson City Buzzards. The parade
ran from Audubon Park down river to Canal Street and back.
Petit was a wandering soul, traveling to California to play with
Kid Ory in 1917, and bringing his band to east Texas towns, and
towns in Florida and Alabama (including Mobile). Petit spent
some time on the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain, living in
Mandeville and playing towns like Bogalusa, Kentwood, Bunkie,
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Covington, Abita Springs and Madisonville. he also played in the
Mississippi towns of Hazelhurst, Hattiesburg and Vicksburg, as
well as the Gulf Coast cities of Gulfport and Biloxi.

LOS ANGLES, BUT NOT CHICAGO
Sam Charters has Buddy Petit playing in an orchestra with
Jimmy Noone and Henry Dutrey in the Noone-Petit Orchestra in
1916. In 1917 Buddy traveled to Los Angeles to play in the Kid
Ory Band.
Buddy Petit was one of the first New Orleans musicians to play
on the Pacific Coast. When Jelly Roll Morton and Dink Johnson
(former drummer of the Original Creole Band) decided to form a
'Dixie type band' in 1917, they sent to New Orleans for Petit,
Frankie Dusen and Wade Whaley. Dusen was an old friend of
Jelly's since the Eagle Band days of Dusen and Buddy Bolden.
Jelly and Dink knew their friends would come in "the antiquated
dress habitual to New Orleans musicians, with their instruments all
taped up to keep them air-tight and Whaley's clarinet in his back
pocket."
For this reason, they wanted to bring them in secretly, and met
them at the station (in Los Angeles) in Johnson's big
MacFarland.(Sic. automobile) They asked Buddy where his cornet
was, and he said it was in his suitcase. Parts of Dusen's trombone
was in his suitcase, the rest wrapped in newspaper.
"We spirited them away so o one could see them in their tight
pants and box back coats, and brought them to a tailor. They
wanted to kill us for wanting them to change their outmoded
clothing for the then modern clothes." Morton said.
Forming a five-man jazz band, they played a dance hall every
Tuesday night. Then they got a regular job, paying each man $75,
at Baron Long's night club in Watts. Tips were generous,
sometimes doubling the salary. But in New Orleans, salaries were
so low that musicians couldn't afford to spend much money on
food. On most dates they would be fed, but in spite of this, some
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would bring their own food in a bucket, and this is what they did in
this elaborate night club. They cooked up red beans and rice in a
bucket.
When Jelly Roll and Dink began to kid them about the home
cooking, Dusen and Petit blew up and threatened to kill them if
they ever went back to New Orleans - a threat which neither
Morton nor Johnson took seriously. But the next day the two diehards left town without notice, and went back to New Orleans.
After returning to New Orleans, Petit was one of the best - if not
the best - cornet players in the city. he had a great reputation as a
horn man and influenced a younger generation of cornet players in
jazz.
Paul Barbarin told a story that provides a clue to Petit's stature
and influence during this period.
Barbarin had just joined the band at the Royal Gardens in
Chicago which was lead by Eddie Vinson. Others in the band
were: Bill Johnson on bass, Jimmie Noone on clarinet, Lottie
Taylor on piano. Petit was invited to travel to Chicago, but
declined the offer. Joe Oliver went instead, and made history on
his own.
"The band first sent to New Orleans for Buddy Petit, but he
wouldn't join them," Barbarin said. "We told them about Joe
Oliver, who, when contacted, accepted the job."
This same band later sent for Kid Rena, who, like Petit, would
not leave the Crescent City. They then sent for a young cornetist
named Louis Armstrong.
The fateful nature of Petit's decision was not lost on Ernie
Cagnolatti, a trumpet player from Madisonville on the northern
shore of Lake Pontchartrain. Cagnolatti knew Petit and his style
Cagnolatti believed the history of jazz was changed by Petit's
refusal to travel to Chicago.
"If Buddy Petit had gone to Chicago before Louis Armstrong,
the public probably wouldn't have heard of Armstrong so much."
Cagnolatti's opinion carries some weight. He worked with Paul
Barbarin, Papa Celestin and the Young Tuxedo Brass Band, and
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played with Herb Leary's 'big band' during the 30s. Cagnolatti
worked at Preservation Hall from 1960 until his death in the 1980s.
After declining Bill Johnson's offer, Buddy Petit joined musical
forces with Sidney Bechet shortly thereafter. Bechet was suitably
impressed by Petit's playing. "Buddy Petit was a very, very good
trumpet players." Bechet said in his book. "Even Louis
(Armstrong) used to take off his hat to him. We used to play
together and just play along, learning how to put ourselves
together, finding so many things in the music, so many ways of
coming to the music. After while the two of us organized the
Young Olympian Band. We were all young kids and we had a lot
of success. We were seven pieces."
Bechet recalls the original Young Olympians in 1919 being
John Marrero on guitar, Simon Marrero on bass, Arnold Depass on
drums, Ernest Kelly on trombone, Sidney Bechet on clarinet and
Buddy Petit on trumpet. he did not recall the name of the violin
player.
In 1920 Petit formed his own band, the Black and Tan
Orchestra, and that troupe spent the year playing New Orleans,
Thibodaux, Bogalusa and Mandeville.

ON THE NORTH SHORE OF
LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN
Buddy Petit, for a time, resided in the town of Mandeville on
the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain. He married a North Shore
girl named Teresa Gibson. In searching the census of 1900, Teresa
was living in Mandeville, having been born in 1898. one of three
children, her father was listed as a cook and her mother, Chmance,
worked as a wash woman.
George Blanchin spent many summers on the north shore and
remembers the various bands playing there. The bands came over
usually on the lake steamer, playing on the ride over and
disembarking the boat to play at the many summer resorts and
dance pavilions that were on the north shore. He recalls:
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"I recall hearing Buddy Petit,:" Blanchin said. "I heard them Buddy Petit, Sam Morgan and Claiborne Williams - across the lake
about 1919-1920. Most of the bands that I heard there as a boy
were negro. In fact almost all of the bands that played around
Covington and Bogalusa were negro. I remember only one white
band, from Bogalusa, was called Blanchard's Jazz Band and had in
it the guitarist Snoozer Quinn. (Sic: I refer to my Book on North
Shore Bands - there were many white bands on the north shore.)
"Petit and his band played on the excursion boats going from
New Orleans' West end to Mandeville, Lewisburg, and other
destinations on the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain. I think that
Petit played on the boats in return for a ride across the lake, so that
the band could play paying jobs in the towns over there.
"Across the lake was a popular weekend spot and the musicians
liked to go there. Bands usually played for a half hour in front of
the local drug store or theater on the main street upon arrival to
advertise their dance that night.
"Petit usually played at the pavilion at Jackson Park when in
Mandeville. When playing in Covington he played at the St.
Tammany Fairgrounds, at Bogue Falaya Park, near the center of
Covington, and at the Southern Hotel in Covington. Petit played in
Bogalusa, at certain clubs and at the famous Pine Tree Inn. (Sic:
See book on music in Bogalusa). When Petit played in Abita
Springs, he played at the town pavilion, which was built over the
famous springs." this was the same pavilion used in the 1884
Cotton Exposition held in New Orleans.
The bands crossing the lake played not only for the free ride but
for the tips they received from the passengers - usually a very tidy
sum.
There were some river steamers that were based on the north
shore and gave excursion rides in the early evening, going from
mandeville to Covington on the Tchefuncte River and the Petit
Band played for the dancing during the ride. The steamer Josie
sailed from Madisonville and used the Petit Band for their music.
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Entries in the May 13, May 27, and June 3, 1922 St. Tammany
Farmer newspaper carried items about Petit's band playing on
these occasions:
May 13, 1922
"Madisonville - Dance at Riverside Tea Room. Buddy Petit's
Orchestra will furnish the music, both in the afternoon and for the
dance."
In the afternoon there was a baseball game and the boat ride
then the dance were scheduled. Buddy's band played for all these
occasions.
"Madisonville - Boat Ride - Steamer Josie. There will be music
aboard with swimming in Lake Pontchartrain to be the chief
attraction, a big dance will follow in the Riverside pavilion at
8:30."
Bad weather canceled the boat ride and the other activities and
what could be was held inside at the riverside Tea Room. The Petit
Band was scheduled to play for the boat ride and other activities
and is mentioned in an item telling of the cancellation of the
outside activities and mentions the Petit Band playing for the
inside dance. (May 27, 1922)
"The above activity went to the Riverside Tea Room where joy
reigned supreme, as followers of terpsichore swayed and whirled
to the weird jazzful tunes of Buddy Petit's orchestra." (June, 1922)
Ernest Roubleau played with Buddy Petit for dances on the
north shore of Lake Pontchartrain and the towns in that area.
Roubleau remembers playing in Bogalusa and Mandeville.
"I played with Petit. He lived in Mandeville for a while. The
Petit Band played in a dance hall in Mandeville, in a dance hall in
Bogalusa and a couple of times in the hotel in Mandeville. The
year was around 1921-1922. Some of those in Petit's Band were:
Earl Foster on drums and Isadore Fritz on clarinet."
Foster is the man on the extreme left of the famous Petit Band
Picture holding the megaphone:
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"Petit played at the Plantation Club in Bogalusa (Editor's Note:
The club actually was in Sun, Louisiana, a small town on the St.
Tammany - Washington Parish Line.).
"We played in Covington, Bogalusa and other places. Buddy's
widow, who remarried after Petit's death, was known as Teresa
Gibson before her marriage to Petit."
Earl Foster recalled the various towns the Petit Band played:
"In Mandeville, one hall where dances were held was the sons
and Daughters Hall. Buddy Petit used to play there. A Mandeville
band was the Independent Band led by Isidore Fritz.
"Buddy Manaday (banjoist in Petit's Band) moved from New
Orleans to Mandeville. He played with Petit until he died. In the
picture of the Petit Band, the singer is me," Foster said.
Petit played from time to time in the Fritz Band, which included
among its members, George Lewis and Leonard Parker.
Chester Zardis was another member of Petit's Band in
Mandeville. He recalled the band's north shore venues:
"I played over the lake at Sons and Daughters and Dew Drop
Hall with Buddy Petit. We played at the St. Tammany Hotel for
white boys. We went to Ponchatoula. Buddy Petit rented our own
house. Buddy Manaday bought the groceries and we did our own
cooking, all chipped in. We stayed in Covington about five or six
months, playing in this territory. Buddy had a nice name. The band
went as far as Kentwood.
"The Petit Band worked on the steamer Camelia, going to
Mandeville from Madisonville. A man from Covington booked the
band; I think it was at the country club. We played more white
dances than colored jobs."
One of the rare photographs of the Petit Band was taken in
Covington around 1920. Edmond Hall had the picture and Buddy
Manaday's widow, still living in mandeville and 101 years old as
of this writing, also has a copy of the picture. Hall left the Petit
Band in Florida and went on to national popularity with Louis
Armstrong.
Hall remembers his time playing with Petit:
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"The Petit band left for Covington, Louisiana in about 1920,
because I remember that picture was taken out in the street in
Covington."
When asked if the Petit Band played other places besides
Covington, Hall responded:
"Yeah, we went on a tour after we closed in Covington. We
went somewhere in Alabama and in Mississippi. We toured for a
while. We played for George Blanchin in a Covington Hotel. He
used to hire Buddy and said Buddy looked funny like a puff adder
when he played. He puffed out here - his cheeks - one side, both
sides."
"After the tour, we left there and came to Lake Charles,
Louisiana. When we left Lake Charles, Buddy split up, coming
back to New Orleans. We got together again and went to
Pensacola, Florida."
While with Petit, Edmond Hall played gigs every night, touring
from Mandeville to Biloxi. Petit's Band was very popular and busy
and had a circuit (like block booking of today) touring, playing
dances from one small country town to another. Israel Gorman
played with Petit on such a touring circuit:
"Across the lake, we played on the Madisonville boat Monday
morning. Monday night we played in Mandeville. Tuesday night in
Madisonville, Wednesday in Lacombe. Thursday in Slidell. Friday
in Bogalusa and Sunday at Young's Friends Hall in New Orleans.
We were on that circuit two years. We played (with the Petit Band)
on the Camelia - stationed at West End and traveled to Mandeville,
Madisonville and back with Buddy Petit for four years."
Charles Bocage also played with Petit in Covington,
Madisonville, Bogalusa and went to Hazelhurst and Vicksburg too.
Willie Tillman played with Petit in Madisonville and
Mandeville.
Albert Burbank: "With Petit we were usually out of town,
Bogalusa, in Mississippi. We played in Bogalusa on a 60/40 gate
split, the band getting 40 percent."
Alex Bigard also played with Petit over the lake. "I played with
petit across the lake and in Bogalusa."
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"The boat from Milneburg to mandeville took one-and-a-half to
two hours to cross the lake. The (Petit) band lived in Covington for
four or five months. We played Bogalusa, Hattiesburg, Lumberton,
Picayune and the Pine Tree Inn.
"The sheriff of Bogalusa couldn't pay, but promised to pay the
next day. Buddy Petit got drunk. I went to get the money. The
sheriff got $20 from his wife and got the rest the next morning. We
played at Romo Park in Covington for ball games.
"We stayed in Covington for about four or five months, playing
in this territory. We went as far as Kentwood. The Buddy Petit
band worked on the steamer Camelia, going to Mandeville from
Milneburg."
Alex Bigard told Sam Penn that "Petit in his later years moved
across the lake to Mandeville-Covington area because of his
health."
Sam Penn played with Petit across the lake and in Bogalusa.
Israel Gorman "played on the Camelia, which was stationed at
West End and traveled to Mandeville and Madisonville with
Buddy for four years."
Andy Anderson grew up on the north shore and played in a trio
with his father, many times at Jackson Park in Mandeville:
"Petit would play in Fritz's Band (the Independent) and would
fill his playing schedule up by playing the neighborhood towns on
the other nights. The Independent Band played at Voutran's on
Mandeville Beach."

PETIT'S DEMONS
Petit's life, career and influence were undermined by his battle
with alcohol. Petit always seemed to be pushing the limits of
acceptable behavior.
Preston Jackson offered this perspective:
"Petit was another fine trumpet player, but not a good
businessman. He might take three or four jobs in one night and not
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show up for any of them. But, Petit had a lot of work. Papa
Celestin and John Robichaux played mostly for whites."
The pianist Octave Crosby said Petit took an unusual route to
express his appreciation to the mayor: "Buddy was inebriated and
played his horn at 3 a.m. on the porch of the mayor." Crosby was
in a position to know, having played with Petit on numerous jobs
on the north shore, including ones on the Susquehanna (a lake
steamer) which traveled for weekly excursions from West End (in
Orleans Parish) to Mandeville. Crosby is known to have played at
least one job with Buddy petit in Bogalusa.
Chester Zardis was probably Petit's favorite bassist. Zardis, for
his part, called petit a great trumpet player but added that petit
drank too much. Because of Petit's drinking Chester did not enjoy
being around him and playing when he was drunk. Still, Petit's
problem did not diminish Zardis' appreciation for Petit's distinctive
style.
John Handy knew petit and the impact alcohol had on his life:
"Buddy was a wonderful man when he was sober." Handy said.
"He drank. He used to take three or four jobs for one night.
Everybody would be looking for Buddy to come to one job. Buddy
would be on one, but he couldn't be on all of them, but he'd take
them all. And wouldn't send nobody to replace him. He was one of
the luckiest musicians ever lived, because I know people would be
looking for him with pistols to kill him and when they see him,
they don't do nothing. he'd laugh and lie right out of it."
Louis Keppard: "He pulled this kind of double-dealing regularly
(taking more than one job on the same night) that it was amazing
that he was never ever roughed up. He just out-talked people.
Buddy Petit paid off his band members what he wanted. He would
pay people different amounts for the same job. He was a short
cutter for sure."
"The only thing that would harm Petit was that he used to be
crooked," Keppard said. "He was crooked with the band at first,
and crooked with the people after that."
As for his dealing with club owners and party hosts, Keppard
said Petit thought nothing of over-booking his band.
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"He used to take deposits for two jobs and only play at one of
them," Keppard said. "One particular night, Buddy Petit had
booked his band in two places. Yeah, they had to go get him out at
the lake, because he's supposed to come at another place. And, he
had one other place he was playing somewhere else."
When confronted by an irate club owner whose club got the
Petit Band but not Petit, Buddy is said to have responded: "Well, I
got my band over there," Petit said, "but I'm over here."
George Lewis said Petit was noted for his multiple bookings.
"You'd walk along the street and see a sign 'Lawn party here
tonight, music by Buddy Petit.' Then a little further along you'd see
another sign 'dance here tonight, music by Buddy Petit.' Then still
another place you might see a sing, 'Buddy Petit playing here
tonight," Lewis said. "The funny part of it was that Buddy was
able to go around and usually square himself with most of the
places he didn't show the next day - even if they'd had to throw out
their fish and other foods, etceteras because the disappointed
crowds had left.
"Buddy use to pull the slickest tricks, especially in taking
deposits for playing a date," Lewis continued. "However, he failed
to pacify at least one disappointed operator one night and the next
day found him in jail. His uncle went around to try to get him out.
He asked for him by his real name Joseph Crawford but the police
knew of no one by that name. Then he asked for Buddy Petit and
they said 'Oh sure, he's back in the bull pen.' They let his uncle go
on back to some sort of open courtyard and there was Buddy
blowing away on his cornet entertaining a big group of cops. He
seemed perfectly happy. I don't believe I heard if he got out okay,
but I believe they had a $25 fine on him for accepting money under
false pretenses."
August Laurent was familiar with at least one incident where
Petit's business tactics cost him steady work:
"Taking deposits for jobs from more than one person was the
way Buddy Petit lost the job in the Gold Room of the Roosevelt
Hotel. Helen Edwards was his pianist at the Gold Room. Petit
would take deposits from other jobs. He would go around to them
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when he should have been at the Roosevelt. Buddy Petit had a
'good job' at one time; he lost it because he would take deposits on
too many jobs.
Earl Humphrey: "I had no real trouble with Buddy Petit. He
would tell me when he borrowed money from the deposit on a job.
It is said that petit underpaid musicians, that Buddy was unreliable
even to his own band. He was always there with me, even if he
was drunk sometimes. Buddy was very popular. He was the most
popular for a couple of years after Kid Ory left. Buddy Petit and
Sam Morgan were the most popular, even the best, bands. We
played some jobs for whites at Country Club Yacht Club, played
all up and down St. Charles Avenue for rich people in some hotels.
Buddy's band just had good members and were 'together.'
By the time George Lewis was playing with Petit in the early
1920s, Buddy was becoming quite erratic and unreliable,
frequently taking advances for jobs and then not showing up.
George recalls:
"Buddy was uncertain. He was suppose to be playing, and he'd
be off somewhere else and playing; leave you standing up there
with a hall full of beer. He's lucky that he never got himself
arrested, he done it so often."
Octave Crosby also remarked about the practice of deposits by
Petit:
"Buddy would sometimes take three or four jobs for one night.
Of course, he couldn't play but one of the jobs, and the people
running the jobs he missed would look for him the next day. When
they found him he would always talk them out of beating him. If
he can talk to you before you hit him, you ain't gonna hit him. He
was a fast talker, and he stuttered when he talked to the offended
party, they usually parted with the offended patting Buddy on the
back and saying that it was all right, but not to do it again. The
victim would not even ask Buddy to return the deposit they had
given him for the job."
Eddie Marrero's second band job was with the Buddy Petit
Band. He made the stop in Pensacola, Florida.
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"While playing the Morrison Hotel in Montgomery, Alabama,
they got a wire from Kid Ory in California, wanting the band to
come out and play block dances," Marrero recalled. "Petit, Ernest
the piano player and George Washington answered Ory's call. Petit
was taken sick about a year later, returning to New Orleans, he
died."

PETIT'S STYLE
As there are no recordings of Buddy Petit's playing (although
there is talk about a cylinder that Petit had made in Thibodaux) out
understanding of his style comes to us from other early jazz
musicians who heard and played with Petit. These accounts may be
reliable and present us with the next best evidence to a recording
and in some ways may have a substance that even a recording
would not have - first hand opinions and feelings towards Buddy's
musical style. Most, if not all of the musicians interviewed
expressed a very high musical opinion of Buddy's playing and
style The list is long.
Punch Miller said Petit was a major influence on him and other
New Orleans trumpet players:
"Buddy Petit had a wonderful style. he wasn't a high note man,
but had a wonderful tone, playing everything clean. Buddy Petit
had a style hard to get into. I can play a lot like him but can't keep
his style. Buddy would go way down and get the 'pedal' notes,
bring them on up, and diminished chords and all like that. I believe
he got some of his ideas from Joe Oliver, or 'Bunk' Johnson. I think
Buddy Petit got right close to Bunk. Buddy Petit lipped way on his
side, his right side. He would shake his hand for vibrato. Buddy
Petit didn't do half valves, I especially liked the way he played
round pretty, didn't make high notes, everything he made was
clean. Buddy could only go to G, just above the staff, and didn't
play loud.
"Buddy would have the clarinet play the lead while he played a
second part. Zeb (Lenaries) the clarinetist with Buddy, played up
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(an octave lead). Buddy used to run a lot of augmented and
diminished chords on the horn for which he was famous. he would
avoid high notes by substituting some pretty variations. Buddy
used to play second parts most all funerals, Buddy was just as good
as anyone else playing trumpet, but he just didn't go high. Buddy
Petit and Zeb used to work things out together, but they were
together all the time. Trumpets almost always played the lead in
older times, but Buddy Petit played second more. Buddy Petit
didn't play 'ta-ta.' Buddy always played a nice horn. I liked to hear
Buddy play 'Bucket.' It seemed to me that Buddy got more tone out
of that."
Punch was asked about trumpet players who could play
especially low, featuring the low register of the trumpet:
"Buddy Petit could play as low as anyone. He knew and
featured the low register," Miller said. "He could play low A or C.
He could hold a note out a long time, but it would not be a high
note. It would be a note like 'F.' Buddy would hold that note while
the band played a whole chorus of the blues. He used to shake his
hand to make a vibrato."
Miller's description of Petit's playing style was shared by many
other musician's opinions when asked about Petit's style.
Avery 'Kid' Howard, a New Orleans trumpet player was friends
with Petit and the 'King of the Blues,' trumpet player Chris Kelly.
"I know of no one who plays, or played like Petit," Howard
said. "Petit had a good knowledge of chords, which were called
breaks then, instead of chords. He was the greatest at one time, in
my opinion.
"He was a great trumpet player," Howard continued. "He didn't
use mutes, used an open horn. Not a high note man sweet but
good. He could finer very well. A fine tone, something like Bunk
Johnson."
While drummer Alfred Williams disagreed about Petit's use of
the open horn, Williams said that Petit used a derby as a mute:
"Buddy Petit went over with a derby. He started out using real
derby hats, then the company started making them."
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Lee Collins, one of the best known trumpet players from New
Orleans, knew Buddy Petit when he was one top and when,
because of drinking, he hit 'rock bottom.'
"Buddy was a cornet player that really knocked me out," Collins
recalled. "He was a cornet player with a very big tone, and a
beautiful soul, and he played with great drive. he didn't play many
high notes, but he didn't need to make many high notes, the way
that guy played in the staff. So, Buddy was very good. He took a
liking to me, and he said, 'Kid, you really knock me out. You're
doin' good,' he said, 'Your studyin' put me in mind of ole Bunk.' "
Collins remembers the time that Petit, past his prime sat in with
Lee's Band. He repeats some of the above but adds the story of
Petit's sitting in with his band:
"At the Winter Gardens, all musicians come and sit in. Buddy
Petit was the king here, the best young cornet player then in New
Orleans. When I returned to New Orleans Buddy was about burned
out on whiskey. He wasn't goin' so good, so he come in (he was a
very sensitive guy). I asked Buddy to play. He sat in, so he didn't
play so well. Joe Johnson, Bunk and Buddy Petit all played about
the similar style."
Joe Darensbourg knew Petit and spoke about him in his Tulane
Jazz archives interview: "Buddy Petit was the first trumpet player I
ever heard speak about different chords - minor, major, diminished
and augmented. He was actually a musician at that particular time.
The band used to follow his policy. One band is got all the go. The
rest of the bands used to follow right behind.
"I remember that we played new tunes. There was a music store
right here on Canal Street. he'd go get a piano copy and play if off,
the rest of the guys would catch it and that's how we used to get
the new tunes and other bands would pick up the tunes as we play
'em.
"Buddy ran the chords straight up and down. He knew his
instrument. He knew his chords; he could read. No special
fingering on the cornet. He used mutes. There was that brown
derby instead of using his hand, to take the derby and fan his horn.
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He was very famous for that. He would make half valves - halfway
down, make glissandos like Louis did.
"Buddy didn't play any other instrument. Buddy Petit didn't play
too high. He was always there in the staff. He really, the guy really
could play. He had a nice tone. The way he played you could tell
that he was well-schooled. He knew what he was doing. He knew
his instrument, no question about it. He didn't play too loud - a real
pretty, mellow tone. He's on the order of Bobby Hackett. He was a
better trumpet player than Chris Kelly, who wasn't even in his
class, although he was more powerful than Buddy. Buddy Petit
could blow louder and everything."
Clarence 'Little Dad' Vincent was one of the early banjo players
in New Orleans jazz. Born in Baton Rouge, La in 1899, and barely
four feet tall, Vincent made a name for himself as a player in bands
headed by Buddy Petit and Chris Kelly, and in Amos White's
Creole Jazz Band. He also worked with Louis Dumaine and
Octave Crosby. Vincent believed that Petit was a good musician
and that he was also very knowledgeable of music:
"The first one I remember making diminished chords, running
diminished chords was Buddy Petit. Buddy used to tell them what
he was going to make. Buddy was the first one to make the
variations on 'High society' on the cornet. The clarinet players
were supposed to play the variations, but Buddy just took it away
and make it himself. Buddy knew more about chords and theory
than what we knew. Buddy was a good musician.
"Buddy played all kinds of chords. When they would play in
halls, the band would be upstairs, Buddy would go down there and
after a while he would come into the front door blowing his horn.
Then, Buddy started that, all the other cornet players started doing
it. It sure did sound pretty. He would stand in the middle of the
floor and blow. People would be dancing all around him. He would
play different tunes.
"I don't think Buddy would make 11s or 13s. No flatted fifths
until bop. Buddy used to play slow pieces and make all kinds of
funny chords. If he played in Bb he would come up with some kind
of Ab B, C3 or E. Buddy was the first to play flatted fifths."
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Clarence 'Little Dad' Vincent died in New Orleans in 1960.
Paul 'Polo' Barnes remembered Petit and the stylistic features
that made his playing distinct: "Buddy Petit played a wonderful
trumpet. He played in a different style from Kid Rena. Buddy Petit
liked to run a lot of different changes on his horn. If you would
hear Louis's old records, they would sound like Buddy Petit.
Buddy played 'Sand Dunes' (I first heard Kid Rena play Sand
Dunes). Kid Rena made an 8th note pickup on this tune. Buddy
petit made a simple pick-up.
"Buddy used pedal notes on the trumpet. Louis Armstrong
picked up Buddy Petit's style and added high notes to it. Louis
Armstrong hung around with Buddy Petit. Buddy played beautiful
changes. He played with Kid Rena at one time and made the Kid
Rena Band real great. The tune 'Holy City' - Buddy and Chris
Kelly would insert it in a blues."
When Don Albert was playing on the boat traveling across Lake
Pontchartrain, when it docked in Mandeville he would spend his
time there visiting Buddy Petit, who at the time was living there. In
his Jazz Archives interview, Albert related his experiences with
Petit:
"Buddy didn't play extremely high, as was the custom. He had a
beautiful tone and was very fast, playing with a running style.
Punch Miller's style was similar to Buddy Petit's. I used to visit
Buddy Petit in his old shack in the woods (near Mandeville) then
return to New Orleans on the Susquehanna.
"We talked about music, but there were no lessons. Buddy Petit
apparently had a great knowledge of music judging from his
playing, or was very gifted. Buddy Petit was a great trumpet player
who was about 25 to 30 years ahead of his time. He lived then in a
one-room shack with a wood stove. I would visit him as soon as
the boat made the crossing and ask him questions about his horn."
Albert also spoke about the work of Buddy, Chris Kelly and Kid
Rena and how the old timers played with feeling:
"It is too bad there isn't much on record to preserve what Buddy
Petit did. Much credit is given to Bunk Johnson (he deserves it)
but Buddy Petit, Kid Rena and Chris Kelly were also very good. I
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liked the old style of these men because I want to enjoy music
when I listen to it. The old timers brought music out of their souls
and communicated (looking at you and you looking at them)
happiness. Billy Douglas, Buddy Petit and Punch Miller made each
note count even though they played many notes. They put them in
the right place and added something to what they were playing.
They could think fast and had a terrific ear."
Don Albert (1909-1980) was born Albert Dominique in New
Orleans. He was trained by Lorenzo Tio and Milford Piron, one of
the leading music teachers in New Orleans and father of a. J. Piron.
Albert led swing bands based in San Antonio during the 1930s.
Edmond Hall spoke of Petit's knowledge of music and his use of
different chords:
"He's the one started me off. He's the one, who was my
inspiration when I started to play music, He didn't use any special
fingering on the trumpet. Yes he used mutes. Yeh, there was that
brown derby and fan his horn, he was very famous for that. He
would also cock his valves, use half valves, halfway down, make
sliding glissandos - like Louis does. He didn't play another
instrument. Buddy Petit didn't play too high, he was always there
in the staff, he really cold play."
Ernest 'Kid' Minton was the leader of the band that Petit played
his last jobs with, He was mostly a leader/drummer, an average
trumpet player with a talent for securing paying jobs. He recalls
Buddy's style as he played in his band:
"Buddy Petit played second trumpet in my band. Petit was
supposed to make a band trip with the band (to Empire, la.) the day
before he died.
"Buddy Petit did not play loud. He had a good tone. he was a
better second trumpet man than he was a first, and he played open
and muted. Petit was different from Louis Armstrong. Armstrong
had a rougher tone than Petit. All trumpet players had about the
same sound except Petit. Toca played something like Petit. Petit
played second trumpet to Toca's first in my band for a long time.
Eventually Petit couldn't get anyone to hire him because he was so
unreliable."
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John Handy shares Kid Minton's views on Petit's sound. He
relates much the same opinion as many about Petit's style:
"We had some nice trumpet players around here (New Orleans)
like Buddy Petit. They all practically played just about alike except
Buddy Petit. He had his own style of playing. Buddy was just a
natural trumpet player. And he never played nothing high, he never
went out of the staff, everything he played was right down in the
staff."
Albert Burbank (1902-1976) studied clarinet with Lorenzo Tio,
Jr. and played around the city during the 1920s. He was familiar
with Petit's playing through his own work in Kid Minton's Band on
the new Orleans club circuit. Burbank joined the Navy during
world War I. Petit was considered by many to be the most popular
cornetist in the city when Burbank returned to the city after his
stint in the service.
Burbank provided this perspective on Petit's playing:
"Petit's style consisted of playing 'in the staff' and use of mutes,
particularly the derby. Petit's playing in the staff allowed the
clarinet to play in a better range, not having to go so high to be
heard. There is no one around New Orleans today (1959) who
plays like Petit. Petit's style was not loud and that he was not a
high note man, but he could play so much in the middle and low
register. Petit did not play lead al the time, he could play ad lib,
playing a lot of broken chords. Sometimes when I played the lead,
petit would play a second harmony to me. Some things Bush Hall
played would remind me of Petit."
A New Orleans native, Burbank worked with herb Morand and
Albert Jiles, mostly at Little Woods, a small settlement on the east
shore of Lake Pontchartrain. He continued working around the city
such as the paddock Lounge and his last days were spent playing at
Preservation Hall.
Andy Anderson, another great trumpet player from the New
Orleans area (he was from the Mandeville area on the north shore
of Lake Pontchartrain) knew Buddy Petit. Anderson played in the
Tuxedo Band and the George Williams Brass Band and was in a
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number of early jazz bands in New Orleans, playing well into the
1970s.
"Buddy Petit had a style similar to that of Louis Armstrong, but
he did not play high. Petit had a very pretty tone and could play
second parts by head. Petit was a master of the diminished chord.
He would play in the band (Fritz's Band) sometimes."
Clarinetist Israel Gorman knew Petit and played at one time in
Petit's band as well as bands led by Rena, Collins, Kelly and
Dumaine. His own band played in Little Woods in the 50's as well
as many other places around the city. This is how he remembered
Petit's style:
"Buddy Petit had his own style. He was one of the greatest
trumpet players in New Orleans. He stuck close to the melody, but
could play many variations. He was not a high note man,
preferring, as he said, to save his lip. He was a fast fingerer, fast
like Louis Armstrong and Punch Miller. he could play anything
anyone whistled and them make variations on it."
Isidore Fritz was another musician that lived in Mandeville.
George Lewis spoke about him in his autobiography by Tom
Bethell, and he was an influence on early jazz clarinetists. He was
a contractor by trade, had a business with his family on the north
shore and had an early jazz band that played in the nearby towns.
Buddy, living on the north shore for a time, would play with the
Fritz Band on occasions.
"Petit's tone was wonderful," Chester Zardis said. "There was
nobody like him, his tone was soft. Petit had good fingerings, but
his neck would puff out. He was an 'on the staff' player. He played
shorter phrases when improvising. he knew chords and had a good
ear. Buddy Petit was not a high note man. he did use a derby. He
played 'much' melody. He was just a great player. He played a little
like Bunk Johnson."
"When he played you could hear the footstep of the dancers on
the floor. He had such a clear tone - clear as a bell. You don't hear
that no more nowadays. Buddy was tops."
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At the time of his interview for this book (1987), Chester Zardis
was still active in the city, playing with a number of local bands
and at Preservation Hall. He died in 1991.
Many other early New Orleans jazz musicians remember Buddy
Petit and have a few words about his style.
Pianist Louis Gallaud remarked: "Buddy Petit had a good, nice
style. Nobody today (1960) plays like Buddy Petit. He had a style
all his own. Some pieces Louis Armstrong plays sounds like
Buddy."
Edgar Mosley remarked "I played with Kid Rena, Chris Kelly
and Buddy Petit. They had a different style from any of the rest.
Jim Robinson, the trombonist, remembered "Buddy Petit had
fast fingering."
E. Roubleau said that "Petit was a great trumpet player. He was
a faster fingerer than Chris Kelly but Kelly had a stronger tone."
Charlie Love, a trumpet player from up river remembered Petit as
"a very nice little trumpet player and played by ear, though he
never did read nothing much. Buddy didn't imitate."
Louis nelson said "Petit's style was a good bit like Louis
Armstrong."
Joe Rena gave Petit credit as "the first man in New Orleans to
use his derby as a mute. He could get a 'wow' effect."
Al Artigues simply said "Buddy played a nice relaxed horn."
The drummer Sammy Penn said "Petit was a wonderful
musician, a particularly fine second trumpet player. Petit only
played second trumpet when he was in a band other than his own,
in one where there was a lead trumpet." Kid Thomas also
complimented Petit on his "wonderful second trumpet parts."
George Blanchin, who was one of the founders of the NOJC,
spoke of Buddy Petit:
"Buddy Petit was small, but he had a very powerful tone. When
Petit played, his neck would puff out so much it would remind one
of a cobra. There was a story that if Petit were playing in the
middle of the lake he could be heard from either side."
When asked to compare the respective volumes of tone of
Buddy Petit and Sam Morgan, Blanchin, remarked:
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"I never heard any cornet player play any louder than Buddy
Petit.. .Sam Morgan's Band was better than Buddy Petit. Sam
Morgan's Band was better than Petit's as Petit's Band usually
played pretty rough, not smooth at all."
Charles Bocage also remarked on Petit's volume:
"Petit wasn't much of a musician but he played a lot of stuff by
head, like most players in New Orleans. Petit had to play loud in
those days, a lot of work was outside such as picnics and on
advertising wagons. petit was a good jazz player. I think Bigard
(Ernie) must have played loud in Petit's Band."
Ed Marrero recalled that "Bunk played sweet, something like
Buddy Petit and Armstrong. Bunk partly learned Buddy Petit
everything he knowed."
George Lewis also made the comparison between Bunk Johnson
and Petit - "Put Bunk behind a curtain and sometimes you wouldn't
be able to tell Bunk from Buddy Petit."
Albert Jiles remarked: "Buddy Petit and Chris Kelly were two
of the greatest blues trumpet players I ever heard. Petit was one of
the finest trumpet players in the staff, not above the staff. He
played nice fast runs, triple-tongue stuff and he played blues
beautiful."
Octave Crosby, a pianist, explained that "Buddy Petit was a
good trumpet player that had 'fast fingering' but didn't get very far
away from the Melody." Albert Francis remembered Buddy "was
in a class by himself and powerful."
The trumpeter Dee Dee Pierce remembered:
"Petit played mostly blues and the like. Buddy was another one
that used mutes, such as tin cans. Petit did not play as high as Kid
Rena and I don't consider him a high note man."
Wooden Joe Nichols claimed that "Buddy Petit played all styles
of cornet, everybody's style."
Albert Nicholas remarked that "Buddy Petit had a hell of a
band. I joined him when I was a kid. Buddy was way ahead of his
time. One could hear the guitar and bass in the band when they
played. There was no piano. Buddy Petit did not blast. Morris
French was the trombonist."
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Amos White, another new Orleans trumpeter, met petit when
quite young and remarked that "Buddy Petit was the sweetest
player, a variation player but without a great range."
Casimir recalled that "The best barrelhouse trumpet player
around here when Louis was comin' up was Buddy Petit.
Anywhere Buddy played was packed and jammed. They all did
praise that old man Buddy, all the time praised him."
Foster recalls Buddy and said Petit was "one of the best cornet
players in New Orleans. He had his own style, he could play sweet
or hot. Buddy was featured on the song 'My Buddy' when they
played at a place on the Bayou Lafourche."
Babe Ridgley had a good amount to say when asked about
Buddy: "he was something in the order of Louis. Many tried to
imitate Petit's style. The record 'Chop Suey' - that is Buddy's style its' either Buddy or somebody just like him."
Ridgley says people used to like Buddy's style better than
Celestin. "Petit was good. People used to ask for him all the time.
He just had that bad habit - drinkin.' Buddy helped everybody out
in the band. He taught the trombone player how to make his part."
Ricard Alexis and Kid Rena were two of the best 'high man'
trumpet players in the city. Alexis would play lead with Buddy
playing second parts when he played with Buddy's Band. Alexis
had this to say about Petit:
"Buddy liked to play second behind me because he never made
many high notes but made 'such beautiful thing' down in the staff.
This is what made it great. Buddy liked me to play lead so he could
play variations behind me when we played on the street. he played
the most beautiful trumpet I ever heard in my life."
Joe Darensbourg gained national fame with is recording of
'Yellow Dog blues' speaks of Buddy Petit's sound and tone:
"Buddy Petit sounded more like Bobby Hackett, not Louis
Armstrong, or Bobby Hackett sounded like Buddy Petit - he was
that type of trumpet player. Louis always said Buddy Petit was the
most beautiful trumpet player he ever heard. he had a beautiful,
clear tone. he never went up there in the high register. He could
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play dirty if he wanted to, but he liked to play pretty. He could
play all those other tunes alright."
Mike Delay, a trumpet player born in New Orleans in 1909
remarked: "Petit played a 'running' style of cornet, what today
would be called playing the number notes of chords."
George 'Kid Sheik"' Colar, another New Orleans trumpet player
was a protégé of Wooden Joe Nichols and still playing in the late
1980s, remembered Petit as one of the best:
"Buddy Petit was at his best during the time I was coming up.
Petit's style was to play all in the staff, not trying for high notes
and play sweet music. Petit played second trumpet still sweetly."
Ike Robinson, trombonist, also states that "Buddy Petit was a
fine second cornet player and didn't play high notes. he could play
harmony. Petit didn't use music much, not even when he played
with Ernest 'Kid' Milton.
Alex Bigard, older brother of Barney, played drums with Petit
and knew him well. he states: "Buddy Petit would play through a
whole number without rest. He was strong. he was quite loud but
good. Buddy played below the staff. he had the biggest reputation
around New Orleans.'
A number of other musicians also state about Petit's playing
range and style:
Theodore Purnell: "Petit didn't high a high range, but he could
play great music in his range."
Andrew Bailey: "Buddy Petit was a good cornet player who had
a contract with Perseverance Hall downtown. Buddy Petit was the
master of the diminished chord."
Sam Penn: "Petit was a wonderful musician, a particularly fine
second trumpet player. He couldn't play as well after his first
stroke. petit used mutes often, especially his derby hat. Both he
and Chris Kelly played cornets not trumpets."
Sadie Goodson played for Petit when he was in Pensacola and
joined him in his band when she came to New Orleans:
"Petit played a smooth horn, not loud, more mellow. He was
nice to work for and with. He spoke a broken English and a little
French. He was hard to understand at times."
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Pete Bocage repeated "Petit was a good trumpet player, and,
like trumpet players of the old days, didn't play high."

SUMMARY OF PLAYING STYLE
While there are conflicting opinions and comments on certain
characteristics of Petit's style I think we can realize that any
musician will not play things exactly the same, especially an early
jazz musician. The variables include: the make up of the band, the
instrumentation and the personnel, whether it was outdoors or
inside, playing in a small or large hall, the type of crowd, whether
it was a more society crowd or a 'low class' dance hall. In Petit's
case, other variables included his mood, his sobriety (or lack
thereof) determined whether he was playing up to his full potential.
All could result in some differences in style. But most of the many
musicians who have remarked on Petit's style have many more
points of agreement than difference.
I think we can say, (without the benefit of recordings) that
Buddy was one, if not the best, trumpet player in the city of New
Orleans. His range was basically in the staff and below the staff:
While there is no physical limit to how high a trumpet player
may progress, the lowest 'true' note (without pedal tones is low
F#).
The diminished 7th chords spoken about are given above harmonically speaking there are really only three diminished
seventh chords, each tone of the four note diminished 7th chord is
and can act as a root for the other three. i.e. the diminished chord
consisting of C, Eb, Gb, and A, depending on the key the chord is
found in can be called a C diminished 7th, Eb diminished 7th etc.
Most of those speaking of Petit remark that he had a beautiful
tone and played easy and soft, but could play loud when volume
was needed. His volume would vary if he was playing in a small
dance hall with four or five other musicians, and if he was playing
a parade with a large brass band. If he was playing a dirty blues his
tone would necessarily become rough. Some disagree on Petit's
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fingering technique. Many say he was fast and most agree that he
made good variations )improvising) and used the diminished chord
(given above) as a melodic stylistic part of his style.
The picture of Buddy's style, painted by the words of those who
knew him, is that of a player who could produce a beautiful, full
tone, more often mellow and one who played faster, shorter than
contemporary musicians of the time using his knowledge of chords
to create new, imaginative and creative musical lines. Petit's style
was that of one who thought musical ideas, whether or not they
were played on the range of the staff, were more important than
trying to play high notes. he would compare with a Mozartian
reputation among his fellow musicians if compared to the other
classical musician/composers - not too many notes, not too few
notes - just near perfect.
Most agreed that Petit did use a mute, especially his derby hat but mostly while playing in smaller dance halls, not on parades or
some outdoor jobs.
His tone has been compared to Armstrong, Bunk Johnson and
Boddy Hackett. I compare the relationship of Petit to the other
trumpet players tone to that of Chet Baker's tone and style in
contrast to that of Gillespie. The tone was perhaps closer to
Emmett Hardy's than anyone else in New Orleans, particularly
when Petit played the mellow 'cool' style cited by his
contemporaries. Did Petit's appearance resemble 'Dizzy' when he
played? Some say he'd puff his cheeks but that has to do with
correct playing techniques more than stylistic traits. Some speak of
him using a vibrato and surely when he played the blues he would
use a vibrato as well as effects with his derby hat.
In addition to his tone, Petit's reputation also rested on his
ability to improvise. By all accounts he was a masterful
improviser. Like so many early jazz musicians, Petit probably had
a great musical ear. Buddy must have used certain 'special effects'
when he played, especially on the blues. Some say he used halfvalves and also made glissandos - jazz effects that probably were
used by a number of trumpet/brass players in these early jazz
bands. he must have possessed a very good technique as he is
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mentioned as being very fast, making arpeggiated runs and is said
to have played the obligato part of 'High society' on the trumpet
indicating that he must have had a good bit of fast technique skill.
Petit's contemporaries described him as being ahead of his time
and using the flatted fifth, as well as other chromatic notes.
It is mentioned that the solo on Chop Suey was Petit's and that
Louis Armstrong adapted it and played it on the famous record. If
it was Petit's then we have a recorded example of his style which
will tell us a number of very, important technical, stylistic skills
and ideas.

CORNET CHOP SUEY
This solo is perhaps the greatest of all Armstrong originals and
contains a wealth of material for those interested in learning how
to play Louis' style.
Louis starts this one with a four-bar "intro" that is typical of the
style that brought him fame. One nice feature about it is its
simplicity, making it easy for duplication by most players. Accent
the first note in the group of eighth notes as indicated.
The breaks two bars before (C) is also typically Louis.
In (F) the piano strikes just the first note in each bar and Louis
takes successive breaks for 16 bars. The trumpet student can gain a
good deal of insight into Armstrong and the cornet by studying and
memorizing these bars. All 16 bars can be used as part of a "hot"
chorus in numbers where the chord sequence is similar. With slight
changes, the entire 16 bars is used in many jazz solos.
The two bars before (G) form a good pattern and can be used
often.
Beginning at the end of the fourth bar of (J) take note of the 'lip'
markings. This is played by using the fingering of the first note of
each grouping for all the subsequent notes marked with a 'lip.' The
middle note (the lowest one) is brought out by slackening the lip
muscles, thereby lowering the pitch.
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Beginning on the last half of the sixth bar of (J) normal
fingering must be resumed.

READING
It was thought that the early jazz man was a primitive, untrained
musician. While this may be true for some, the majority had good
band training and played in the brass bands that played in the many
parades and outdoor activities of a very festive city - New Orleans.
An example of this early training would be the training given
the many plantation workers in lower , Plaquemines Parish in the
lower Mississippi River. Professor James Humphrey, a welltrained music teacher, traveled to the many plantations in the
'Plantation Belt' and taught these workers music. One of the great
blues trumpet players, Chris Kelly, was a Humphrey pupil. From
Humphrey, Kelly learned to read music and play the many military
marches in the repertoire of the brass band of the late 19th century.
Chris cold read music but having the most popular 'blues' band in
the city seldom needed to read music on the dance jobs.
Buddy's step-father, Joe Petit was one of the best brass band
players in the city and read music. It is probable that Buddy also
learned to read but having a great musical ear and playing the
dance jobs, he seldom really needed to use that skill. He had the
skill but did not develop it. Many of the musicians that played or
knew Petit never really knew if he cold read or not.
Various interviews and quotes found in the Tulane Jazz
Archives bear out the confusion over Petit's ability or inability to
read.
Clarence 'Little Dad' Vincent:
"Buddy was a sight reader. He made his notes clear, perfect. He
and Louis Armstrong used to be buddies. Louis was here for
Buddy's funeral. Louis never gives Buddy any credit. Buddy was a
good trumpet player. I hope to tell you he was, and Buddy could
read too. When Buddy stayed sober and when he used to put up his
music he would surprise them all. Buddy Petit didn't like to read,
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he liked to play by ear all the time. Punch tells about the night
when Buddy put up some music and told Zeb (his clarinetist) that
if he didn't play he was going to kick him off the bandstand. Zeb
couldn't read."
Joe Darensbourg:
"Petit could read. Everybody got the idea that them guys
couldn't read. A lot of them could read. Louis could read."
When asked about petit reading, Edmond Hall simply said "Did
Buddy read? Yeah, Buddy was a musician."
Jelly Roll Morton remembered that "Petit was slow on reading,
but if the time was played off first, he would pick up his part so
fast that no one knew he could not read."
Little Brother Montgomery:
"Petit wasn't much of a reader, but he had a good ear. His band
didn't use no music, except for an occasional lead-line for the
trumpet player."
Marvin Kimball was convinced that Petit could read music.
"Petit would put piano sheet music on his music stand until he had
learned the piece," Kimball told an interviewer, "Petit could read.
he could play a lot of Scott Joplin's music."
Other contemporaries and bandmates of Petit's were divided on
the subject. Here's a sampling of their views:
Joseph 'Pan' Bougear: "I knew Petit well. Petit played pretty
good, but he couldn't read a note."
Ike Robinson: "Petit did not use music much, not even when he
played with Minton."
Alex Bigard: "Buddy Petit didn't read, but he had a good ear. he
could play a lot of Joplin numbers 'by head.' He had a bigger
reputation than Louis Armstrong."
Manuel Manetta: "I insisted on the importance of reading music
and later recalled being somewhat frustrated with Petit's lack of
interest in learning to read."
Pops Foster: "I was convinced that Buddy Petit was not able to
read at all."
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Israel Gorman: "Petit could play anything anyone whistled and
then could make variations on it. Buddy could play things like
'Frog Legs' and 'African Pas' although he could not read a note."
Tom Albert: "When they had to read, they would come to me everyone of them. Chris Kelly, Buddy Petit, Sam Morgan, Kid
Rena. They would get the tunes so fast. When they couldn't think
of them they would get to me to learn. Some of them knew the
music, but didn't know the divisions."
Louis Ballaud: "The Entertainers Cabaret had singers with their
own music. Buddy Petit wouldn't play there unless he had a
reading man with him."
Peter Bocage: "Now, Buddy Petit was a good man too - jazz!
Rena was another good man. They had good potentialities, but
they never did develop them. They never did study. They had the
lip and everything. They'd make fine musicians if they'd a studied
but they just went on playing. Buddy Petit was a routiner (i.e.
played by routine rather than written music.)"
Alfred Williams: "Buddy was not a reading musician, just a
routine trumpet player, but he was very good. Neither Petit nor
Sam Morgan could read well enough to play a funeral. They could
play the hymns but not the dirge."
Octave Crosby: "Petit's Band used no music except for an
occasional lead-line for the trumpet player. Buddy wasn't much of
a reader, but he had a good ear...People liked rougher bands like
Punch and Buddy Petit, better than the reading bands."
Chester Zardis began his musical career with Buddy: "Manuel
Perez helped him read. When the band had a rehearsal, the
musicians who could read would help the other with the new
numbers."
Louis Nelson: "Petit could spell but used mostly reading
arrangements. His band was easy to play with."

SUMMARY
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Probably the answer to the question of whether Petit could read
or not is that he had read some in the beginning, then let the skill
slip until he didn't read because of the nature of his art.
I think Petit could 'spell,' that is, figure out the notes on the page
slowly and then translate the notes on the page to notes on his
horn. He was not a skilled sight reader and did not read good
enough to sit in with society type reading bands or the bands of the
many vaudeville cabarets that needed reading musicians.
This lack of desire to read did not limit Petit's ability to work.
He had many jobs without bothering to bring or read music for the
job. Simply put, there was no incentive for Petit to maintain his
reading skill.
In a sense, Petit's disinclination to maintain his reading skill was
generational. Unlike the older musicians who started jazz, Petit's
musical roots were in a more modern, less formal era. Musicians
older than Petit, like Manetta, Bocage and Perez, were veterans of
brass bands. They were the well-trained Creole brass band
musicians for which New Orleans became noted. They believed
that all musicians should read.
Kelly, Rena and others, had such good musical ears that they
would pick up the popular tunes of the day many times after one
hearing. Petit could do this with the second part behind a reading
trumpet, even upon first hearing! This technique was nurtured by
the New Orleans horn men and many were capable of hearing the
chords and 'making variations' on them. All that was needed was
either a piano or banjo to play the chords. It is known that many
horn men resent playing with a keyboard or chord player when the
correct chords is not played.
I have heard some of the old musicians talk about piano players,
and few say that this or that pianist can't play. They only say that,
"he ain't no good, he doesn't play the right changes." So it must
have been with musicians like Buddy Petit - like a diamond in the
rough.

PETIT'S REPERTOIRE
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What kind of music did Buddy Petit play? Being born in the late
19th century he would have played the traditional marches, dance
tunes and the popular music of the day. Again, his contemporaries
prove to be invaluable.
Alfred Williams:
"Buddy Petit played ragtime music. Ragtime was what they
called it before they changed the name to jazz. It had the same
beat. Petit played Scott Joplin numbers. Some of the numbers
Buddy Petit's Band played in 1921-22: 'Rose Leaf Rag,' 'Fidgety
Feet,' 'Want Wang Blues,' 'Milneburg Joys,' 'San,' 'Panama Rag,'
'Sister Kate,' 'Blues,' and 'Careless Love.' "
"Buddy had quite a few made-up-numbers: 'Mister Buddy,
Mister Buddy Petit,' 'Lift 'em up Joe.' Mister Buddy was kind of a
blues."
Herb Morand also remarked that Buddy composed some songs:
"Buddy helped me. He gave me a song, 'That Barefoot Boy.' I put
words to it. He gave me the music."
Earl Humphrey played with Petit's Band and was a close friend.
Earl talked about some petit numbers:
" 'Red Onion Drag' - that's the same number as 'Fill 'em Up Hoe'
which was composed by Buddy Petit. Petit had a lot of numbers.
Petit would sometimes be asleep on the stand when someone
would awake him, he would play a little prelude, to identify the
key of the next piece, stomp off and make up the number as he
went along. I remember Richard Allen told me that Clarence
Vincent told him about a number Petit had which was called,
'Mister Buddy, Mister buddy Petit.' "
Kid Noward: "Petit played everything in the Red Book." The
Red Book contained Scott Joplin rags, and was essential data for
any New Orleans dance band during the early years of the 20th
century.
Louis Gallaud: "Buddy played songs the other musicians did not
play such as 'All the Wrong Yu Did to Me,' 'If You Don't Want Me
to Know,' 'Make me a Pallet on the Floor.' Buddy Petit used to
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sing. He had a low voice, although it was not rough like Louis
Armstrong's. Buddy Petit was a Creole and used to sing Creole
songs."
Jim Robinson: "Petit's band played jazz numbers, the same one
that are played today - 'Fidgety Feet.' 'High Society,' etc."
Chester Zardis(a member of one of Petit's bands):
"He would teach bran new tunes to the band before the crowd
arrived."
Israel Gorman: "Petit could play things like 'Frog Legs' and
'African Pas' although he didn't know a note as big as that T. V. "
Punch Miller: "Buddy Petit used to have a song that he called
'Banana Peeling.' The tune had a first part, too. In fact, they used to
play a first part to everything and then they would go into a trio.
They got that (the soft trio or the several sections) from 'High
Society.' 'Panama' had several parts."
Morris French also stated that Petit "made up many tunes.
Buddy played 'What a Friend We Have in Jesus' at funerals."
Clarence Vincent: "Petit played different tunes like 'High
society,' 'The blues,' 'Sophisticated Lady' (according to a number of
New Orleans musicians this tune was written by Lorenzo Tio, Jr.
and sold to Duke Ellington), and things like that. The bands of
Buddy Petit and Celestin could play the slowest drag of all and that
they were specialist of those bands."
Edmond Hall, another Petit band members remembers playing
"tunes like 'High Society.' 'Clarinet Marmalade,' 'Tin Roof Blues.'
The 'Tin Roof Blues' was the background to a guy playing a solo,
so the background was taken and made a tune out of it. When I
heard it, it was 'Tin Roof Blues.' That was the new name for it."
Alex Bigard, on occasion Petit's drummer: "Petit's Band was
noted for playing Scott Joplin numbers, using the arrangements of
the Red Book of rags." Bigard adds, though, that he never saw the
music on any of the jobs. Bigard, if fact, is one of Petit's
acquaintances who did not believe Petit could read music. Bigard
maintains that none of Petit's men - including Petit - could read.
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George Lewis mentions the tune 'Creole Blackberries': "That
was a schottische and was a very favorite of Buddy Petit. Petit also
like 'Chimes Blues.' "

BAND MEMBERS
Buddy Petit had certain members that were with him for long
periods of time, but the personnel in his bands frequently changed
and Buddy would play for other bands as a 2nd cornetist. There are
those early jazz musicians that have been associated with Buddy
and his most popular bands.
Alfred Williams was playing with Petit when Buddy went to
Los Angeles in 1919. In his interview at Tulane, Williams recalls
some other musicians who were in the Petit band:
"Buddy had Simon Marerro in his band at one time, as well as
Zeb Lenaries, Edmond Hall, Pill Coycault, Buddy Manaday and
George Washington. The members would change fast because
Buddy was not reliable. I was in the band after Eddie 'Face-O'
Woods, because 'Face-O' left here in the early 20s.
"In 1921 when the California band broke up and I came back
from Ory's home, I started playing with Buddy Petit. At that time
Buddy had myself, Yank Johnson, Zeb Lenaries, Buddy Manaday,
and Simon Marerro. I stayed with Buddy about a year."
Earl Humphrey, the oldest of the Humphrey brothers played
with Petit. He gave the following list of names of members of the
Petit Band in New Orleans: "In Petit's Band in New Orleans were:
myself, Buddy, George Lewis, Alex Scott, Clarence Vincent, Ray
Evans, Lee Collins, Morris French and 'Tink' Baptiste."
When asked the names of the band members when octave
Crosby was active playing with the Petit Band he remembered
some lineups: "Besides Petit on trumpet and myself on piano, there
was Buddy Manaday on banjo, Earl Foster, on drums."
"The famous bands of Chris Kelly, Sam Morgan and Buddy
Petit didn't have pianos. The rhythm section would consist of
guitar (later banjo), bass and drums. George Washington usually
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played trombone with Petit, and Bill Willigan played drums with
Petit for a long time; also on drums were Chinee Foster and Ed.
Woods."
Chester Zardis began his musical career playing with Petit after
Billy Marerro told Petit about the bass playing of Zardis. Zardis
recalls: "I was 17 years old when I joined the Buddy Petit Band.
Buddy Petit used Earl Humphrey as a substitute for George
Washington. Petit also used Morris French."
Wooden Joe Nichols hired Buddy to play with them at a big hall
in Gentilly. Nichols' Band were Tom Albert on Violin, and Big
Eye Nelson on clarinet. They played every Saturday night. Nichols
remarked that "Buddy quit that job for a better job."
Drummer Earl Foster joined the Buddy Petit Band and stayed
with Petit until his death in 1932:
"The Petit Band had then Zeb, Manny Gabriel, Ed Morris, Louis
Keppard, Buddy Manaday, Joe Alexis played drums. Buddy was
featured on the song 'My Buddy' when they played at a place on
the Bayou Lafourche, which ran through Raceland. During the
time Petit came over to Mandeville, he and George Washington
had already made their trip to California. They were the first to
leave New Orleans. Petit returned to New Orleans because he got
'Mexican fever.' Petit's Band played a lot of fairs in Covington,
Bogalusa and other places. Buddy lived on Derbigny, perhaps near
La Harpe Street. Petit's widow remarried, was known as Teresa
Gibson before marriage to Petit. I played a lot of advertising jobs
with Buddy Petit."
Blanchin remembered only two of the members of the early
1920s band: clarinetist Edmond Hall and trombonist George
Washington.
Other players identified as playing in the Buddy Petit band are:
Frank Murray: This guitar player played with Petit in 1918.
other band members at the time included George Washington on
trombone, Zeb Lenaries on clarinet and Chinee Foster on drums.
Murray was eventually replaced by Buddy Manaday.
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Israel Gorman: Played in the Buddy Petit Band "right after
world War I. I left Petit to play with Wooden Joe Nichols'
Camellia Jazz Band after my discharge in December 1919."
Albert Nicholas rejoined the Buddy Petit Band at this time.
Morris French was on trombone, Simon Marrero on bass, John
Manaday on guitar, and Eddie 'Face-O' on drums.
Lawrence Marrero played with the Petit Band for a good while.
he was a member of the band that played in Pensacola, Florida.
Other band members on this tour: Lawrence Marrero, Pill
Caycault on clarinets; George Washington on trombone; Ernest of
Jacksonville, Florida on piano; and Bush Hall.

THE PETIT BANDS AND THEIR STYLES
Alfred Williams remarked that the bands in those days all
played the same stuff. (He mentioned Sam Morgan and Buddy
Petit when he said this.)
Williams stated that "The big carnival balls used Celestin and
Perez, not the barrelhouse bands such as Petit."
Charles Bocage played with Buddy Petit and other 'scram'
bands, none of which were regular organizations and not in the
class like A. J. Piron's Band. He further stated that: "Piron's Band
played mostly for colored functions. When they did play for whites
it was for a poorer class group."
When Asked who was in Buddy Petit's Band when he played in
it, Bocage says: "I played in a lot of little pick-up bands that
various people would get together for a particular job."
When asked if Petit had no regular band members then he
replied: "No, he didn't. During those times some musicians were
not reliable, so men who got jobs would get bands together as
needed."
This approach to gathering bands was a common practice for
band leaders such as Petit, Chris Kelly and others, particularly
when they landed a marching job. Musicians would take jobs with
other leaders and personnel changes were similar to the musicians
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that hopped around during the big band era of popular music.
There were some in the early days such as in the big bands like
Harry Carney with Duke Ellington and J. Green with count Basie
who stayed a long time (if not a career) with one band.
Petit did have a group of at least semi-regulars. Petit was said to
have loved working with Zeb Lenaries because this pairing
enabled him to play second parts to the clarinet playing melody.
Al Burbank: "Buddy Petit had an eight-piece band at the time
and played mostly out-of-town jobs in places like Bogalusa. The
band had two trumpets in it and one tenor sax, which was played
by Henry Harding. I played with the band sometime between
1925-1930. Petit played the only trumpet when he had a six-piece
group."
Pianist Louis Gallaud: "Petit's was the first band that worked in
a cabaret - the Poodle Dog." (The Poodle Dog Cabaret was at
Liberty and Bienville.)
Morris French played with Buddy Petit who he called 'a good
trumpet player.' He remembers band members and the use of a
piano in Petit's band:
"In the band? Simon Marerro-bass, Zeb-clarinet; Manadaybanjo; Alfred Williams-drums. sometimes Petit used a piano in the
band. He used Manuel Manetta on piano. Buddy Petit made up
many tunes. I was with Petit four or five years or longer. After
Petit, I played with Kid Rena."
Bill Matthews said that:
"In 1915 Buddy Petit was one of the top New Orleans jazz
trumpet players. All the bands in those days had names. They
didn't go by a man's name the way they do now. Buddy Petit and
John Robichaux were the only ones who had a band under their
own names. After Buddy, they all started it."
Earl Foster played drums (and sax) with petit until Buddy's
death. He remarked that the band had: "Zardis, Manny Gabrielclarinet, Ed Morris-trombone, Louis Keppard-banjo. Before his
(Buddy's) death, Isidore Fritz played clarinet with Buddy."
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Foster agreed Buddy persuaded him to take up sax when he was
playing drums with Petit. Foster played a lot of advertising jobs
with Buddy Petit.
Manny Gabriel played with Petit's Band at Spanish Fort. he
listed the members of that band:
"Manny on drums; Pops Foster-bass; Lorenzo Staltz-banjo;
Georgie Parker-piano; and George Washington-trombone.
For a audition with the Petit Band which included Sadie
Goodson and Chinee Foster, Manny traded some books for a sax.
He tells the story:
"I took the sax down to the audition and I sat it in front of me
while I played the clarinet. I didn't play the sax but we got the job
which included Lee Songy on banjo. Buddy made Songy the
manager because Buddy was drinking a lot. he didn't keep track of
the tips and the girls tat stayed with the band would go to the
bathroom after their number and hide the tips. Songy made them
split the tips. We kept that job at the cabaret at Franklin and
Iberville (the Entertainers) until they closed down."
Petit would form a band when he got a job to play a parade.
Petit seldom played in the established brass bands such as the
Onward or the Excelsior. These bands had regular members,
played the standard marches and dirges of the day with music.
Alfred Williams: "The Petit Band was seldom hired to play
funerals. Neither Buddy nor Sam could read well enough to play a
funeral. Sam Morgan and Petit did play some parades with
different brass bands, probably with the pick-up bands like Chris
Kelly or Kid Rena."
Morris French: "Petit didn't have a steady personnel in his brass
band. he and others would get bands together for the occasion
whenever they got a job."
Ed. Richardson remembers "playing parades with Chris Kelly
and Buddy Petit and that Petit played in Rena's Brass Band."
Sam Lee played with Buddy Petit:
"I played with Buddy Petit around the French district - the
Quarter. He used to come and get me to play. I played parades and
those funeral parades with Buddy Petit."
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Punch Miller, a close friend of Petit, recalled:
"Buddy was not a member of the Onward or the Excelsior or
Tuxedo or any particular brass band. If someone hired him, he
would pick up the men he wanted to play with him. Buddy, Chris,
Kid Rena never played with the original bands; they always got
their band up together. Original bands had their own men, didn't
want anybody else. They had plenty of work in the streets. We
played for about four funerals a month in addition to Labor Day,
Mardi Gras and Fourth of July parades.
When asked where Petit played, Kid Howard replied that
"Buddy played the same places everybody else did - dances, halls,
parties, fairgrounds, bars and others, as did Chris Kelly."
Howard meant all the places that a downtown Creole would
play which did not include uptown or the Creole social affairs that
bands like A. J. Piron's played.
Herb Morand: "The Petit Band played at different halls like the
Francis Amis, Economy Hall, Cooperators Hall, Perseverance Hall
and New Hall. (For) public dances, they'd hire a hall and give
advertisements for it. They wouldn't give a ball unless they'd have
an advertisement." Sam Penn played at the Sans Souci Hall with
both Buddy Petit and Kid Rena.
Emile Barnes: "I remember playing at Lusitania Hall at
Dauphine and Elysian Fields with Buddy Petit. The band was
called the 'Boys in Blue.' We used to send Louis Armstrong there
in that very same building in Petit's place. I played at the Samuel J.
Peters School at Tulane with Buddy Petit twice a month. I believe
Buddy Petit was a parade man more than Kelly."
Andrew Bailey: "Buddy Petit had a contract with Perseverance
Hall downtown. The old time downtown guys didn't play uptown
joints. Buddy Petit played in places like the Roof Gardens, San
Jacinto Hall.
"Milneburg was the only place colored people could go to at
one time. Buddy Petit used to play out there - would play in the
Fritz Band sometimes. Petit would fill his playing schedule up by
playing the neighborhood towns on the other nights."
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George Lewis: "Petit constantly took jobs all over the place. He
seemed never to want to stay in one place for more than a day or
two. There were jobs in Mandeville and Covington area, where
Petit could be near his girl friend, and there were trips to points
further north - Georgia to Florida - all with Buddy Petit.
Chester Zardis: "It was buddy Manaday that got me to play and
join Buddy Petit at the St. Bernard Market when it opened. We
played two or three Saturdays there at about $3.50 I think. The
band played in various hall in New Orleans and at lawn parties."
Louis Gallaud played with Buddy Petit and Kid Rena and
remembered: "Buddy and Kid Rena played at Economy and
Cooperators Hall. Buddy and Kid Rena were among the jazz bands
that used to draw a crowd. The 'fakers' were: Buddy, Chris, Sam
and Kid Rena. These bands had the town."
Early Humphrey played with Buddy Petit in Mandeville every
other Saturday night at the hotel:
"Buddy was stationed in Mandeville with another band
(probably the Fritz Brothers Band), but seemed to be getting tired
and lonesome, because he was just working on weekends, so he
came home to New Orleans to play with lee Collins and my band.
he slipped on the train with my band and worked with the band for
two months. Then he went back to Mandeville.
"I would play in the Petit Band when the trombone player got
sick. Before Buddy petit went to Mandeville he had a popular
orchestra. But, Buddy Petit went to Mandeville he had a popular
orchestra. But, Buddy Petit wanted to go to Mandeville to be with
his wife who was working over there.
"The original Buddy Petit Band was the most popular jazz band
at the time (including Morris French, Face-O Woods - and other
drummers, Buddy Manaday, Zeb Lenaries, Simon Marerro for six
pieces. Buddy occasionally used Xavier 'Tink' Baptiste. The band
would play in Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi and within a radius
of 200 miles on weekends, as they do now.
"When Buddy Petit was playing with my band, we played every
Sunday night at Besant Park, just over the 17th St. Canal before
Jefferson Parish. It was a baseball park with a pavilion and had
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baseball games on Sunday, then a dance afterwards. They were
called the park band, like a house band. I was manager and Lee
Collins was the leader. The band played 'ragtime,' a few populars no special numbers."
George Lewis also traveled with Petit to towns around New
Orleans:
"I started to play with Buddy Petit - perhaps two or three years
after Petit's (1917) trip to California. A year or two of touring
followed, Buddy Petit taking his Black and Tan Band, as it was
then known, to places along the Gulf Coast, such as Galveston and
various points in Florida - including Pensacola. Edmond Hall left
the band and Buddy returned to Mandeville with Earl Humphrey,
and there they asked me to fill in the clarinet chair. Petit's reason
for being in Mandeville so often was that was where his girlfriend
lived. He had a wife on St. Philip St. in New Orleans."
Edmond Hall: "Buddy Petit used to carry a book with him,
listing the dates he had in advance. He was his own contractor.
Buddy could tell you one year from the day he spoke to you where
you would be playing if he had a job for you. He was booked that
far in advance - and Buddy always got a deposit on a job in
advance, even if the job was a year away."
George Justin: "I think Buddy Petit used to work at a little place
on St. Bernard Street that used to be called the Alley. I wasn't
allowed to go that far. But, I did listen to him on advertising
trucks."
Booker T. Glass: "I worked for years with Buddy Petit. He was
a good trumpet player, a blues man. In the band at that time was
Ambrose on banjo; Tete Rouchon on bass violin. Johnny Prudent
sometimes played. Steve Angram and Big Eye Louis also worked
in the Buddy Petit Band."
Archie Martin: "The Buddy Petit Band played at the Sans Souci
Club, which was on old Howard Street (now LaSalle) next to the
present day Dew Drop In night club. another place the band played
was the Palm Garden on rampart. Punch Miller and Buddy Petit
were the bands that played their most frequently. The place was for
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rent to various organizations to hold their dances, and they hired
the bands themselves."

BUCKING
Bucking - playing one band against another in a popularity
contest decided by crowd response - was a way of life when music
jobs were advertised in New Orleans. The announced location
served as a lure for other bands that might want to challenge the
popularity of an established band. Bucking was a form of friendly
competition. Regardless of the nature of the contest, Buddy Petit
was one of the leading champions at his peak.
Clarence Vincent remembers:
"Buddy and Punch were buddies. When they would meet on a
bally hoo (an advertised job) they would buck against one another.
Buddy Petit and Louis Armstrong never bucked, but I think Buddy
would have won in those times. Most people would say Buddy
when you put them on the spot."
Rudolph Beaulieu remarked that "the Celestin Band and others
of the same type, couldn't compete with the jazz bands in a music
contest, which were decided by public opinion and the former
types of bands seldom got into any contests."
George Brunies said about the time the band he was with would
meet Petit's Band on an advertised job:
"We used to meet - like Buddy Petit would be advertising a
colored dance and we'd be advertising a white dance, we'd meet on
the same corner and we'd challenge each other and they'd pull one
direction, we'd go another direction and play 'Get Over Dirty' with
the instruments. Then, maybe an hour or so later, we'd meet on
another street, another corner."
In his autobiography, Lee Collins relates how in 1918 he saw
the Buddy Petit Band give the great Kid Ory a real whipping
during a cutting contest. Petit had Frank Dusen on trombone,
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Alphone Picou on clarinet, John Manaday on banjo, Susan M. on
bass and Alfonse Williams on drums.

COMPARISONS AND INFLUENCES
History does not always record the exact events and many of the
facts concerning ancient history are but hypotheses or educated
guesses. One test of greatness is the way that your contemporaries
view your talents and abilities. In early jazz there were a number
of good trumpet players and when asked about the abilities of past
trumpet players a large number of early musicians consistently
named just a few as the best, the most outstanding of the
trumpeters in the city of New Orleans.
The three names that appear most frequently are: Buddy Petit,
Kid Rena and Chris Kelly, not Louis Armstrong, Bunk Johnson
nor Freddie Keppard. While we will not try to decide who was the
greatest, this comparison of trumpet players will at last give a
higher position on the pedestal to some who have not been
previously mentioned as being the equal or more deserving than
those that, up to now, have gotten all the fame and notoriety.
Emile Barnes heard Petit, Armstrong and the other trumpet
players and remarked in 1959:
"When you hear Louis Armstrong now you hear Buddy Petit.
But the difference between Louis Armstrong and Buddy Petit Louis goes up and Buddy never went up. But when Louis makes
that chromatic in there, that is Buddy, over and over."
Manuel Manetta, one of the 'professors' of early New Orleans
music, was a capable trumpet player as well as a pianist and
teacher. he remarked:
"Red Allen and Petit, Chris Kelly, Punch Miller, Kid Rena and
Louis Armstrong were part of the 'second ware' trumpet players.
Louis Armstrong's method of improvising a second part for
Oliver's lead - a technique that was called variations - was very
similar to Petit's method of building a second cornet part in a brass
band."
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Buddy Petit influenced a number of New Orleans young
trumpet players. Herb Morand was one of these.
"Buddy Petit was one of the great trumpet players. he used to
send me on many jobs cause he'd always be late, so, he'd send me
to play in his place until he came - like across the lake, over in
Mandeville, Abita Springs - different places like that. I'd play until
he came up on a later train."
Morand, a good trumpet player in his own right and a
contemporary of Petit's stated:
"I remember Buddy Petit, Chris Kelly, Kid Rena and Sam
Morgan. I was impressed mostly by the trumpet players, like
Buddy. I used to play second with Chris Kelly. The best trumpet
player I heard in New Orleans style was Buddy Petit. He featured
mostly low notes, no high notes."
George Lewis believed that Buddy was primarily influenced
when he was young by Manuel Perez. Lewis remarked that "when
Perez was parading with a brass band, Petit would follow the band
for miles. Another early influence was Bunk Johnson. "This view
is shared by Lee Collins and repeated by Bunk to Bill Russell.
Bunk also told Russell when they went to hear Lawrence Toca that
"I never heard Toca before but I know he's not as good as Buddy.
And the way he said it, it left no doubt that Buddy was something
special." (George Lewis had said that Toca played something like
Buddy Petit.)
Edmond Hall also praised Buddy:
"To my estimation he is the guy for trumpet. He was a better
trumpet player than Chris Kelly - wasn't even in his class. Chris
was more powerful than Buddy. He could blow louder and
everything. Rena was louder than Buddy. Buddy Petit was kind of
what you call a pace setter around New Orleans. He was a real
leader and set pace for a lot of other bands. I mean, these other
bands would hear Buddy play something, and they all would want
to play it."
Paul Barnes on Louis and Buddy:
"Buddy was one of the best trumpet players I heard - and Louis.
Those two were good friends.
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"If you would hear Louie's old records, they would sound like
Buddy played. Louis Armstrong picked up Buddy Petit's style and
added high notes to it. Louis hung around with Buddy Petit. Buddy
played beautiful changes."
Joe Howard had known Petit even before Petit's career when
into decline because of his drinking.
"I know of no one who plays or played like Petit. Petit had a
good knowledge of chords. he was the greatest at one time."
Joe Darensbourg talked about Petit in comparison to Bunk
Johnson:
"I don't think bunk ever could play as good as Buddy. Bunk had
some nice phrases, all right. But to me, he never was in the class
with Buddy. Not too many guys were. Buddy was one of the best
trumpet players I heard."
Louis Gallaud: "Buddy petit was to is self. Chris Kelly, Kid
Rena and Sam Morgan were also good trumpet players - on a level
with Buddy Petit."
Israel Gorman: "I believe Buddy Petit and Kid Rena were the
sweetest second cornet players they had in this town. They played
a sweet cornet."
Ed Morris said "Rena and Buddy Petit were the best here in this
town. Yeah, Rena was a more keener cornet player than Buddy,
then Louis Armstrong.
Rudolph Beaulieu: "Buddy was one of the best for playing
second parts behind another mans' hot chorus."
Al Jiles: "Chris Kelly and Buddy Petit were two of the greatest
blues trumpet players I ever heard."
Chester Zardis: "The outstanding trumpets in the 20s were Kid
Rena, Chris Kelly and Buddy Petit. Chris Kelly was great, but
didn't compare with Buddy Petit."
Little Brother Montgomery: "Buddy Petit was one of the
greatest jazz trumpet players."
Dee Dee Pierce on Rena and Petit: "Rena played a better class
of music than Buddy Petit."
Lee Collins' idol was Petit: "That's my man, that's the guy. I'd
like to play like - Buddy."
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Peter Bocage on Rena and Petit: "Rena was better than Buddy
Petit. Rena didn't know much about reading music, but he could
play his instrument. He had a nice tone."
Punch Miller on Petit: "Buddy was my idol when I first started
out."
Ike Robinson: "Buddy Petit gave Louis Armstrong a lot of
ideas."
Don Albert: "Buddy Petit was one of the greatest trumpet
players I ever heard. I used to listen to Buddy Petit's Band on the
Buzzard Roof of the dance halls."

LAST DAYS AND DEATH OF BUDDY PETIT
Petit's last musical job appears to have been on July 2-4 in
Empire, La. with the Kid Milton Band. This is what George Lewis
remembers:
"It was while Louis Armstrong was playing to packed houses at
suburban Gardens that summer (1931), that i was playing with
Buddy Petit on his last job.
"Ernest Milton, a drummer who was five years younger than
me, was beginning to get a few dates for a band he had organized a band which included two trumpets - Lawrence Toca and Buddy
Petit. I played the clarinet, Albert Glenny was on bass and Ike
Robertson on trombone."
Milton used to get a lot of work down river at places he never
knew the names of, but which were identified by the names of the
owners who had hired them to play. They would play no special
hours, Milton recalled, but just went on until the owner told them
to stop.
"On the second, third and Fourth of July of that year (1931) , the
band was playing at Empire, La., a small town close to the mouth
of the Mississippi River, about 100 miles south of New Orleans.
Rather than spend the night in Empire, the band commuted back to
New Orleans early each morning. But the third night, however,
Buddy Petit was too sick to return to Empire and Kid Milton
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replaced him with what he called a 'jewmaker,' on trumpet - that is,
a Jamaican.
"Buddy Petit came home after the second night and started
drinking again. he was living on St. Philip St. in the Treme. he
went across the street, to a speakeasy right opposite to where he
lived. And he went in that speakeasy and done a lot of drinking.
And, so, he got sick - he had been sick anyway - and he couldn't
make the last job. So, when he came in from the last job, he was
dead. He died early that morning we left."
George Lewis recalled how Petit used to play and
contemplating how or why he died:
"He was playing pretty good those last few night. he wasn't, say,
like the Buddy of the years gone by, but he was playing pretty
good - better than guys you hear today in their prime. But he was a
very heavy drinker. Probably could have been kidney trouble. He
must have been in his early 40s - I' sure, close to 40."
A legend while he lived, his legend continues, even to the exact
location of his grave.
George Lewis talks of Petit's funeral and grave:
"Buddy Petit had two bands at his funeral - the Eureka Brass
Band, and a second pickup band. he was buried near Claiborne
Avenue in St. Louis #2, in a vault close to Marie Laveau's - the
legendary voodoo queen."
Louis Armstrong served as a pallbearer at Petit's funeral.
Armstrong did write a letter he mentions in his biography which
states: "I received your letter concerning Buddy Petit who was a
very good cornet player and friend of mine. We played a lot
together when we were young, such as parades, in the advertising
furniture wagons, as well as lots of funerals - the brass bands. Yes,
Buddy was well-liked by everyone - all over new Orleans. Even in
the good ole honky-tonks where he blew those blues so well, it was
really a shame to lose him. Buddy died in 1931. I hadn't seen him
in many years before that time. i hadn't been back home to new
Orleans since I left to join King Oliver in Chicago."
Another version of Petit's death is given by Sam Penn:
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"I was playing with Petit at the time he worked National Park. I
was still playing with Petit when he had his fatal stroke, dying in
Covington, Louisiana. I was with Petit about five years, three years
before his first stroke, and two years after until his death. he
couldn't play as well after his heart attack, but the band, including
myself still traveled, going to Chicago and Texas, among other
places. After Petit died, the band began to get less work, so it
broke up. I joined Chris Kelly."
Penn added: "Petit was a wonderful musician, and a particularly
fine second trumpet player. i was still playing with Petit when he
had his fatal stroke."
Thus writes Sam Charters about Sam Penn and his
remembrances. They differ from Lewis although Petit was not
mentioned in Lewis' story as having any heart attacks. Penn also
relates in Charters that:
"I played the last dance with Petit, before his second and fatal
stroke and the people burned down the hall some time afterward.
The place was in Covington. Both a Petit's strokes began on the
bandstand, they were about two or three years apart."
Kid Howard played Buddy's funeral and had this recollection of
it:
"Louis Armstrong was here, playing at the suburban Gardens. it
was about 1930-31. Armstrong was a pallbearer. Two bands
played the funeral, the Eureka Brass Band and mine - the Howard
Brass Band."
Albert Glenny backs Howard's assertion about Armstrong being
one of Petit's pallbearers: "The day they buried Buddy Petit, me
and Armstrong was pallbearers for Buddy Petit, in that church
around on Derbigny Street."
Kid Howard knew Buddy Petit for about five or six years before
he died. He had met him in Bogalusa just playing with some
fellows.
Ernest Delarose is said to have paid for the Petit funeral bands.
While the funeral attracted many people, Howard thought that it
was not quite as many as attended the funeral of Alphonse Picou.
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Edgar Mosley played in one of the bands that played the Petit
funeral:
"I had talked to Petit on the corner of St. Philip and St. Claude
the night before Petit died. I played for the funeral. There were two
bands."
Little Dad Vincent was Petit's drinking buddy. Vincent was
playing with Petit's band when Petit died. He started playing with
Chris Kelly after that.
Vincent: "I played with him until he died. Buddy was sort of
sick. He had stopped drinking wine and was getting better; and
then he started drinking again. Buddy used to get drunk so much."
Wellman Braude stated:
"I played his last job with him before he died. He used to drink
so much. And the last job I played with him, he died about a week
after. he drank a lot of that old moonshine."
Those that stated they played Petit's funeral: Edgar Mosleydrums, Kid Howard-trumpet, Albert Warner-trombone.
Eureka Brass Band: (Partial roster): Kid Sheik Colar, Tom
Albert, Kid Shots Madison, Jim Robertson, Early Humphrey,
Happy Goldston, Sunny Henry, George Lewis, Willie Parker,
Albert Burbank, Wilbert Tillman and Son 'Few Clothes' Lewis.

EMMETT HARDY;
CORNET WITH DRIVE & STYLE
Emmett Hardy created a definitive cornet sound in the era when
jazz itself was being defined.
Although he was rumored to have played for a home recording
as a birthday present for a friend, no recording of Hardy's playing
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has ever been found. Still, according to his contemporaries,
Hardy's style can be heard today in the recordings of those he
influenced, particularly those of Bix Beiderbecke.
Research done for this book has uncovered new evidence that
Hardy, perhaps more than any other musician, strongly influenced
the playing style of Bix Beiderbecke - even more so than did Louis
Armstrong.
Until now, little has been known or written about Emmett and
his family and their life experiences that might have shaped
Emmett's attitudes and circumstances. Thanks to extensive
research in the Tulane Jazz Archives, in the public records and
newspapers in Gretna, Louisiana, and in the pages of newspapers
in the middle west, a more complete picture has begun to emerge.
Using these materials, many of them newly discovered, this
chapter of Under the Influence attempts to give Emmett Hardy his
rightful place in the pantheon of early jazz greats.
In a life that spanned just over 20 years, Hardy left an indelible
mark on jazz sound in general and cornet playing specifically. Any
accurate recording of jazz history must acknowledge Hardy's
significance.
Ben Pollack was a well-known orchestra leader who worked
with Emmett Hardy in the 1920s. Pollack, in his later years, owned
and managed a lounge near Palm Springs, California. In his
interview in the Tulane Jazz archives, Pollack decried the lack of
attention jazz historians have given to Hardy and his influence:
"I am more bitter over the gross negligence of jazz historians
toward Emmett Hardy," Pollack said. "I worked with him. I knew
Emmett very well. We drank together and talked many times. If
Emmett had lived he would have received his rightful place in jazz
history, way above Bix and all the other trumpet players.
Hardy died of peritonitis (combined with the effects of
tuberculosis) in his early 20s. But in that brief life and in his
decade as a musician, Emmett Hardy planted musical seeds that
bore fruit in the sound of many cornetists who followed him including Bix Beiderbecke and Louis Armstrong.
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Hardy's playing made a tremendous impression on his
contemporaries, as their interviews on record in the Tulane
University Jazz Archives attest.
His style has been described as both 'hot' and 'cool' in
comparison to other New Orleans cornetists of the 1910s and
1920s. Most of all, his contemporaries said that Hardy's sound
"had that New Orleans drive to it."
Monk Hazel, the New Orleans drummer and flugelhornist, was
one of Emmett's best friends and knew his style perhaps as well as
any other musician:
"Emmett Hardy had a New Orleans drive. He had a drive with
that beautiful style - that legato style. That's what it is, its more of a
legato style than it is a staccato. His tone was pure, and wonderful,
and it sorta rolled forth, except with a drive like I've never heard
anyone else get."
Hazel claimed Hardy played with "such uniqueness" because
Emmett loved the negro spirituals and the blues. His uncle was the
noted composer, writer and entrepreneur Robert Emmett Kennedy
for whom he was named.
Hazel said that another influence on Hardy was one of his
instructors. "Emmett studied six months (when he was 14) from a
Professor Paoletti before he ever blew his horn," Hazel said.
"When he did start blowing, he knew what he was doing."
Hardy was an innovator. Norman Brownlee credited him with
developing the 'wah-wah' effect on the cornet. All the more
remarkable is the way he developed the effect. Curley Lizana said:
"Emmett Hardy didn't at first use a mute to achieve his 'wah-wah'
effect."
In a 1959 interview housed at the Tulane Jazz History Archives,
Joe Loyacano remarked: "Emmett Hardy played like Louis
Armstrong plays today. Hardy was way ahead of his time."
Tony Fougerat said: "Hardy played two styles: one like Bix and
the other like Armstrong. Bix used Hardy's lighter style and
became famous."
George Brunies said: "Emmett Hardy didn't blast much. He
mostly played little variations and stuff - and he improvised."
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Paul Pegue, a saxophonist/singer in his early life, grew up with
Emmett in Algiers. He spent his later years on the north shore of
Lake Pontchartrain. In a 1986 interview for this book, Pegue's
admiration of his boyhood friend's playing still burned bright:
"Hardy had an outstanding style. He used a mute in his cornet.
he had licks no one else had. His phrasing was different and he
used dissonance. He had a good tone. Bix sounded a little like
Emmett. Bix had good technique. He had different turns, sounded
a little different but still had a lot of Hardy influence."
Harry Shields credited hardy with having an original style.
New Orleans trombonist Santo Pecora traveled with Hardy and
Rappolo when they were in the backup band for Bee Palmer.
Pecora said Hardy "played a nice trumpet." He, too, noted Hardy's
influence on Beiderbecke, "There were some similarities between
Emmett and Bix, but Bix Beiderbecke developed a little style of
his own."
Additional evidence documenting Hardy's influence on
Beiderbecke will be presented later in the book.

THOSE WHO KNEW EMMETT HARDY
While Emmett Hardy's name has pretty much faded into jazz
obscurity, his playing was a vivid memory for many of his
contemporaries. A number of New Orleans area musicians either
grew up with Emmett in Algiers or knew him through playing gigs
with him,.
Happy Schilling said, in his Tulane Jazz Archives interview,
that Johnny Wiggs had told him that Harry Shields often played
with Emmett Hardy, a fact that shields confirmed.
Shields and Hardy worked together in Norman Brownlee's
Band. Shields played in Hardy's first band that was organized to
play at Midway Park, near the Harvey Canal, across the river from
New Orleans. "Hardy played very well and in an original style,"
Schilling said. "He lived in Algiers at the time. Hardy was quite
young then." Eddie Shields (piano) also played in that band.
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Harry Shields was a good friend of Emmett Hardy and relates
his memories:
"Emmett and I would listen sitting on the banks of the Claiborne
Canal on Monday nights to colored bands, three or four who would
be playing at the National Baseball Park, two blocks room my
house. These dances were not open to whites. We heard Sam
Morgan, Punch Miller, and Kid Rena. The park was at Third and
Claiborne.
"I played with Hardy at Midway Park. Midway Park was an
open air dance hall, a big platform with an enclosed bandstand
sticking out in back, with a roof over the dancers. It was near the
Harvey Canal, between Louisiana and Napoleon Ferries. A street
car used to switch there and come back to Algiers, Midway Park
was not like a regular park, more like a cow pasture. Sometimes
churches would give a fair or a dance. Only thing it had was this
bandstand about six feet off the ground. It was owned by a Mr.
Thomasee."
Shields mentioned Emmett Hardy, Joe Loyacano, and Chink
Martin as musicians in the band that played there. Harry Shields
said that he learned transposition (clarinet pitch vs. concert pitch)
from Emmett Hardy.
Shields added: "We had a little band once, with Eddie on piano,
Charlie Leach on drums, Donald Coleman on violin, Emmett
Hardy on cornet. We would rehearse at leach's house. Ted Earhard
(drums) was always at the rehearsal. Frank 'Red' Machie (piano)
was also at the rehearsal.
"The band went on a convention trip to Kansas City, Missouri
once when they were quite young, for a Shrine organization. in that
band was Leonce Mello on trombone, Eddie Shields on piano,
Donald Coleman on violin, Charlie Leach on drums, Harry Shields
on clarinet, and Emmett Hardy on cornet. The Kansas City Star ran
a picture of the band."
Shields thought he was about 16 years old at the time of that
trip. Emmett Hardy was a couple of years younger than Shields.
That occasion was before the organization of the band that opened
the Midway Park. The convention band did play a few jobs around
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new Orleans, but when the Midway job came up, Harry organized
another band, using no piano.
Harry Shields recalled many places he and Emmett Hardy had
played together: "I worked with Emmett in a band under his name
and also with Norman Brownlee's group. We often played at
Midway Park, Baby's Hall, Owl's Hall, Lee's Hall, Gould' Hall,
Crescent Park and other spots. I also played with Emmett on his
last job, at Belle Chasse School House. Although he felt bad early
in the evening, he refused to go home. Before the night was over
that brave boy suffered a hemorrhage on the bandstand. he died not
long afterward."
When asked to name the most outstanding trumpet player of
early jazz, New Orleans trombonist Joe 'Hook' Loyacano replied without - hesitation - "Emmett Hardy. He'd be the tops. Yeah, he'd
have been the tops - positively the tops."
Loyacano worked together with Emmett Hardy in the Norman
Brownlee Band. He called Hardy "the best trumpet player who
ever hit this town."
"When I was with Norman Brownlee and Emmett Hardy, we
would work spots every night in the week," Loyacano said. "We
worked from the lower coast in Algiers, all the way up to Harvey.
We worked from the Jackson Barracks to Carrollton Avenue in the
city. We got most of the fraternity work on this side of the river.
We had most nights tied up with fraternity dances."
Member's of the Brownlee Band at that time were: Billy Braum
on mellophone, Norman Brownlee on piano. Emmett Hardy played
trumpet, Chink Martin on bass, and Joe Loyacano on trombone.
Chink's brother William Abraham played guitar. Harry Shields
played clarinet and Alonzo Crombie-drums. "Emmett Hardy
played like Louis Armstrong played today," Loyacano said.
"Hardy was way ahead of everybody."
Lou Black was banjoist in Carlisle Even as' Band. Black talked
of working on the Mississippi and with Emmett Hardy in Balliet's
Book Such Sweet Thunder:
"In 1919 I joined Carlisle Evans, a pianist and good solid
orchestra man. Evan's Original Jazz Band, his group was called. In
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1920 we worked on the riverboat Capitol between St. Louis and St.
Paul in the summer, and around New Orleans in the winter. Leon
Rappolo, the clarinetist, was in the band, so were Emmett Hardy (a
marvelous cornetist who never recorded), and Leon Prima, Louie's
brother. I left Evans in 1921."
Johnny Lala said of Emmett Hardy: "He was just a beginner and
he didn't last long. He died. He was a courtin' one of the Boswell
sisters."
Lala was asked if he would describe Hardy as a truly
remarkable talent. "Yeah, he was a pretty good, talented little
feller," he replied. "Yeah, just started out. he wasn't too wellknown yet. He was young. Course, he was going places. He would
have gotten there. He had a style something like Bix Beiderbecke.
He had a nice little, clean, little style."
Norman Brownlee said Hardy "was undoubtedly one of the
finest." Hardy was playing in Brownlee's Band when he first took
ill. Martha Boswell made the call informing Brownlee that Emmett
was sick and that Brownlee needed to get someone to play the job
they had in Kenner."
Ray Bauduc attended Delgado Community College with
Emmett. Bauduc recalled how music was an integral part of their
days at school.
"Emmett was studying machinery at Delgado," Bauduc recalled.
"Bill Eastwood, Emmett and I, on our intermission, would go out
at noon, and get out lunch, and go out and play. Emmett would get
his cornet out there and I'd get my sticks and Eastwood would take
his banjo and we'd have a jazz session. We had a wonderful time
together. later on I played for Norman Brownlee and Emmett
Hardy was on cornet."
Sidney Arodin, clarinetist and composer of the music for 'Up a
Lazy River' said: "Emmett and I were friends, I having marched in
my first street parade with him. We stumbled through five miles of
mud and fertilizer. Emmett's music was the best. He was a
gentleman, as well as the greatest musician I've ever known."
The segregation of the early 20th century made it a rare
occasion when musicians of different races mot and played
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together side by side (Exceptions were 'crossovers,' light skinned
blacks that played in white bands. For example: Dave Perkins
playing in the Jack Laine Reliance Band. But, they did not play in
total isolation. They could hear each other, particularly at places
like Milneburg.
Louis Armstrong remarked on an interview tape that there were,
on the weekends on the south shore lakefront, as many as 60 bands
playing in the various camps, both black and white. We know
Shields and Hardy used to sit on the levee and listen to the colored
bands at National Park.
They could hear each other in the streets, too. Bands sometimes
met on the street when 'advertising' their gigs. New Orleans' many
parades gave residents - and specifically musicians - ample
opportunity to hear the New Orleans' finest musicians in the
marching bands, both black and white.
Monk Hazel claimed Hardy's love of the Negro spirituals and
the blues is what set his playing apart from other cornetists. This
claim is backed up by Martha Boswell, Bill Burton and others.
Hardy, they said, passed up tunes like 'Tiger Rag' and other in
preference to the mournful but harmonically lovelier blues. The
blues he is most often identified with was called 'The Bucket's Got
A Hole In It.'
Emmett Hardy's influence did not spread over a wide audience,
but the impact his playing had on those who did get the
opportunity to hear him was telling. Benny Goodman, for instance,
knew of Emmett Hardy by way of Leon Rappolo and other New
Orleans musicians who had heard him play.
Said Goodman: "Leon Rappolo used to rave about Emmett all
the time. I was just a kid hanging around the Friar's Inn getting
kicks. But I remember how Rap - and Ben Pollack, too - used to
talk about Hardy's work."
Earl Wily: "Hardy was dynamite. it's time he was given credit
for being fifteen years ahead of his time."
Sonny lee: "Hardy was the best for my money. Down in the
South, even today, he remains a byword."
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EMMETT HARDY'S LIFE
Emmett Hardy was born on June 12, 1903, in Gretna, Louisiana,
a small town just across the Mississippi River from downtown
New Orleans. Gretna was once serviced only by the Canal and
Jackson St. Ferries - the present bridge over the Mississippi River
did not open for traffic until April 1958.
Emmett was the youngest son of Harry and Lilian Kennedy
Hardy. Harry Hardy was a railroad man who played tuba in the
local Shrine Band. He worked on the Mobile and Girard Railroad.
Prior to Emmett's birth, Harry Hardy had a very bad accident near
Columbus, Georgia while serving as engineer on a train. At the
time of the accident the Hardy family was living in a house that
was at 10th and 13th Streets in Gretna.
[Further research by J. B. Borel brings to light some intriguing
and almost unbelievable information. There were two Hardy
families living in the same general neighborhood in Gretna, one
spelling his name Hardie, the other Hardy. Both men lived in
Alton, Illinois (Harry Hardy being born in Kentucky) and both
played tuba. Hardy, Emmett's known father was not a railroad
worker (as Hardie was) but a clerk at the Customs Dept. from
1903 to 1917. In 1917 he was listed in the city register as being a
U.S. storekeeper for United Warehouse Co. Ltd. at 815 Fulton St.
All the Addresses for Hardy are the same as given for Lilian
Hardy, Emmett's mother. J. B. Borel, the Gretna historian and
researcher mentioned above, has talked to the Hardie family who
suspected that the two were brothers and that a family feud
separated them. No birth records exist in Alton, Ill. It was
confirmed that both men had the same mother - Sarah Hardy. The
husband of Sarah was Isaac Hardy, but there is no confirmation
that he was the father of both men. Cold it have been that the two
men had the same mother and a different father? Whether the two
brothers ever met while living in Gretna is unknown. Another
strange occurrence was when Harry Hardy was married to Lilian
Kennedy. A witness to the wedding was a Judith Alford. This same
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Judith Alford later married Charles Milton Hardie, the other man.
It sounds as if the two brothers, perhaps half brothers were
feuding but the two women were friends. Perhaps one changed his
family name to further separate their life from the past family. It is
a mystery. There are so many coincidences. Unless further
information comes to light, we will say that Emmett's father, Harry
Hardy, was the clerk and storekeeper who married Lilian Kennedy
and gave birth to Emmett on June 12, 1903.]
Lillian Hardy played the piano and sang both classical music
and Negro spirituals. Emmett's mother was also a church pianist of
some note. Emmett's sister Elinor could chord on the piano.
Emmett's father played tuba in the Shriner's Band. When he
would practice at home, Emmett's sister Elinor said, 'the young
girls would laugh at the tuba parts he was practicing." Emmett's
father died in 1920 from a heart attack, said to have been brought
on by over-eating.
Lillian Hardy was the sister of Robert Emmett Kennedy, a wellknown author and researcher during the late 19th century.
Kennedy wrote approximately six books, played the piano and was
noted for his recitatives delivered in Negro dialect, and for his
research and interpretations of negro spirituals. (Sic: For further
information on Kennedy, see 'Mellows' published by Basin Street
Press.)
Robert Emmett Kennedy was a prototype for what came to be
recognized as the typical southern gentleman. He was rugged, yet
cultured, and had a full head of white hair when he was in his 30s.
Before moving to New York, Kennedy lived in New Orleans
above the G. Gast Manufacturing Co. at 310 Chartres. B. Handly a teacher at Warren Easton was one of his friends and a Mr.
Tinker, who is said to have helped Kennedy write a book. Kennedy
never married. It is said he did not like the company of women. He
is buried next to Emmett in the Hook & Ladder #1 Cemetery in
Gretna.
Emmett's sister Elinor had a beautiful voice and sang arias from
operas. Elinor spent her later years in Slidell, Louisiana; there, she
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had her uncle Robert Emmett Kennedy's piano (a 'Mason &
Hamlin') in the front room of her house.
Emmett Hardy's brother Hilton married a girl from Gretna
named Emma Thilout and they lived with the family. So, too, did
Elinor after she was divorced. Later, they all lived with sister
Elinor. She died in 1953, at the age of 63.
Hardy's other brother Connell was in the Merchant Marines.
Connell's ship was hit during World War I, he helped fix it and
stopped it from sinking. Later in his life, he moved to Mobile,
Alabama.
Emmett had four nieces: Leonie, Elinor, Claire, and Louise,
better known as Daide. Leonie spent her later years in New Iberia.
Lillian Hardy was very active in Gretna community affairs and
her name was in the local paper a number of times. When Emmett
was about 14 and attending Delgado Trade School his mother
became ill. The newspaper mentions this:
"Jan. 3, 1917 - The many friends of Ms. Hardy of Bermuda St.
will be glad to know that she is improving and will be out soon
again."
Being active in social affairs, Mrs. Hardy's home was open to
many friends. Between 1917 and 1919 the Hardy family moved to
a number of different addresses, no reason for these moves is
given."
There was a final move, from the West Bank in Algiers to New
Orleans. Emmett' s niece Elinor in an interview in 1986 stated:
"We lived in a house on Bermuda Street. The house became too
small so we moved to Morgan Street. When Emmett's father died,
we moved to State Street, which was about 1920. The State Street
address was 2504, which was near Willow Street."
Elinor Bennett, Hardy's niece recalled the State Street House:
"The Hardy's always had household help. They had a Negro
maid/cook named Hattie Sparks. Emmett called her Hatie. She
played piano and Emmett would have her play jazzy tunes for him.
His mother had to tell Emmett to let her go back to work as
Emmett had her playing instead of doing her chores. After Emmett
died, his mother sold the piano for $10.
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Elinor also recalled '"a colored man, I think he was the
gardener, who was a guitar player and began Emmett on the guitar
when Emmett was about 10 or 11 years old."
Emmett's niece, Claire, remembered a number of details about
their house: "At the time of Emmett's death there were 10 people
living in the house on State Street - which was Emmett's sister
Elinor's home. Gus Gast and Emmett were the only men with all of
Elinor's children, plus a nurse, Emmett's mother and her mother's
friend, a Miss Collins. The house had been remodeled. Emmett's
room in the house was in the back, in a solarium, surrounded by
windows where he could get a lot of air and would be able to go
into the backyard anytime he wanted and could play with his dog
or let him out.
The ate breakfast in the kitchen, but lunch and dinner were
always served in the dining room. Emmett would come to the
gathering if he felt good. Emmett was not gregarious, but he
enjoyed people.

INFLUENCES ON EMMETT HARDY
Emmett Hardy is known to have studied with a few outstanding
teachers. His first teacher was probably the public school teacher
who gave instrumental lessons at McDonough #4. Emmett's early
band experience came playing with strings in the school orchestra,
and doing solo work on the various entertainment venues in New
Orleans.
A cornet player in an orchestra with strings must play with a
softer volume and not as percussive an attack as one in a brass
band. This early orchestra playing, with a number of violins,
influenced and created the imperative for the soft style and smooth
playing technique that is said to have been Emmett's trademark.
Emmett's father, being a tuba player in the local Shrine Band,
surely helped his son on brass instruments. Emmett Hardy did
study with Professor Manuel Manetta.
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Monk Hazel also stated that Emmett studied with the New
Orleans band leader professor Paoletti, famous for his concert band
playing at the south shore resort of West End. "Emmett, when he
was about 14, studied music with Paoletti."
But, Nappy LaMare, a childhood friend of Hardy's gives us an
intriguing insight into one of Hardy's learning techniques:
"As a kid in New Orleans, I often sat spellbound watching
Emmett Hardy play. Hardy learned jazz fundamentals by seating
himself at a player piano and playing his cornet while pumping the
piano pedals with his feet. Emmett had many fine teachers, but for
real jazz lessons he would play his horn along with a player piano.
That's how he learned those tricky modulations that were to make
him the favorite soloist of all New Orleans musicians."

STYLE
Hardy's early orchestral experience shaped his style. It affected
his choice of keys. He played orchestral keys - keys that violins
normally play and orchestra music is written in. The concert keys
would be A, E, B, and D, the keys that 'lie' easiest for string
instruments. His legato style and tone were the way that brass
instruments are taught to play when playing with strings. This
view was shared by Monk Hazel in an interview with Dave Dexter
Jr:
"Emmett could read wonderfully and he always preferred
playing in some screwy, plenty tough keys like B-natural, F-sharp,
C-sharp, D-flat, and E-natural, using all those keys on one tune and
making his own modulations into and out of choruses. His tone
was pure and wonderful and it sorta rolled forth, except with a
drive like I've never heard anyone else get."
Any brass band player, if ever asked to play with an orchestra
can understand the adjustments that must be made in tone, style,
volume and frequency and that two sharps (or more) that are used
in orchestral writing.
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It is interesting that with the background Hardy had in
orchestral playing, he began playing dance music with a band
whose leader was a fiddle player - Oscar Marcour. In the early
1900s Marcour's Band would have been called a string band.
Marcour was probably the first to use Emmett Hardy in a dance
band, and he provides valuable insight into Hardy.
"Emmett's music was so good you couldn't describe it,"
Marcour said. "Few people knew that he got his fine tone effects
sometimes by using a 'plumber's friend.' Now many knew this, for
Emmett crouched behind the rest of the boys when he took a solo.
I played fiddle so long beside Emmett that i adopted his cornet
style on my fiddle. One time he hit a high note and the spit valve
fell off and had to be tied with a string. Yet with that busted horn,
Emmett played the best of music."
Paul Pegue, quoted earlier, felt Hardy was an innovator: "Hardy
had an outstanding style, used a mute in the cornet - a little one.
Yes, a straight mute. He had licks no one else had. His phrasing
was different and he used dissonance when he improvised. He had
a good tone, somewhat like Bix's. Bix had some different turns, but
he still sounded like Hardy."
The other band that Hardy played steady with was the Norman
Brownlee Band. Brownlee, at that time was a pianist, later to
change to a string bass. Brownlee said: "Hardy was different from
anybody else. He was one of the finest cornet players."
Ray Burke said of Hardy: "Emmett often played second cornet
to Herbie Rosemeyer in the Harmony Band when Early added
extra man for bigger jobs. He played a very nice horn but I was too
young to remember his exact style.
"I do recall the sessions at Paul Mares' house when Paul &
Emmett worked up duets like the King Oliver/Louis Armstrong
choruses on the Creole Band records," Burke added. "I would go to
Emmett's house on State Street and sit in with Paul and Emmett on
cornets, Joe Mexic on trombone, Harold Marento on piano and
Pasqual Gregan on drums. Paul and Emmett played 'High Society'
just like the Oliver and Armstrong duets on the Gennett record by
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King Oliver's Creole Jazz Band. They often called Leon Rappolo
at his home so he could hear them over the phone.
"Unlike musicians of the 1918-25 golden era of New Orleans,"
Burke said, "Emmett did not pattern his work after the cornet style
of Bolden, Oliver, Armstrong and other Negroes. He sought a
more unique, a prettier style, which years later was to become
identified with Beiderbecke."

EMMETT HARDY'S EARLY
MUSICAL EXPERIENCE
Emmett's early experience was with orchestras and there is no
mention of him playing with a brass band at this time. This
orchestra experience helped define his unique style of play.
Besides the Algiers Juvenile Orchestra, Emmett also played in
the McDonough #4 Elementary School Orchestra composed of
boys attending the public school.
Emmett's first band was the McDonough #4 orchestra. In the
paper of March 16, 1916, the names of the McDonough School
Orchestra are given:
"McDonough #4 Orchestra. The following boys are members of
the Orchestra Club of McDonough #4: Vernon Durand, William
Hildebrand, Edgley Schroth, Joe Beninate, Adolph Wolverton,
Guido Guendisch-violins, Rudolph Frenzel-piano, Leslie
Sturtevant-drums, Joe Simon-mandolin, Emmett Hardy-clarionet
(sic: cornet), John Schwarzenbach-triangle."
Emmett was also a member of a volunteer entertainment group
that entertained various 'shut-ins' and hospitals, churches, and
various civic groups. This group was called the 'Silent Helpers
Circle.' The group performed at Fink Asylum on March 24, 1916,
with hardy also playing cornet in the Algiers Juvenile Orchestra.
Hardy was a member of the Juvenile Orchestra when it played
on Sunday, April 13, 1916, at Audubon School in connection with
the social center work of the school
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In the October 12, 1916, newspaper the name of the boys in the
school orchestra is again given with Hardy still part of the group:
"#4 McDonough Orchestra - Violins: John Beninate, Edgely
Schroth, Guido Guendisch; Cornets: Emmett Harding [sic] and
Stephen Ouartano; mandolin-Jose Simon; Drums-Thomas
Rayrnond; Bells-Hart Schroth."
Elinor Bennett remembered that when Emmett was in school the
lady principal-Elizabeth Kelly-like him because he was a
cooperative student, and musically talented. It was an all boys'
school. Emmett was a friendly person and had many friends. One
friend lived in a house at Pythian and Washington and another at a
house at Bermuda and Pelican in Algiers.
Each week in the paper there was a column listing the school's
achievements in athletics and academics. Hardy's name never
appears as being a member of the school basketball team nor listed
ever in the high academic achievers or high deportment lists. But,
when musical activities at the school were chronicled, Emmett
Hardy's name was just about always included.
The last mention of Emmett Hardy playing with the school
orchestra is in the newspaper report of the school graduation on
Jan. 25, 1917: "McDonough #4 Orchestra: Rudolph Fenzel-piano,
John B. Edgely-first violin, Gaines Gilder, Guido Guendisch,
Francis Salder-second violin, Emmett Hardy-cornetist, Hart
Schroth-bells. Music played at graduation-'The Cadet's Drill,' and
'Mother Macree.' "
In the Hardy tradition, Emmett was active in the social life of
Algiers and was invited to the activities of this select circle of
upper class young people. His name frequently appeared in the
Algiers newspaper as a result of those activities.
"On October 26, 1916, the Juvenile Orchestra (members: Anita
Berg, Lois Gravois, Charles Murphy, Zelda Huchins, Emmett
Hardy, E. Weiner, J. Moffat) gave a concert for the Catholic
Knights at the Avenue Theater. Again on Dec. 14th the Junior
Circle of Silent Helpers and the King's Daughter provided
entertainment at Millikin Memorial where 'vocal and instrumental
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numbers were contributed by Miss Zelda Huchins, Lois Gravois
and Mr. Emmett Hardy."
Emmett took part in a picnic held at City Park (Feb. 15, 1917); a
watermelon party at Miss Merle Richardson's on June 28th; a party
for Zelda Huchins on June 30th; and he was a guest at the Knights
of Columbus dance on July 9, 1917.
He continued to play with the Juvenile Orchestra, playing for a
convention of the King's Daughters on April 28, 1917, in the
closing exercises of June 8th for McDonough School. The paper
lists the players and the numbers the orchestra on that day as:
"Orchestra: Norman Nelson-piano, John Beninate, Edgely
Schroth, Gaines Gilder, Francis Salder, Isadore Davis-violins,
Emmett Hardy-cornet, Hart Schroth-bells.
Program: Return of the Volunteers, Lilac Waltz, and Bugle
Boy."
Emmett began studying cornet when he was around 12 years
old, which would be in the 6th grade. Bill Eastwood said that
'when Emmett was a kid of 12, he was torn between two desires: to
become a great machinist or a great musician."
Hardy's inability to swear off either of his passions may have
eventually cost him his life.
Emmett Hardy, according to some friends, worked at Johnson
Iron Works. Another of his nieces, Daide, recalled he also worked
"at an Iron Co. on Morgan Street." Claire recalled he worked at
Bishop Edell Machine Works at 1008 Magazine."
Henry Carrubia remembered working with Emmett Hardy at
Johnson's Iron 'Works in Algiers. Carrubia put his memories in
print in Downbeat magazine.
"We were both machinists," Carrubia wrote. "Emmett used to
make his own mouthpieces in the foundry and I believe this might
account for the quality of his playing. Once I remember Emmett
made an over-sized mouthpiece which made him play even better
than he usually did."
Carrubia also wrote that: "Hardy's illness, in fact, came as a
result of his work. By day he worked across the river from New
Orleans in the foundry which I mentioned."
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Carrubia continues: "When he was in his teens, Hardy would
start out at night with his horn, find a house party, and sit in on
cornet until nearly daylight. Tired but fired with enthusiasm for his
music, Emmett would go hone only long enough to clean up and
eat breakfast, then he'd be off to work at the foundry. According to
his friends, this daily schedule was followed by Young Emmett for
years until he left New Orleans to go to Chicago at the request of
Leon Rappolo. And after he returned home from Chicago, Hardy
worked at the (Johnson) Iron Works until tuberculosis made him a
virtual invalid."
Monk Hazel also recalled Hardy working in the foundry and
playing at night: "It was while serving his apprenticeship at the
Johnson Iron Works in Algiers that his health slipped. He was frail,
but he worked hard all day in the foundry. Then he played his
cornet all night. Family, after two years spent almost entirely in
bed, his appendix went bad."
Edwin A. Hepting worked alongside Emmett at the Johnson
Iron Works in Algiers and remembers:
"Emmett loved that horn. He always had a job with that horn,
too. Emmett would come to work hardly able to keep his eyes open
from his all night sessions. I recall Emmett was playing with papa
Jack Laine at the Owl's Hall in Gretna (which was located
downstream from the Jackson Avenue ferry landing on the river
batture). The band could be blasting away then all of a sudden
they'd tone it down and you could hear the dancers' feet scraping
the floor. Emmett left the Iron Works to go on some kind of
vaudeville tour up North with Bee Palmer."
Testimony to Emmett Hardy's ability as a teenager came on
February 11, 1917. Emmett was 14 years old and he was invited to
perform a bugle call in the play 'Pageant Louisianne' at the French
Opera House. The French opera House was the oldest opera house
in the United States and was a prestigious 'gig' for any musician in
the city.
On July 4th, Hardy played "patriotic airs on the cornet at the
flag raising at the Catholic Church in Gretna this evening."
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Hardy's early documented musical career was comprised mostly
of playing in orchestras, with occasional solo work. Sometime
between 1916 and 1917 Emmett was introduced to dance music
and probably jazz.
Oscar Marcour's band played around Algiers and Gretna for a
number of years and was very popular. Oscar was a violin player,
eight years older than Emmett. In all likelihood, the first organized
ragtime jazz band that Emmett Hardy played in was led by Oscar
Marcour.
The earliest surviving printed notice for Oscar's band is in the
paper of October 18, 1916. The group played a "Surprise Party John Spence going to college. Music furnished by Marcour's
Orchestra."
The first mention of the two men together is when Mrs. Inez
Clements gives an evening of dancing. Emmett's name appears
among the guests at the party and the music was furnished by the
Marcour Brothers Orchestra. (August 2, 1917). Emmett would
have been 14 years old at the time and would have been playing
for about three years if he began studying cornet in the sixth grade.
After August of 1917, Emmett's name is mentioned as being
part of the Marcour Band. Emmett probably continued to play with
the Marcour Band although his name is not mentioned on all the
many occasions on which the Marcour Band played, but the names
of the other members are not mentioned either. Oscar spent his
early career in Algiers (and New Orleans) playing for many types
of engagements.
Another mention of Marcour and Hardy playing together is in
the paper of November 15, 1917: "There will be a euchre and
musicale given Saturday night at Gould's Hall in McDonoughville
for the purpose of raising funds to erect a new Catholic school. The
Marcour brothers and Emmett Hardy will furnish the music."
In the paper of February 21, 1918 Hardy is listed as a player in a
band lead by Oscar Marcour: "12th Anniversary of Capt. and Mrs.
W. Hebert's daughter Heloise. Dancing was indulged in, music
being furnished by a band composed of Oscar & Milton Marcour,
Emmett Hardy, Vallery Barras and Eddie Hebert."
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On April 24, 1918, there was a "farewell dance for Miss Katie
Spence." Music was "furnished by Marcour's Jazz Band and by
Emmett Hardy."
Emmett never recorded but there is mention of a recording he
and a few friends were to have made on a dictaphone machine. The
friends were said to be Norman Brownlee, piano; and Oscar
Marcour, violin. The tune recorded was said to be either Farewell
Blues or Wang Wang Blues. Another report mentioned that one of
the songs on that recording was Happy Birthday.
By August 21, 1919, Emmett Hardy had achieved the status as
leader of Perry's Jazz Band at Perry's Roof Garden in San Antonio.
It is not clear how long this job lasted, but the next mention of
Hardy in the New Orleans area came on December 15, 1921, when
he was listed as playing with his own brass band in Algiers. Hardy
may have played regularly with the Brownlee and Marcour Bands
until his death in 1925.

THE GREAT ESCAPE
Monk Hazel recalls when Hardy formed his own band and took
a job replacing Sharkey Bonano at the Tonti Social Club. Hazel's
detailed recollection provides some insight into the strong
sentimental feelings bands created among their followers:
"Hardy made up his own band, over the river there. But the only
time that we ever played other than over the river there, was a
place that was Sharkey's stomping grounds called the Tonti Social
Club. Sharkey played back there for years, and, they had a run-in
or something with the club, the Tonti Aid and Social Club (and
athletic club), and they had this hall. So they fired Sharkey and
hired Hardy. So we went over there. They had a bandstand which
was against the back wall and they had a window, right in the back
of the drums. In those days there weren't any such things as spurs.
You had to take a rope and tie it around the chair to keep the bass
drum from walking away. Sharkey's drummer was Roy
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Montgomery. He was Sharkey's nephew-he was Sharkey's sister's
child.
"The night we started they were going to create a free-for-all,
because they didn't want nobody coming in there on Sharkey. So,
they had a little fellow come up around 10:30 and said, "those guys
are going to play for you; they're gonna to start a free-for-all.'
Whenever a free-for-all was started, they'd turn the lights out and
then the beer bottles would fly. In those days the Tchoupitoulas
Streetcar ran from City Park to Audubon Park. This club was right
off Ursulines Street, the street that the Tchoupitoulas Streetcar ran
on.
"They're going to lay for you, but nobody is going to hurt you,'
someone told Emmett. They did, almost quarter to twelve, they
started this free-for-all. They put out the lights, and started
throwing.
"Somebody hit me in the back of the head with a beer bottle and
all the other band guys dove out the window and run around in the
alley. I got caught up in that rope around the bass drum and
couldn't find the window. I finally got out and we were going to
catch the streetcar because we were all from over the river.
"In those days there was always a feud going on between groups
from Algiers and guys from New Orleans, even from one
neighborhood to the other. It was about 15 of them that got us and
asked us what we were doing taking Sharkey's job. They were just
about to rap us when this little follow who had told us 'don't worry
about anything,' comes out from a high box step across the street.
He comes out and he's got a 'smoke wagon' (shotgun) on him about
that long and says 'I dare one of you'all to touch them. They got a
better band than Sharkey's got.' We finally got on the streetcar and
got home. We never did go back anymore.
In fact, the melees were apparently something of a standard part
of a dance evening's fare.
"We had a job at a place over the river called the Miday
(Midway Park)," Hazel said. "We started playing the last tune at
11:00. We quit at a quarter to twelve because you had to quit at a
quarter to 12 to catch the last streetcar to make the Jackson Ferry.
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We started playing the blues at 11:00 and played the blues for 45
minutes. They play them slow first, then medium tempo, then what
we called fast tempo in those days. We played the blues in those
three different tempos. That's when the free-for-all would start.
And it was an open-air place. It had a roof over it, but all the rest
of it was open. It had chicken wire in front of the bandstand so the
beer bottles wouldn't hit the band. You'd have to fight your way
through the fight to get to the streetcar."
Hazel said that in those days, knowing the ferry schedule was a
necessity of life:
"They had the Owl's Hall on the river there by Jackson, just
about half block from Jackson Ave. This Owl's Hall, it was just
about a block down from the ferry landing. If a fellow caught a
guy from New Orleans fooling with any of the girls - two things:
One, we would run them down to the ferry landing - ferry or not,
he had better not stop; Two, throw him out the window - this place
was built on pilings over the river."
Similar sentiments were said to have been common in New
Orleans. According to the records of the juvenile delinquency
bureau, fights were a common occurrence at dances.
Monk continued and named another place: "They had another
place over there called Baby's Hall. When Jack Laine played, he
played there."

EMMETT HARDY THE PERSON
The people that probably knew Emmett Hardy best were his
sister Elinor' daughters who lived with Emmett in the last years of
his life.
Emmett's niece Louis Daide Gallwey, provided this description
of him:
"Uncle Emmett was a witty, six foot, slender, black haired man
who was quiet, patient and liked people. He loved his music more
than anything else. He was very much involved in me and my three
sisters and our brother. He used to have me come by his bedside
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and go through my school lessons. He said that he wished he had
studied harder when he was in school and that I wasn't going to do
the same thing. He was going to see that I studied, and he did. He
kept after me and I became a top student, went on to college and
taught at St. Katherine of Sienna for over 20 years. When I got my
college diploma the first thing I did was to look up in the sky and
say, 'Thank you, Uncle Emmett.'
"He was a very straight man," she continued. "My recollection
of Uncle Emmett was that he did not drink, even around the house:
if he did drink it was when he was playing his music jobs. I think
he smoked some when he was young but not when I remembered
him. He was a thoughtful, caring man."
His niece Claire said that Hardy had a good sense of humor.
That was a view shared by another niece, Elinor Bennett: "Emmett
was very quiet, had a great weird humor and liked to read. He used
to have funny sayings like 'People who live in glass houses should
dress in the dark.' "
Elinor Bennett said that Hardy was devoted to his mother. "He
would always kiss her when leaving or returning. He would put
money he made under her pillow at night. He'd have to ask her
sometimes for money because of that. He would say 'I've got to go
out tonight, need a few dollars.' Emmett was not a pretentious
person. Also, Emmett was really scared of lightning. One time, he
heard it, dropped his cornet while running. He went back for it
despite fear. It was not lightening but he thought it was.
"Emmett liked a girl named Dorothy Murtagh. He had a collie
dog and he named her Dorothy. She went with a sports coach, I
think his name was John Brechtel-she may have married him.
Daide, too, named Dorothy as the girl Emmett loved or liked
very much.
David McCain, the biographer of the Boswell Sisters, writes of
a note he has from Martha Boswell: "As far as Emmett's feeling for
Martha, I have seen a note to her in which he (Emmett) assures her
he does love her, and despite the fact that Mrs. Hardy liked 'Dot,'
Emmett added that Dot would never do because, 'She doesn't know
anything about music."
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While there may have been controversy about Emmett's true
love, perhaps the best way to view this is that he loved both
Dorothy Murtagh and Martha Boswell, each one at a certain time
and each in a certain way.

HARDY AND THE BOSWELL SISTERS
The Boswell sisters had never heard of Emmett except through
his sister Elinor, nor had Emmett heard of them, prior to their first
meeting. Billy Burton believed that Hardy first met the Boswell
Sisters in 1923 or 1924. The more accurate date would probably be
late 1921, possibly 1922. Emmett went to Chicago in 1921 and he
was ill the remaining two years of his life prior to his death in
1925.
David McCain in his article in The Second Line writes that the
first meeting was about 1923-1924. McCain writes:
"Emmett Hardy first met the Boswell Sisters about 1923-1924.
His sister Elinor, a saleswoman for "Peach Blow" cosmetics was
making her rounds one day and she rang the bell at 3937 Camp
Street in New Orleans, the residence of Clyde and Meldania
Boswell. The door opened, and Elinor's daughter, Clare Gast
Dorvin, told me, "Mama probably didn't go anywhere else that day
she met Mrs. Boswell. It was a case of two kindred souls meeting.
They were alike in many way, - both free-thinking and ahead of
their time." Mrs. Boswell introduced her three daughters and
Elinor and found she could combine business with pleasure, for the
three girls were amateur performers, and could benefit from
makeup sales. The Boswell Sisters, at this time, were establishing a
local reputation for themselves as winners of many amateur
contests around the city, playing classical as well as jazz
instruments, and even writing their own songs. As the conversation
turned to music Elinor mentioned her brother Emmett. The
Boswells expressed interest and Emmett accompanied Elinor to
Camp Street on her later visits. Emmett, who was slim and quiet
and had a very dry sense of humor, made quite an impression on
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one Boswell sister - Martha, the eldest. It was such an impression
that Vet Boswell, as well as Clare Dorvin and many others, said
Martha never forgot him."
Martha Boswell, one of three Boswell sisters (Vet and Connie
were the other two) was closely associated with Emmett Hardy.
Some went so far as to say that Emmett courted Martha, but those
closest to Hardy say that his attention to Martha was strictly
platonic.
Martha's affections for Emmett apparently were quite a bit
stronger than his were for her. She adored Emmett, while Emmett
had his eyes on Dorothy Murtagh.
Martha Boswell recalled when she first met Emmett Hardy:
"The first time we met Emmett was set for a Monday night at
7:00. At 6:00 o'clock I was still rehearsing at the piano, Mozart's
concerto in C-Major because I had committed the dreadful sin of
improvising on page 31 where nothing happened. Connie was
guilty of the same offense in her cello solo but not to the same
degree, as there is little room for improvement in the lovely
melody of Le Cygne. Vet, as usual, had been a good little violin
pupil that day but suffered with us, which made all three of us in
the wrong mood for company. I phoned to postpone the
engagement but Emmett and his sister had already left home on the
ferry.
"Well, they arrived and we looked forward to Elinor's sing-she
had a lovely voice. But we awaited the cornet solo by Emmett with
no anticipation whatsoever. Emmett's confident and professional
air was disarming and, by the time we were asked to play, we were
almost convinced he was not the mediocre musician we had
expected him to be. But we couldn't be sure so we arranged to give
him the 'acid test' by playing our number five, a gag we used on
unsuspecting musicians to sound them out. We played 'I Wish I
Could Shimmy Like My Sister Kate,' and immediately we knew
we had pulled a boner.
"Somehow he showed that he wasn't to be fooled. He had
declined to play at our first request but when we asked him again,
following our flop on our own gag, he consented with an obvious
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lack of enthusiasm. We sensed that he had come prepared to hear
three young ladies whose talents had been highly praised, but that
he really was wasting a good evening listening to three corny girl
musicians. But he took up his cornet and asked me if I knew "Ma,
He's Making Eyes At me.'
He whistled while I searched the keyboard for something a little
different, for I had been struck by his lift and style as he sat
tapping his foot whistling. Well, it's impossible to express our
delight when he finally played. It was fascinating-we were
overwhelmed. We've never forgotten it. It was the musical thrill of
a lifetime.
"Before long the banjo and sax replaced the violin and cello and
it didn't matter if we didn't get our home work done that night,
there was no school for us the next day. Every time Emmett came
over we played and discussed music until five in the morning. It go
so bad we had to restrict his visits to Friday and Saturday nights.
Emmett was playing in Norman Brownlee's Band at the time and it
wasn't long before the jamborees at the Boswell home included the
whole band. Hospitality always reigned at our Camp Street home,
thanks to our loving parents.
Martha in another interview conducted by Dexter stated her first
meeting with Emmett:
"The night Elinor arrived with her younger brother, she and her
sister noted his confident and professional air. But the girls, always
the pranksters, couldn't really e sure just how good a musician he
really was. They decided to 'sound him out' with one of their
standard gags they used on unsuspecting musicians. They played I
Wish I Could Shimmy Like My Sister Kate in a deliberate corny
style, and they could see Emmett making faces at Elinor. Martha
remembered, 'Immediately I knew we had pulled a boner. We
sensed that he had come prepared to hear three young ladies whose
talents had been highly praised but that he was really wasting a
good evening listening to three corny girl musicians. But he took
up his cornet and asked me if I knew Ma He's Making Eyes at me.
Well, it's impossible to express our delight when he finally played.
It was fascinating, we were overwhelmed . . .we've never forgotten
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it . . . it was the musical thrill of a lifetime." A Jam session
followed with the girls and Emmett. A common bond was
intensified - love of music - and soon the girls found they had to
restrict Emmett's visits to Friday and Saturday night."
"We enjoyed talking with Emmett, discussing music and
personalities. But most of all we liked to hear him play. His breaks,
his rhythm, his peculiar tone - were all unique. Emmett was slim
and dark and rather reserved. As we grew to know him better, we
admired his keen, philosophic mind, his wit and genial nature. he
was always helpful, and his praise and encouragement gave my
sisters and me the confidence, later, to go into the professional
field ourselves
"He insisted we were original in our music ideas, but that he
emphasized the importance of an artist expressing himself and not
others, developing and perfecting his own work rather than take
the easier road and merely copy what successful artists in the same
field are doing. This is an ideal my sisters and I fought for and we
know we had the support of Emmett after he was gone."
As to the influence of Emmett on the Boswells' style, Burton
said in 1937: "To this day, the Boswell Sisters claim that all the
phrasing they used in some of their greatest arrangements was due
to the hidden inspiration of Emmett Hardy. In fact, they sincerely
believe that every successful musician follows the steps of their
secret inspiration and theirs was Emmett Hardy."
For all this admiration, all of Emmett's nieces as well as Vet
Boswell (interviewed for this book in New Orleans in 1986) said
that Emmett and Martha had a platonic relationship.
Daide also told her version of the story of the first meeting
between Emmett Hardy and the Boswell Sisters: "I remember
when my mother was selling cosmetics she told the Boswell's
about her baby brother. They thought at first she was just saying
how good he was in music because he was her baby brother and,
the first time they met, that's the attitude they had. They thought he
was going to turn out to be untalented, and just a prejudice on the
part of Elinor to build up her brother. They soon found out that,
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indeed, Emmett was extremely talented and they became close
friends."
Martha Boswell obviously fell very hard for Emmett Hardy.
Claire said that "Martha was in love with Emmett, she was
fanatic about him. Emmett was not as demonstrative about love.
Emmett was very straight and old-fashioned and didn't show love.
His first true love was a girl named Dorothy. He named his collie
dog after her."
Elinor provided this perspective on Emmett and Martha's
relationship: "Martha was in love with Emmett. She came lover a
lot. She would bring ice cream, and with the person in the car
waiting for her (which they thought would only be a few minutes),
she stayed two or three hours. She married Jules Picard, but I don't
think she loved him. She loved Emmett until the day she died.
Perhaps Daide summed up the relationship between Emmett
Hardy and Martha Boswell best: "Martha's love for Emmett was
life-long. She never forgot him. Even when she married and had
children, Emmett remained the love of her life. She continued to
love the legacy of Emmett's genius, an image that became bigger
the longer she lived. The shrine she had made in Point a la Hache
is gone now - the river swallowed it - but the legacy continues to
grow."
Martha Boswell admitted that she never forgot Emmett Hardy:
"Emmett was to music what Shelley was to poetry. His time was
short and his file not large, but it is questionable whether any artist
ever made such a deep and indelible mark on his audiences as did
Emmett."
Daide said Emmett Hardy's relationship with Martha Boswell
was platonic, but that was mostly because of Emmett: "Martha
married but told her husband that she loved Emmett Hardy. Martha
did really love Emmett. Emmett loved him but I don't think he
loved her like husband and wife. he liked her and loved her as a
friend like he loved all his friends."
Elinor Bennett said, "Emmett wasn't girl crazy. They would be
after him, and he would go out with them - he just wasn't obsessed
with them. What he loved was his music, above everything."
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In an interview in Nov. of 1977, McCain interviewed Vet in
Peekskill, New York:
"Now the only Boswell left, Vet was only 14 when Emmett
died. She mainly remembered Emmett as quiet and reserved, but
with a somewhat caustic way about him. 'Emmett was a big teaser,
and I was a very quiet and shy girl then. I guess you could say he
intimidated me. He was quite different than the other boys and he
was always so professional about his music,' "
Hardy's concern and affection for his family had another outlet,
according to Louis Gallwey. "Emmett was very concerned over his
nephew Gustave Gast IV. Gustave was enrolled at Jefferson
College (an elementary and high school in Convent, Louisiana).
He was going with the wrong crowd and this was a private
Catholic school. We would go visit him. I remember he once went
in one car and we went in another. Emmett's car broke down near
Harvey, and we had to go the rest of the way together."

HARDY IN DAVENPORT & CHICAGO
Emmett Hardy's only extended trip away from New Orleans
came in early 1921 when Leon Rappolo (the clarinetist later with
the New Orleans Rhythm Kings) got him to play with Bee Palmer's
troupe. Palmer was a singer, the wife of Al Siegel, a pianist.
Palmer's act toured the Orpheum Theater circuit.
Santo Pecora recounted some of the details of that vaudeville
tour:
"We went to Chicago with Bee Palmer, the shimmy shaker. We
took Rappolo, Hardy and Frisco. We played vaudeville. Al Seigel
played the piano for the band so there were only five people in it
all together. Johnny Frisco was from New Orleans.
"Bee Palmer was a good looking blonde woman. She's the one
who invented the Shimmy. Bee Palmer dressed beautifully. We
used to go to Sophie Tucker - she used to be playing a club and she
would invite Bee Palmer and the band to the club to play as guest
stars. Bee Palmer was a good singer, a different type than Sophie
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Tucker. She was a smooth singer of ballads. She had a good figure
- everyone wanted to get in her pants. She was built! She was a
pretty woman. We played Davenport with her."
There was a well-publicized Bee Palmer engagement at the
Keith/Oprheum Theater in Rock Island. Paulie Freed recalled that
band "was the best in-person jazz band I had heard to date." The
band included Emmett Hardy."
While in Davenport with the troupe, Hardy and Rappolo sat in
with a local band - Carlisle Evans at the Coliseum. According to
Henry Catalano, the veteran white cornetist who played on a
Streckfus steamer for over 20 years, "Hardy and Rap told Evans
that Bee owed them $400 apiece. Rap asked Evans, 'Can you use
us in your band? Evans, a pianist, told them to give notice and they
would have jobs awaiting them."
The troupe jumped from Davenport to Peoria. Hardy and Rap
couldn't collect their money, Catalano recalls, so they quit and
returned to Davenport. They played with Evans about four months.
With them were: Louis Black on banjo, Hal Sexton on trombone,
Jack Willits on drums, Norrie Neil on sax, and Evans.
Personnel of the Bee Palmer Band, as closely as musicians can
recall, included Siegel at the piano, and Santo Pecora on trombone,
as well as Hardy and Rap. No one remembers the name of the
drummer who completed the line-up (it was Joe Frisco). It was
during this time with Evans that Hardy met Bix Beiderbecke for
the first time.
Martha Boswell recalled that when Hardy returned from
Chicago, "he told us (me and my sisters) of playing the Friar's Inn
and of meeting Ben Pollack and other incidents. He often spoke of
a little fellow called 'Bix' whom he met in Davenport."
The Norman Brownlee Band got to meet a lot of vaudeville acts
and it is said that the people in the acts liked Emmett Hardy.
Harry Shields remembered Hardy performed a snake dance in
front of a famous shimmy dancer, as part of the show [Bee
Palmer].
Monk Hazel remembers when Hardy left New Orleans for the
first time. It was with Bee Palmer on a vaudeville tour.
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"Her husband was playing piano and a fellow by the name of
Johnny Frisco was on drums. We used to call him 'Mulefoot.' He
had played with Schilling's Band. They were on the Orpheum
circuit. That's where there was a lot of vaudeville.
"They broke up at Rockford, Illinois, because Palmer was kind
of chiseling on the loot. While they were in Rockford, Rappolo and
Hardy met a fellow named Carlisle Evans and he offered them a
job with his band. They left Bee Palmer and went with Carlisle,
who had Hal Sexton on trombone and a man named Neal on
drums. They played all around Davenport there, and there's where
Bix heard Hardy for the first time. I think they stayed around there
about a year with Carlisle Evans.
"A little while after that Emmett, Chink Martin, Oscar Marcour
- he used to play jazz fiddle, the only one they ever had around
here - and Nunzio 'Scag' Scaglione (sax and clarinet) went up to
join the Rhythm Kings, who were to expand and make the band
bigger at Friar's Inn. They only stayed a month. Hardy wasn't in
the union nor was Martin - Scag was the only one in the Union.
"I think they went to Pensacola, Florida where you could join
the union for $4 or $5 and joined before they went up there.
Petrillo then was just the head of the Chicago Union. They were
working for Mike Fritzel - they were all in with Colisimo - the
gangster. They only worked a month with the Rhythm kings until
the union threw the four of them out and they came back home."
Monk Hazel had this to say about Emmett upon his return to
New Orleans:
"Emmett only worked a month with the Rhythm kings until the
union threw the four of them out and they came back home.
Emmett came back and it was right after that he got sick. He
played around here a while with Brownlee. Harry Shields was on
the job with him the night that he got sick. He had a hemorrhage
when they were playing over the river somewhere at some high
school and then he got sick.
Gilbert 'Tin Roof' Barrios was on the Chicago scene when
Emmett arrived. He relates:
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"I heard Emmett many times in and around New Orleans, and
let me tell you this - he had a tone that carried so far it was
phenomenal. I remember one night Emmett was playing at the
Eleonore Playground in New Orleans, where there was a concrete
slab for dancing. I was with some friends down in Audubon Park,
about 7 or 8 blocks away, and we all recognized Emmett's sound
from that distance - his tone was unmistakable." I heard him play
at two places in Harvey and had also heard him in Kenner. Emmett
was best known in Norman Brownlee's band, but I heard him most
of the time when he was playing spots around town with different
bands or musicians. I got to know Emmett better in Chicago. I
didn't get the chance to hear him play there because of my working
hours, but I noticed that even then Emmett was pale and he
coughed a lot, too."

BIX AND HARDY
As with most legends, especially those connected with what
others have called genius, Emmett Hardy's life was not without
controversy. Perhaps if Hardy had lived longer and had had the
opportunity to record, many of the unresolved debates could be
laid to rest.
One such controversy centered on the degree of influence
Emmett Hardy had on the playing style of Bix Beiderbecke. While
Emmett's name and sound have slipped into obscurity, Leon
Bismark 'Bix' Beiderbecke came to be recognized as one of jazz's
most colorful and important figures. To explore the possibility that
Bix's influence included Emmett Hardy does not take way from his
well-founded reputation.
In Burnett James' book on Bix Beiderbecke he writes:
"Just who among the great jazzmen of the day Bix did actually
hear and learn from, both in Chicago and on the riverboats of his
childhood, is not altogether certain. Certainly he came under the
spell of King Oliver and Louis Armstrong. As early as some say, I
the Davenport days, that is. There are stories too, not entirely
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substantiated, that there was working around Davenport a fabulous
trumpet player, name of Emmett Hardy, who was the real
originator of the style now entirely associated with Bix himself.
But if it was so, the world has heard little more of him and will
never know for sure just how much truth there was in it."
Substantial compelling evidence has since been discovered
which indicates that Hardy's influence on Beiderbecke's style was
far greater than once believed. On the basis of this evidence, it is
reasonable to surmise that there existed a formal student/teacher
relationship between Hardy and Beiderbecke.
We'll built our case by starting with the basics - putting Emmett
Hardy and Bix Beiderbecke together in the same building. It first
happened in Davenport, Iowa in 1921
We know now that Emmett Hardy did play around Davenport
with the Carlisle Evans Band. We have interviews with Santo
Pecora and others who relate how they saw and heard Emmett
talking and showing Bix about playing the cornet.
Bee Palmer, the sexy vaudeville entertainer, had in her backup
band (in addition to Hardy and Rappolo) New Orleans trombonist
Santo Pecora. Pecora was an eyewitness to history - the early
tutoring sessions between Hardy and Beiderbecke. Pecora's
perspective is similar to that of Ben Pollack.
"I played in Davenport with Hardy," Pecora recalled. "Bix used
to come practice with Emmett hardy because Bix liked the way he
played. Bix Beiderbecke played so badly that I asked Emmett why
he didn't get Bix out of there. Emmett said Bix was a nice kid.
They were smoking that weed and all that stuff and I didn't care for
that so I had to get out of the room."
According to Pecora, the lessons eventually paid off.
"Years later, at the Chicago Union Hall I ran into Bix playing
with Jean Goldkettle," Pecora continued. "Bix asked me if I
remembered what I had told Emmett Hardy. I replied that I did. I
hugged Bix and told him that he was playing beautiful now. Then
Bix went with Paul Whiteman."
New Orleans clarinetist Charles Cordilla played with Emmett
Hardy at the Silver Slipper on Bourbon Street in the Jules Bauduc
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Orchestra in 1922. They became close friends, "drinking buddies,"
to use Cordilla's words. Cordilla said that Hardy's style was
evident in the play of Beiderbecke. He said that "Hardy sounded
much like Bix's style - not too high, playing in the middle range,
and improvised much like Armstrong did." Cordilla agrees with
Dr. Edmond Souchon that "Bix tried to copy Hardy's style."
In a 1986 phone interview, an older, less certain Cordilla could
not confirm direct contact between Hardy and Beiderbecke, but he
noted that Hardy played in Beiderbecke's home town of
Davenport, Iowa in 1921. It was possible, Cordilla guessed, that
Beiderbecke heard Emmett Hardy play there.
Band leader Norman Brownlee confirmed the accuracy of
Cordilla's speculation, and added that Hardy's influence on
Beiderbecke was more than coincidental:
"Hardy once went to Davenport, Iowa, where Bix lived. Bix
was playing piano at the time. Bix would come listen to Hardy
play and Hardy helped Bix a lot to learn to play the cornet. He
taught him how to hold the cornet. In later years Bix told me that
Hardy was one of the greatest - this was when Bix came to New
Orleans with Paul Whiteman."
Oscar Marcour confirmed the teacher/student relationship
established between Hardy and Beiderbecke in Iowa.
"Emmett showed Bix what that third valve on a cornet was for.
Yes, Emmett taught Bix how to use it for getting those 'hot licks' in
fast passages." (Author's Note: On the cornet, or any valved brass
instrument, the notes that a player is able to produce pressing
down the first and second valves can also be played with only the
third valve down. But, using the third valve produces a different
intonation and, therefore, is used mostly in fast passage work
where the intonation is not exposed for a long duration.)
Beiderbecke did have a chance to hear most of the top early jazz
trumpet men, including Armstrong, Oliver, Mares, LaRocca, as
well as Ray Lopez, Mutt Carey, Tig Chambers, Sugar John Smith,
and perhaps even Freddie Keppard. All were from New Orleans
and all played in Chicago. Did any of these titans influence
Beiderbecke's style? Surely Armstrong influenced a number of
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musicians, but, Beiderbecke's most frequently acknowledged
influence was that of Emmett Hardy.
There were numerous jazz bands traveling on the vaudeville
circuit during Beiderbecke's formative years. As shown earlier in
this book, Hardy traveled with such a band backing up Bee Palmer,
one of the 'shimmy queens' of vaudeville.
In the liner notes on a Bix Beiderbecke record jacket Rex
Harrison writes:
"Other influences have been claimed too, such as that of
Emmett Hardy, the obscure New Orleans cornetist, who died
unrecorded in 1925."
Paul Mares, the cornetist with the NORK's in Chicago, knew
Hardy in New Orleans, and Bix in Chicago. Because he knew both
and was a cornetist, Mares' testimony is very valuable:
"Bix had a most individualistic style. "I've always analyzed his
playing like this: 20 percent New Orleans and 30 percent Emmett
Hardy. Bix was strongly influenced by Hardy. His style could be
termed a rehash of Hardy, stiffened up with a Dixieland style.
Hardy was playing the identical stuff that Bix played with
Goldkettle and Whiteman, nearly 10 years later. Emmett was more
sure of himself. He had more ideas, and played with a push and
drive that Beiderbecke never attained."
The Hardy/Beiderbecke link is further solidified by the
recollection of Billy Burton, a violinist and later manager with the
Jimmy Dorsey Band. Burton was an early and enthusiastic
supporter of Emmett Hardy's greatness. As early as 1940 Burton
was writing about Hardy's ability.
"It is a fact that Bix Beiderbecke, up in Davenport, was still no
musician - although he was three months older than Emmett,"
Burton wrote. "Hardy was acclaimed a genius seven years before
Bix started making history with the Wolverines. It's no wonder that
later, after the Wolverines era, when Bix was forging ahead with
Goldkettle and Whiteman, that Beiderbecke modestly paid tribute
to Hardy as his greatest inspiration, and that he even wrote
Emmett's mother late in 1925 saying: 'Emmett was the greatest
musician I have ever heard. If ever I can come near your son's
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greatness, I'll die happy. "Beiderbecke did not confine his musical
debt to Hardy to personal correspondence. Swing era orchestra
leaders Jimmy Dorsey, brother of Tommy Dorsey, knew
Beiderbecke and actually roomed with him in New York City.
Jimmy recalled that Bix readily admitted Emmett Hardy's
influence on his playing.
"Bix used to practice, often commenting on Emmett Hardy and
how terrific a musician he thought Hardy was," Dorsey said.
"Hardy was Beiderbecke's idol and Bix gave Hardy credit for
teaching him."
Steve Loyacano, the New Orleans banjoist, traveled to
Indianapolis in 1924 with the Johnny Bayersdorffer's Jazzola Six.
He met and talked to Bix as they shared the bill with the
Wolverines at the Rainbow Casino Gardens. He remembers talking
to Bix about Emmett:
"I got to know Bix and hear him play. It was a thrill because Bix
was the closest man to Emmett I ever heard and I'm taking nothing
away from Bix. Bix asked me about Emmett and told me he
learned plenty from him when he heard Emmett in Chicago. He
said he thought Emmett was the greatest."
This link between Hardy and Beiderbecke is reinforced by
Paulie Freed, who said there were great similarities in their styles.
Many of the early New Orleans musicians remember Emmett
Hardy and talk about him in their interviews at Tulane University
Jazz Archives.
Steve Brown was less enthusiastic about Hardy. He didn't think
Hardy measured up with Beiderbecke in terms of style:
"Emmett Hardy played all right, he played a good instrument,
but I wouldn't compare him with Bix. He had a style of his own,
both had good styles and they were well liked, but I wouldn't say
Hardy phrased like Bix at all."
Paul Pegue, lived on the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain at
the time of his 1986 interview for this book, was a boyhood friend
of Hardy's in Algiers. Pegue also noted Hardy's influence in
Beiderbecke's playing: "Bix sounded a little like Hardy. I imagine
that Bix had to be influenced by Hardy, he sounded so much alike.
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He played like Emmett did. "Ben Pollack had no doubts about
Hardy's influence on Beiderbecke and left no doubt as to his view
as to their relative stature as players:
"Bix was a tin-horn soloist compared with Emmett," Pollack
said. "Many of the musicians in the New Orleans Rhythm Kings
and other bands in Chicago that heard and knew Emmett remember
the way Bix used to hang around begging to hold Emmett's horn
and continually ask advice and hints from Emmett as how Emmett
got those 'hot jazz licks' and 'how to use the third valve the way
Emmett did."
Monk Hazel held vivid recollection of the development of the
Hardy/Beiderbecke connection.
"Carlisle Evans had a band in Davenport, Iowa, and there's
where Bix heard Emmett play for the first time," Hazel said. A
little while after that, Emmett and Chink Martin went up to join the
Rhythm Kings at Friar's Inn in Chicago.
"Hardy was playing with the New Orleans Rhythm Kings in
Chicago,: Hazel continued. "Bix had come to Chicago in the
meantime and he used to come in and ask them to let him sit in.
Paul Mares and Rappolo - they used to fluff him off. Emmett
didn't. Emmett told them, 'Aw, let the kid play.' Emmett showed
him that third valve business. You see. Bix used it; Hackett used it.
Emmett showed him everything that is was possible for him to
show him."
Hardy saw great potential in Beiderbecke, and Beiderbecke was
apparently the subject of a number of Hardy's conversations with
his friends and associates in New Orleans.
Martha Boswell, one of three sisters from New Orleans to
gained national popularity, recalled him telling her about meeting
Beiderbecke in Davenport.
"Hardy went to Chicago. When he returned he told us - my
sisters and me - of playing that Friar's Inn and of meeting Ben
Pollack and other incidents." Boswell told an interviewer. "He
often spoke of a little fellow called 'Bix' whom he met in
Davenport."
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Ken Gormin wrote that: "Hardy taught Beiderbecke.
Beiderbecke often admitted to Jimmy Dorsey when he roomed
with him that he imitated the style of his teacher. He also told
Benny Goodman the same things."
In the early 1920, Emmett became very sick and there are
accounts of the many visitors he would have at his home in
Algiers. Monk Hazel was among those visitors.
Hazel would bring records for Emmett to hear. On one
occasion, Hazel brought two records over, and he and Hardy sat
down and listened to them. The two cuts they heard were 'Fidgety
Feet' and 'Jazz Me Blues.' Hazel picks up the story:
"I've got a record here you'll like,' I told Emmett. I put it on the
record player. Emmett face lit up when he heard Bix's horn. After
only the first eight bars of the record, he smiled and said to me,
'that's that young Beiderbecke boy from Davenport, the boy I told
you was to be a great musician. Am I right? He was right. He knew
Bix's playing right off; and he should have, for Bix played exactly
- note for note - the way Emmett played the tune himself."
The high regard in which Hardy's friends held him may have
hampered their ability to appreciate Beiderbecke's playing.
When Beiderbecke came to New Orleans with the Paul
Whiteman Band, many of the city's jazz musicians attended the
concert. A few of them went backstage after sitting through the
first part of the concert and complained to Whiteman that they
came to hear some "real jazz."
When Whiteman came on stage to continued with the second
half of the concert, he turned the program over to the jazz
musicians and left the stage. Beiderbecke and the other jazz
musicians in the band played the rest of the concert, one that may
have been appreciated by the general audience, but which left the
New Orleans musicians unimpressed.
Hazel recalls that day: "Upon hearing Paul Whiteman's Band in
New Orleans, I said: "The much heralded Bix's trumpet was a
bring-down to us all.' We found it to be similar to Hardy's style.
Nice, yes, but unoriginal and, as is usually the case, inferior to the
original. Bix's and Hardy's ideas were about the same but there was
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a hell of a lot of difference in the way they came out the bells of
their horns."
From then on New Orleans musicians who had known Hardy
resented the lavish tributes critics paid Beiderbecke's playing.

HARDY AND ARMSTRONG
One of the interesting questions to historians of the early jazz
years was: "Did Louis Armstrong know or ever meet Emmett
Hardy?
One person who is sure that Armstrong at least heard Emmett is
Gilbert 'Tin Roof' Barrios. Barrios recalled that he first met Louis
Armstrong when Louis was selling coal in the Storyville District.
Tin Roof was working the district selling newspapers.
Barrios remembered two specific incidents involving Armstrong
and Hardy: "One night, about in 1920, Emmett Hardy was playing
in this old Army garage that was used to repair four-wheel drive
trucks during the war. At this time the place was used for dances. It
was at Tchoupitoulas and Napoleon Avenue, near the river. That
night Louis and his band were getting off the ferry there at
Napoleon Ave. I think they had just come back from playing a date
in Marrero. I heard Louis say, 'Man, who is that? Emmett was
playing one of his solos. I told him it was Emmett Hardy."
The second incident was in New York City: "In 1937, I went to
the Cotton Club in Harlem with Tony Parenti and we happened to
meet Louis there. We got to talking and I mentioned Emmett.
Louis called Emmett 'the angel Gabriel.' "
Joe Loyacano recalled another encounter between Armstrong
and Hardy. Loyacano said he was playing on an excursion boat at
Canal Street when Louis Armstrong heard Emmett Hardy. "Louis
walked over to the rail and shook his head and said, 'That's the best
i ever heard in my life. There ain't nobody gonna touch that boy
when he gets a little older."
Many New Orleans' musicians recall distinctly a Sunday
afternoon on the Streckfus steamer Sidney when Hardy tangled
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with Louis Armstrong. It was late 1921. Hardy was three years
younger than Louis, and their meeting developed into an oldfashioned carving or bucking contest.
Monk Hazel provides a description:
"The permanent band on the Sidney was Louie's own. But on
Sunday, harbor trips required an alternate band. Hardy was in the
band that afternoon. I remember, as the outfits alternated in halfhour shifts. After the second half, Emmett was so anxious to carve
Louie he split his upper and lower lips inside. When he blew water
out of his spit valve blood came out. Finally, they hit 'High
society,' and both of them torn into it. When Emmett finished his
last and best chorus, Louis made a deep bow from the opposite
stand, raised his hands, and yelled, 'Man, you're the King.' Just like
that, you know, recognizing Emmett, you see. From then on,
Hardy was New Orleans' favorite."
Ray Bauduc and Nappy LaMare of the Crosby Band vaguely
recall the incident. Tony Fougerat also remembers a cutting contest
aboard the Sidney or the Capitol: "Armstrong, with Fate Marable,
challenged Hardy and later acknowledged Hardy's superiority."
Fougerat recalled.
Bill Eastwood recalled the incident and remarked: "Louis
Armstrong tried over and over to steal Emmett's licks, but he, like
all the others failed. Emmett could come right back at Louis with
every lick Armstrong played, and laugh about it."
Among those who recall the incident that Sunday afternoon on
the Streckfus steamer Sidney when Hardy and Armstrong pointed
their horns toward each other includes: Hazel, Eastwood, LaMare,
Bauduc, Bill Burton, Oscar Marcour and his brother, Eddie Miller,
Sidney Arodin, Doc Rando, Paul Mares, Santo Pecora, Tony
Fougerat and the three Boswell sisters.
Newspaper reports of playing schedules during the period
indicate that the Armstrong/Hardy bucking contest could have
taken place, although there is no direct mention of it found in
newspapers of the era.
Monk Hazel was with Norman Brownlee's Band at the time of
the Sidney incident. In the Algiers Herald newspaper there are
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mentions of the Brownlee Band playing on the river front boats
during 1921 and 1922, the years that the Brownlee Band is most
active in and around Algiers and the river front. So, the
participants of the story are at the scene. Louis went to Chicago in
1922 so this incident could have happened in 1921 as everything
seems to fit together: the personnel in the bands were all present
during the given times.
There is one catch: Louis Armstrong denied the incident ever
took place.
Monk Hazel was angry when he read of Armstrong denial of
having known Emmett Hardy. In a 1959 interview with Bill
Russell, Monk expounded further on the Sidney incident:
Louis disputed me about him and Emmett having a bucking
contest on the boat. He disputed and said the only white he ever
played with was Bix. That's not so.
"Emmett's mother had a card from Louis, and the card read
'Now that the King is dead, I am the King,,' signed, Louis
Armstrong. It was a postcard, not letter," Hazel told Russell. "And
from Bix his mother had a whole letter, about a four page letter
saying how much he idolized Emmett; how much Emmett had
done for him, both in Davenport and Chicago. Now if I could have
got hold of those two, I could have thrown that card right in Louis'
face."
Monk concluded that Louis probably didn't remember the
incident because it wasn't a situation where Emmett sat in with
him. People had been referring to that day as a jam session, which
it wasn't. But whatever the case, Monk was adamant, and the
Sidney incident of Armstrong tipping his hat to the king remained a
popular story.
Fate Marable indicated indirectly that he did not believe the
incident ever took place. He remarked in an article in jazz
Information that. "As far as I know, Louis never ever saw Hardy."
Marable didn't think that Hardy was a good enough trumpet player
to take Louis in a cutting contest. He did not say anything about
the incident. Fate Marable was not from New Orleans and his only
connection with the city was because of the river boat. The point
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being that the musicians that grew up in New Orleans would have
known more about the lives and movements of their own than an
outsider.
Hardy's niece Elinor gave this author indirect verification of the
story in the late 1980s. When she was in a restaurant in Slidell, a
man came in and talked to her. "In the preceding conversation with
him I mentioned I was Emmett Hardy's niece. He was a musician
and told me the story of the duel between Emmett and Armstrong.
He said after the battle Louis Armstrong said 'I take my hat off to
you white boy, you is the king of jazz.' This was in Bosco's
Restaurant in Slidell."
In summary, there are numerous witnesses that say this incident
did happen, and that Emmett and Armstrong had met, or had at
least heard each other. There is also circumstantial evidence that
lends credence to the story. The 1921 time frame is accurate, in
that all those mentioned were present in New Orleans at the time;
Brownlee's Band did play on the boat frequently, and Emmett
Hardy was part of the band during the years 1921-1922.
The dispute could be one of semantics, Louis saying that he
never took part in a jam session, but could have taken part in
playing opposite the Brownlee Band on the boat. Whether they
participated in a cutting contest may not be as important as the fact
that both can be placed on the Sidney playing on Sundays - on the
same boat, facing opposite each other in their respective bands.

EMMETT HARDY'S LAST DAYS
Emmett's last year was spent as a semi-invalid. As he was not
allowed to play cornet, he took up banjo, with Bill Eastwood and
Nappy LaMare giving him tips on playing. Emmett became
somewhat proficient on the instrument.
Not long before Emmett died, his family brought him over to
the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain in hopes that the oxygen-rich
air there would help his lungs. His nieces Daide, Claire and Elinor
all remembered that their grandmother (Emmett's mother) rented a
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house in Mandeville in an effort to improve Emmett's health. It
didn't work.
Elinor recalled: "Emmett was in Mandeville only a couple of
months. When he died he was in the front bedroom of the house on
State Street."
Mrs. Stinson was the family nurse and later married Eddie
Shields, the piano playing brother of Larry and Harry Shields.
"Monk Hazel spent a lot of time with his friend after Hardy
returned to New Orleans. Hazel said the health problems that
would ultimately take Hardy's life began about that time.
"He went down with T. B.," Hazel said in his interview for the
Tulane Jazz Archives. "He was in bed for a couple of years and be
beat it. He went over in the piney woods over there near
Mandeville and Covington. He stayed over there about a year and
a half and he beat T. B. "So he came home, and when he came
home, I used to go about 2:00 every day. My mother said if I
didn't show up for 2:00 he'd be on the phone wanting to know
what's the matter with me. And that was every day. I'd go out there
and I'd drive him around in the auto while he was convalescing.
"The appendicitis hit him, so they rushed him to the hospital.
From being in that bed all the time he was weak, so he couldn't
take ether. They gave him a local anesthetic. He lay there and
watched them cut his guts open. And he went through that, he beat
that. About a month or six weeks later, peritonitis set in and it
killed him - that's actually what killed him."
Monk would bring records over and Emmett and he would sit
for hours and listen and discuss the records. Once Monk brought
over a Bix record:
"Emmett didn't know any of the others in the band. He knew the
banjo player, who was the same banjo player with the Wolverines,
Lewis Black, who was also with the New Orleans Rhythm Kings.
"The trumpet solo of Bix - well the fact is the whole
arrangement was note for note the way Emmett used to play it. He
even told me what key they were playing in. He could listen to a
record, tell you what key they were playing in. He could tell you
what chord and the notes in the chord. While he was with the New
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Orleans Rhythm Kings in Chicago for that month, he had an offer
from Paul Whiteman and he turned Whiteman down. The way
Emmett played nobody can, unless you heard him play, nobody
could explain it to you how he sounded. A lot of people think you
don't know what you're talking about. But, the guy had what Bix
got from him. But the thing that Bix or Hackett, either of them or
any other guy that plays that style don't' have what he had. He had
the New Orleans drive. He had the drive with that beautiful style,
that legato style. It's more of a legato style than it is a staccato
style. he had the drive that goes with it, even more than Sharkey.
he'd swing a band to death. he gave he the horn, that's how I came
to start playing the cornet."
Daide remembers that during Emmett's last years there were
continuous visitors to the house:
"Bands would come over all the time. One or two rehearsed
there. You see, we had a piano and Emmett would be there and
help the bands. There were always people around the house. We
had about 10 people living there. We built an extra room and the
house was always full with people.
"Emmett would always have a lot of musician friends over. He
didn't formally teach anyone regularly, but would help anyone that
asked. He had one small, blonde haired kid that he helped a little,
but I don't remember his name.
"He would help the many musicians that frequently came over
to the house. Emmett had a perfect ear. He could hear if one
instrument was off in a big orchestra.
"I remember Emmett picking out chords on a piano. He didn't
really play much piano, just enough to play chords. He would lay
something on the piano and then take up his trumpet and play
some notes on it. I remember he was working on the tune Panama.
We put words to the part he made up. It goes: 'You are a horses
huff.' [Daide sang the extra part usually played to Panama.]
"After he stopped playing - the doctors told him he should not
play the cornet as it was bad for his lungs and his health - Uncle
Emmett would take walks with me. He would play with his dog
and would read a lot. Always reading."
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Nieces' Claire and Elinor remembered Monk Hazel's many
visits with Emmett at the house at 2504 State Street during his
final illness, frequently bringing ice cream for his friend.
"When Monk would come over the house, he and Emmett
would sit and listen to records for hours, replaying them, taking
them apart, " Elinor said. "They would know every little part."
Claire said that Emmett continued working with the Boswell
Sisters even after becoming ill: "Emmett helped the Boswells.
They would come over and sing their arrangements to him in bed
and he would give them suggestions. Martha remained very close
to Hardy family, even after Emmett's death."
Daide also said that on the Boswells' visits Hardy "would help
them with phrasing and harmony."

EMMETT HARDY'S LAST PERFORMANCE
The story of Emmett Hardy's 22nd and final birthday is the stuff
that legends are made of. Some who were there say they felt that
Emmett knew that he didn't have much time left. Within four days
he would be dead.
A large number of Emmett's friends went over to help him
celebrate his 22nd birthday at his mother's home at 2504 State
Street. The Boswells, Monk Hazel, Nappy LaMare, Leon Prima,
Bill Eastwood and Elery Maser were in this group.
Emmett, on doctors' orders, had not been allowed to play his
cornet for about a year. His lungs were very bad, with tuberculosis
slowly whittling away the slender, dark-haired youngster down to
a frail and almost helpless invalid. At first, he was content to watch
and listen to the other musicians play. But, as the jam session got
'hot' others came and by 8 o'clock it was in full swing and Emmett
couldn't remain on the sidelines any longer.
An article in downbeat on May 15, 1940, described the scene
this way:
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"His mother started to warn him not to play, then she nodded
permission, for as Emmett raised his horn to his mouth she knew it
would be for the last time. Emmett knew it too."
Elery Maser continued the story: "Cold chills ran up my back.
My first reaction was to notice how the other musicians were
taking it. I looked and all of them - except the drums and a pianist
pounding chords - had set their horns on the floor. In all my life I
have never heard a cornet sound so sweet, nor have I ever heard
such beautiful chord progressions since.
"He knew, as we were celebrating his birthday, that it would be
his last session."
Monk Hazel relates the story of the last time Emmett played his
horn:
"We go up to Emmett's house for this birthday party. The
Boswell girls were there, Leon Prima, Bill Eckert, Elery Maser and
a couple of guys and myself. We were playing and finally he goes and I could see him arguing with his mother, because the doctors
had forbidden him to touch the horn. He goes to the closet, and
comes out with this square case - Victor model cornet of
Connecticut. So he takes it out and his mama sits at the piano and
they start playing. His mama starts hitting those church chords and
they start playing the blues. You never heard such blues in all your
life. We ended up sitting around the floor, crying like babies. Just
Emmett and his mother - he played so beautiful."
Hardy's funeral was one of the largest New Orleans had ever
seen. Emmett was buried in the Hardy family plot at the Hook and
Ladder Cemetery in Gretna. The Jackson Avenue ferry had to
make three or four crossings of the river to accommodate the
crowd of mourners.
Elinor said that whenever Emmett's mother Lillian went into a
nightclub after his death, the band would immediately plays some
of Emmett's songs. Mrs. Hardy continued her active social life and
loved to entertain. One guest was a black pianist from Julliard
(New York) in the 1930s. Mrs. Hardy was in her 70s when she
died in 1943
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